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Resumo 
?\este trabalho apresentamos resultados de existência de soluções para al-
guns modelos matemáticos do tipo campo de fase para a solidificação de 
ligas binárias. Inicialmente. consideramos um modelo composto por um sis-
tema de equações diferenciais parciais altamente não lineares degenerado e 
parabólico, com três variáveis independentes: o campo de fase, a tempera-
tura e a concentração. Depois incluímos termos convectívos para levar em 
consideração o fluxo nas regiões não sólidas. Estudamos alguns modelos 
desse tipo. A característica comum nesses modelos é que na equação da ve-
locidade é utilizado um termo de penalização do tipo Carman-Kozeny para 
modelar o efeito m·ushy. Utilizamos técnicas de aproximação que envolvem 
regularização, o de Faedo-Galerkin e o Teorema de Ponto Fixo de 
Lerav-Schauder. 
Abstract 
In this work we present results of existence of solutions for some mathema-
tical models of phase-field type for solidification of binary alloys. Firstly, we 
consider a model based on a highly non-linear degenerate parabolic system of 
partia! differential equations, with three independent variables: phase-field, 
solute concentration and temperature. After that. we include convective 
terms in order to consider the flow in the non-solid regions. vVe study some 
models of this sort. AI! of them have the characteristic of modeling the 
mushy effect with a Carman-Kozeny penalization term added to the velocity 
equation. The proofs are based on an approximation technique which inclu-
des regularization, Faedo-Galerkin method and Leray-Schauder Fixed Point 
Theorem. 
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Capítulo 1 
Introdução 
Uma liga binária é um sistema composto de dois materiais e B, no qual as 
moléculas de e B formam uma união física criando um novo composto. O 
composto A é chamado solvente e o B soluto. Porém a liga não é uma nova 
substãncia química. Ligas podem ser metálicas ou misturas intermetálicas: 
por exemplo, Alumínio-Silício. Cobre-:\íquel. As ligas são uma fonte prin-
cipal de materiais novos e raros e por isso são muito importantes do ponto 
de vista tecnológico. A forma cristalina das ligas é, em geraL preparada por 
moldagem da substãncia derretida, i.e., por solidificação. Assim, os processos 
de solidificação/ fusão têm muita relevãncia em metalurgia e na ciência dos 
materiais. 
O fenômeno envolvido na solidificação de uma liga ocorre em duas escalas 
diferentes. O enfoque macroscópico. i.e .. na escala do observador, envolve 
mudança de fase. transferência de massa e de calor e efeitos convectivos. Na 
escala microscópica são de interesse a estrutura cristalina e a morfologia da 
interface. a qual pode ter diversas formas, podendo ser planares, colunares, 
dendríticas ou simplesmente amorfas. A solidificação de ligas é um assunto 
de interesse tanto do ponto de vista teórico quanto da utilidade na prática. 
Uma das características fundamentais dos problemas de mudança de fase 
é que as regiões correspondentes às diversas fases não são conhecidas a pri-
ori: por isso tais problemas são chamados "problemas de fronteira móvel" ou 
"problemas de fronteira livre". 
Os problemas de mudança de fase têm sido extensivamente estudados 
desde que J. Stefan. no século XIX, formulou o problema de encontrar a 
distribução de temperatura durante a solidificação da água. A formulação 
clássica do problema de Stefan constitui a base para outros modelos mais 
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complexos que levam o nome de problemas de tipo Stefan. Em tais modelos 
a hipótese fundamental é a de que as regiões de transição entre as fases são 
muito finas de tal modo que pode ser descrita por uma superfície regular. 
chamada de interface: a sua localização, inclusive, faz parte do problema. 
Estes modelos não incorporam de forma natural alguns efeitos tais como os 
causados pela tensão superficiaL superresfriamento e nucleação. 'viais deta-
lhes sobre os problemas do tipo Stefan podem ser encontrados em Alexiades-
Solomon [1] e Rubinstein [35]. 
Uma outra formulação para os problemas de mudança de fase é o método 
da entalpia, o qual pode ser interpretado como uma formulação fraca do pro-
blema de Stefan que incorpora a condição da interface. Nesta formulação não 
existe suposição sobre a interface. Assim, a região de transição sólido/ííquido 
pode ser uma superfície regular ou pode ser interpretada microscopicamente 
como uma região intermediária entre a fase puramente iíquida e puramente 
sólida, onde a fase líquida e sólida co-existem em certa proporção e são cha-
madas de regiões mushy. Porém, o método da entalpia tem a desvantagem 
de não incorporar também de forma natural alguns efeitos tais como super-
resfriamento. 
Uma formulação alternativa para os problemas de mudança de fase são 
os modelos do tipo campo de fase (phase-field models). Estes são modelos 
contínuos que permitem que a interface tenha espessura e estrutura interna. 
Este postula a existência de uma função, chamada campo de fase, de tal forma 
que as interfaces são dadas por superfícies de nível adequadas desta função. 
Como referência histórica, lembramos que o primeiro modelo de campo de 
fase para transição sólido ílíquido foi proposto por Langer [22] (veja também 
Caginalp [5]). Este método é particularmente adequado para a computação 
de situações realistas de interfaces de estrutura complicada, tais como os 
chamados crescimentos dendríticos (veja Caginalp-Socolovsky [7]). 
A metodologia de campo de fase tem atingido nos últimos anos consi-
derável importãncia na modelagem e simulação numérica dos processos de 
solidificação. Isto tem motivado vários artigos usando esta metodologia e pro-
pondo diferentes modelos matemáticos consistindo de sistemas de equações 
diferenciais parciais altamente não lineares. A análise matemática rigorosa 
torna-se em geral difíciL mas no caso de materiais puros alguns autores têm 
empreendido a tarefa. Por exemplo, veja [5, 18. 23, 29] onde tanto a existência 
como a unicidade de soluções foram estudadas para vários tipos de não line-
aridades. Para o caso de ligas binárias, vários modelos foram desenvolvidos. 
Um dos primeiros trabalhos nessa direção foi proposto por \Vheeler et aL 
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[43]. considerando o caso isotérmico. Warren-Boettinger [42] estenderam o 
modelo e Rappaz-Scheid fizeram uma análise matemática sob hipóteses 
adequadas sobre as não linearidades. Caginalp et aL 61 estenderam ainda 
o modelo incluindo as mudanças de temperatura. As equações do campo 
de fase e da concentração para este último modelo são derivadas de um funci-
onal de energia uma apropriada equação do calor é acrescentada, a qual 
para tomar conta da liberação do calor latente, foi modificada por um termo 
proporcional à derivada temporal do campo de fase. A análise matemática 
para o modelo descrito acima é o primeiro problema a ser estudado neste 
trabalho. 
Outro aspecto importante é o de que, em diversas situações, o processo 
de solidificação se dá nã.o apenas por condução de calor no n1eio físico. rnas 
também pelo transporte convectivo. ou em outras palawas. deve-se que con-
siderar a infiuência do movimento da parte fluida, o qual por sua vez é in-
fluenciado pelas variações de temperatura ou da concentração. Em muitos 
casos os fluxos ocorrem e têm importantes efeitos no processo de solidificação. 
Do ponto de vista matemático, a inclusão de tais termos convectivos torna 
o processo bastante mais não linear, trazendo maiores dificuldades. indepen-
dentemente do tipo de formulação utilizada para modelar a mudança de fase. 
Exemplos destes estudos são os artigos [9, 10, 13, 14] que consideraram pro-
blemas do tipo Stefan para materiais puros. Os trabalhos [30, 37] abordaram 
o problema pelo método da entalpia. Voller et at. [39, 40], propuseram mo-
delos usando a técnica da entalpia para os processos de mudança de fase 
com convecção/difusão incluindo no modelo as equações de l\avier-Stokes 
modificadas por um certo termo que modela o fluxo na região mushy. Para 
obter expressões para este termo, a região mushy é modelada como um meio 
poroso. Cm outro modelo foi proposto por Voss-Tsai [41]. No artigo de 
Blanc et aL [2] é feita uma análise matemática de um modelo estacionário 
para a solidificação de uma liga binária, usando o método da entalpia e um 
termo de penalização do tipo Carman-Kozeny, também sugerido por Voller, 
foi adicionado às equações de Navier-Stokes para modelar o efeito mushy. 
Outros autores têm proposto modelos usando a metodologia de campo de 
fase para os processos de solidificação de ligas binárias. Por exemplo, veja 
[3, 15]. onde são propostos modelos usando argumentos da teoria da mistura. 
Eles também apresentam simulações numéricas para validar seus modelos. 
Estamos interessados em modelos do tipo campo de fase para a solidi-
ficação de uma liga binária com convecção na fase não-sólida. Diferentemente 
dos modelos [3, 15], os modelos a serem considerados combinam as idéias de 
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Voller [39, 40] e Blanc et para modelar a possibilidade do fluxo com 
as idéias de Caginalp et al [81 para o campo de fase e incluem as proprieda-
des térmicas da liga binária< o segundo problema a ser considerado 
será uma formulação baseada nas idéias anteriores< O sistema de equações 
diferenciais parciais não lineares consistirá da equação do campo de fase, a 
equação do caloL a equação da concentração e as equações de 1\avier-Stokes 
modificadas por um termo de penalização do tipo Carman-Kozeny para to-
mar conta do efeito mushy, além de um termo do tipo Boussinesq para levar 
em consideração os efeitos de variações de temperatura e concentração no 
fluxo< 
O terceiro problema a ser analízado será uma generalização em certos as-
pectos problen1a anterior. Os t.ermos convectivos serão incluídos em todas 
as equações, mas a dimensão espacial estará restrita a dois< Esta restrição 
surge pois a regularidade do campo de fase (continuidade)" que é necessária 
para garantir que as regiões estejam bem definidas, depende da regularidade 
da velocidade< X o caso bidimensionaL tal regularidade é suficiente para obter 
a continuidade do campo de fase< No caso tridimensionaL isto não parece 
possíveL Portanto, para tratar o caso tridimensionaL consideraremos uma 
variante das equações Xavier-Stokes, sugerida por Ladyzenskaja ([21] p<193) 
e Lions ([24] v207) para a descrição do movimento do fluido< Este será o 
quarto problema a ser estudado< 
Para tratarmos os modelos, utilizamos técnicas de aproximação que en-
volvem uma regularização adequada do problema originaL Analízamos estes 
problemas regularizados aplicando argumentos de ponto fixo, em particulaL 
o Teorema de Ponto Fixo de Leray-Schauder (veja [16] v189) e também o 
método de Faedo-Galerkin< Depois, por um processo de passagem ao limite 
nas equações regularizadas, obtemos soluções fracas dos problemas originais 
via argumentos de compacidade< 
Este trabalho está organizado da seguinte forma: cada um dos quatro 
capítulos seguintes contém um artigo em inglês, cada um destes já foi aceito 
para publicação ou está sendo submetido a alguma revista internacionaL 
precedido pelo correspondente resumo em língua portuguesa< O Capítulo 2 
está baseado no artigo "Weak Solutions o f a Phase-Field ?vi ode! for Phase 
Change of an Alloy with Thermal Properties", que já foi aceito e será pu-
blicado em Mathematícal Methods in the Applíed Scíences< O Capítulo 3 
está baseado no artigo "Weak Solutions of a Phase-Field ?vlodel with Con-
vectíon for Solidification of an Alloy", publicado como Relatório de Pesquisa 
do IMECC-CI\ICA:\IP (RP45/01) e está sendo submetido para publicação< 
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O Capítulo 4 está baseado no artigo "A Bidimensional Phase-Field :\1odel 
with Convection for Change Phase of an Alloy'' que em breve será submetido 
para publicação O Capítulo 5 está baseado no trabalho "A Tridimensio-
nal Phase-Field Model with Convection for Change Phase of an Alloy" o 
qual será submetido para publicação brevemente. "'\o Capítulo 6 apresen-
tamos algumas conclusões gerais deste trabalho e por último as referências 
bibliográficas. 
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Capítulo 2 
Soluções fracas de um modelo 
do tipo campo de fase para a 
mudança de fase de uma liga 
binária com propriedades 
térmicas 
Resumo 
A metodologia de campo de fase fornece uma descrição matemática para os 
problemas de fronteira line associados a processos físicos de mudança de fase. 
Esta postula a existência de uma função, chamada campo de fase (phase-
field), cujos valores identificam a fase num ponto particular no espaço e no 
tempo. O método é particularmente adequado para os casos onde ocorrem 
estruturas complexas de crescimento na mudança da fase. 
O modelo matemático estudado neste trabalho descreve o processo de 
solidificação de uma liga binária com propriedades térmicas. O modelo é 
composto por um sistema de equações diferenciais parciais altamente não-
linear, degenerado e parabólico com três variáveis independentes: o campo 
de fase, a concentração e a temperatura. 
A existência de soluções fracas para o sistema é obtida introduzindo um 
problema regularizado, logo derivando estimativas a priori e aplicando argu-
mentos de compacidade. 
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Solutions of Phase-Field Model for 
Phase Change of an Alloy with Thermal 
Properties 
:\!OS subject classification: .35K65, 80A22, 3.SK55, 82B26, 82C26 
Abstract 
The phase-field method provides a mathematical description for free-
boundary problems associated to physical processes with phase transitions. 
It postulates the existence of a function, called the phase-field, whose value 
identifies the phase at a particular point in space and time. The method 
is particularly suitable for cases \Vith complex grow-th structures occurring 
during phase transitions. 
The mathematical model studied in this work describes the solidification 
process occurring in a binary alloy with temperature dependent properties. 
It is based on a highly nonlinear degenera te parabolic system of partia! dif-
ferential equations with three independent variables: phase-field, solute con-
centration and temperature. 
Existence of weak solutions for this system is obtained via the introduc-
tion of a regularized problem, followed by the derivation of suitable estimates 
and the application of compactness arguments. 
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1 Introduction 
We are interested in the rigorous mathematical analysis of a model for phase 
cha_11ge processes occurring in binary alloys with thermal properties. Such a 
mode!. using a phase-field methodology. was proposed by Caginalp and Xie 
, and a detailed derivation of a family of models which includes the partic-
ular system of equations we consider here was presented by Caginalp and 
Jones in This model can be expressed as the following coupled system of 
uonlinear partia] differential equations: 
o.E
2o,- E26.cp ~(9- o3 ) + 3 (IJ- ciJA- (1- c)IJs) in rl x (0, oc),(l) 
in rl x 
c, K2 (6.c + M\7. [c(l- c)V o]) iní2 X (0, oc ), 
86 
Cln =O, 
CIIJ 
Cln =O, 
Clc 
Cin = 0 on 8í2 X (O,oc). ( 4) 
o( O) = Oo, IJ(O) = IJo, c(O) = c0 in f?. 
Here í2 is an open bounded domaín of IR''~, N = 2, 3, with smooth boundary 
CID. The order parameter (phase-field) 9 is the state variable characterizing 
the different phases: the function IJ represents the temperature; the concen-
tration c E [O, 1] denotes the fraction of one of the two materiais in the 
mixture. The parameter o. > O is the relaxation scaling: the parameter ;3 
is given by (3 = E[s]/3u, where E > O is a measure of the interface width, 
u the surface tension and [s] the entropy density difference between phases; 
Cv > o is the specific heat: the constant l > o the latent heat; eA ' IJs, 
are the respective melting temperatures of each of the two materiais in the 
alloy: K 2 > O is the solute diffusivity; JVI is a constant related to the slopes 
of solidus and liquidus !ines; K 1 > O denotes the thermal conductivity. Con-
cerning this last physical parameteL throughout thís paper we assume the 
conditíons used by Laurençot in [11]: 
(A) K 1 depends only on the order parameter o, and it 15 a Lipschitz 
continuous function. !VIoreoveL there exists b > O such that 
O ::; KJ(r) ::; b for all r E IR. 
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observe that one technícal difficulty with the previous system is that, 
when K 1 vanishes, the equation (2) degenerares, losing its parabolic chame-
ter. 
also remark that in , the concentration equation is written as 
Ct = 
which forces c E (0, 1). Equation (3) is more generaL allowing c to assume 
the values O and L Moreover, note that for the pure materiais, that is, when 
c= O or c = l, the equations reduce to a standard phase field model for pure 
materials. 
\Ve should remark that in recent years the phase-field methodology has 
achieved considerable importance the modelling and numerical simulation 
of a range of phase transitions and complex growth structures occurring 
during solidificatíon. Phase-field models have been used to describe phase 
transitions of pure material due to thermal effects; as examples of papers 
where mathematical analyses of such models are performed, we single out 
[L 8, 11, 16], where existence of solutions is investigated for varíous types of 
nonlinearitíes. We also remark that the phase-field equation has been derived 
in a thermodynamically consistent way by Penrose and Fífe [17], Severa! 
papers have been devoted to the mathematical analysis o f the Penrose-Fífe 
model; see for ínstance [4, 5] and references thereín. \Ve also remark that 
by linearízation of the heat fiux with respect to the temperature, from the 
model derived by Penrose and Fife it is possible to recover the phase-field 
equation employed by Caginalp [1]. 
Severa! phase-field models have also been developed for binary alloys. 
One o f the first works in this dírection was due to Wheeler et al [21] and 
was concerned with isothermal solidification. Warren and Boettinger [20] 
extended this model, while recently Rappaz and Scheid [18] investigated its 
well-posedness under suitable assumptions on the non-linearities. In such 
models, the phase-field and the concentration equations are derived from a 
free energy functionaL and an appropriate balance equation for the tempera-
ture is then added to complete the modeL As we stated, the model for binary 
alloys studied in this paper was developed by Caginalp and Xie [3], and it is 
similar to the previous ones, but includes thermal effects. 
Standard notation will be used. We remark that C·) denotes the duality 
pairing between H 1(r2) and H 1(r2)', Also, for a given fixed T > O, we denote 
Q = rJ x (0, T). 
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The main result of this paper is the follo\:ving. 
Theorem 1 Let be given functions satisfying: o0 E 
ao o 
-with 1 < ";! :::; 
1 and = O a.e. on 80.: eo E (0.): c0 E H 1 such that O ::; c0 ::; 1 
a. e. m Then, ·under the assumption (A), there exist functions e. c. 
satisfying, for any fixed T > O, 
i) o E U(O. T: H 2 (0.)) !: Lx(o. (fi)) o1 E L 2 (Q) o( O)= oo 
ii) e E L""'(O, T; L2 (f2)), e, E L2 (0, T: H 1(f2Y), e(O) = eo, 
iii) c E L2 (0, T: H 1 (f2)) r L"'(O, T: U(f2)), c, E L2 (0, T: H 1 (f2Y). 
c(O) = c0 , O::; c::; 1 a. e. ·in Q. 
iv) J E 
and such that 
cxe2ot- e2!o.o = ~(0- o3) + .:J (!J + ((!B- i14)c- (JB) a.e. in Q, (6) 
Cio 
. o 
ân = a. e. on âfl x (0, T), (7) 
C v (T (e,, ry)dt + ~ (T ~ Ot'f/ dxdt + (T r J. V 'f/ dxdt =o, (8) Jo - Jo k Jo Jo 
fT (c,, ry)dt + K 2 fT ~'v c· \Jrydxdt + K 2lv1 fT Jo c(l- c)v9 ·V 'f/ dxdt =O, Jo Jo k Jo .. (9) 
for any 'f/ E L 2(0J: H 1(f2)). 
!f, in addition, K 1 ~ b0 for some b0 > O, then e E U(O, T: H 1 (f2)) for 
each T >O, and J = K 1((!))ve. 
We remark that because the possibiíity of degeneracy of the parabolic 
character of the model, we were able neither to prove uniqueness nor to 
improve the global regularity of the constructed solution. 
Finally, the outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we study 
a family of regularized problems depending on a small accessory positive 
parameter: this study will be auxiliary in proving the main existence result 
by avoiding the above mentioned possibility of degeneracy of parabolicity in · 
equation (3). Section 3 is devoted to proof ofTheorem 1: it will be done with 
the help of suitable estimates derived for the regularized problem, together 
with compactness arguments. 
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2 A regularized problem 
In this section we introduce a regularized problem related to (1)-(5): for íL 
we prove a result of exístence of solutions by using Leray-Schauder fixed 
point theorem in a form stated in ([6] p, 189), 
Theorem (Leray-Schauder): Considera transformation y = L where 
x, y belong to a Banach space B and À is a real parameter which varies a 
bounded interval, say O :<:; À :<:; L Assume,' 
(a) T>.(x) is defined for all x E B, O:<:; À:<:; 1, 
(b) for any fixed À, L ( x) is continuous in B, 
(c) for x in bounded sets of B, L(x) is uniformly continuous in,\, 
for any fixed L is a compact tronsformation, 
there exists a (finite) constant such that every possible x 
ofT;,(x) = x satisfies, 11B :':: iVJ, 
the equation To(x) = x has a unique solution in H 
Under assumptions (a)- (f), there exists a solution ofthe equation x-7;(x) = 
O, 
:\ow, we recall certain results that will be helpful in the introduction of 
such regularized problem, 
Recall that there is an extension operator Ext(,) taking any function w 
in the space 
, Wi'(Q) = {w E L2 (Q)/ Dxw,D;w E L2 (Q),w1 E L2 (QJ} 
and extending it to a function Ext(w) E lv;u(JRV71 ) with compact support 
satisfying 
IIExt(w)liw,Zl(RN+lJ :'::C liwliw,'l(Q)• 
with C independent of w (see [15] pp.157). 
For o E (0, 1), let p6 E Cif'(JR.V-i-1) be a family of symmetric positive 
mollifier functions with compact support converging to the Dirac delta func-
tion, and denote by * the convolution operation, Then, given a function 
u· E íVd'1(Q), we define a regularization p5 (w) E Cif'(JR.v~ 1 ) of w by 
Po(w) = Po * Ext(u} 
Now, we define Kf for each o E (0, 1) by 
Kf(r) = K 1(r) +o 
13 
for all r E IH infer from (A) that, 
Kf is a Lipschitz continuous function and 
for all r E IH 
: '-'>"e are in position to define the following famíly o f regularized prob-
lems. For 6 E (0, 1), we consider the system 
éJ J o 
éJn =O, 
e"(o) =e~, 
in Q. 
in Q, 
éJcó 
éJn =O on éJfl x (0, T), 
vVe then have the following existence result. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Proposition 1 For each 6 E (O, 1), lei (<Pg, eg, cóJ E H1~'1 (fl) X Hh-~(fl) X 
- ~ ~ C1 (fl), 1/2 < 'I :S 1. satisfying the compatibility conditions éJ. 0 = éJ 0 = 
n n 
éJé o 
éJn 
O a.e. on éJO andO< cg < 1 in 0. Under the assumption (B), there 
exist functions ( q}, e5 , c5 ) satisfying, for any fixed T > O, 
i) çi E L 2 (0, T; H 2(0)), oi E U(Q), 
ii) e6 E L 2 (0, T; H 2 (fl)), ef E L2 (Q), 
iii) c0 E C2·1(Q), O< c5 < 1. 
iv) (r;/i. 06, c5 ) satisfies (10)-(14) almost everywhere. 
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To ease the notation, in this proof we will omit the superscript 5 of 
the variables o5 ()6 c5 
of alL we consider the foilowing family of operators, indexed by the 
parameter O :S À :S L 
7;, : B-+ B. 
where B is the Banach space 
B = L 2(Q) x L 2 (Q) x L 2 (Q), 
and defined as follows: given ((pJJ, ê) E B, let T;,((;J, ê, ê) - (9, e. c), where 
e. c) is obtained by solving the problern 
l 
Cve, +-o, 2 
ao 
8n =O, 
o(O) = og, 
1 \ 
- ()B i in Q, (15) 
; 
-
2 
v· Kf(ps(o))ve in Q, (16) 
in Q, (17) 
8() 
8n =O, 
8c 
EJn =O on 8D x (0, T), (18) 
e(o) = eg, c(O) = cg in íl. (19) 
Before we prove that 7;, is well defined, we observe that clearly (o, e, c) 
is a solution of (10)-(14) if and only if it is a fixed point of the operator 'h. 
In the following, we prove that 'h has at least one fixed point by using the 
Leray-Schauder fixed point theorern stated at the beginning of this section 
([6] p, 189), -
To verify that L is well defined, observe that since e, ê E L2 (Q), we infer 
from Theorern 2.1 of [8] that there is a unique solution 0 of equation (15) 
with cb E Wi 1(Q) satisfying the first of the boundary conditions (18). 
Now, since Kf is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function and p;,(cb) E 
C0 (fflN+l), we have that Kf(p;,(rp)) E Wr1.l(Q) for 1 :S r :S oo. Thus, since 
cp, E L 2(Q), we infer from V-theory of parabolic equations (see [10j, Thm. 
9.1 in Chapter IV, p. 341, and the rernark at the end of Section 9 of the 
same chapter, p. 351) that there is a unique solution e of equation (16) with 
e E Wi 1(Q). 
observe that equation (17) is a sen1ilinear parabolic equation 
smooth coefficients. :\1oreover. by looking at the right-hand si de o f this 
equation: \Vritten in form 
we can see that it has the properties and grmvth conditions in order that 
the semigroup results about global existence, as stated in Henry , p.75, be 
applicable. Thus, we conclude that there is a unique global classical solution 
c. 
In addition, note that equation (17) does not admit constant solutions, 
except c = O and c _ 1. Thus, by using Maximum Principies together with 
conditions O < < 1 and ~ = O, we can deduce that 
Cln 
O < c(x, t) < L t) E Q. (20) 
Therefore, for each .\E [0, 1]. the mapping ~ is well defined from B into B. 
To prove continuity of ~. let ( Ôn, én,ên) E B strongly converging to 
( Ô, é, ê) E B: for each n. let ( 9n. On, cn) the corresponding solution of the 
problem: 
in Q, (22) 
in Q, (23) 
30n 3 
3n =O, 3~ =O on 30 x (O,T), (24) 
(25) 
1\iext we show that the sequence ( cPn, On, Cn) converges strong]y to ( cjJ, 0, c) = 
~(Ô. é, ê) in B. For that purpose, we will obtain estimates, uniformly with 
respect to n, for (0n, On, Cn)· \Ve denote by Ci any positiva constant inde-
pendem of n. 
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We muítiply (21) successively by ?n· Ont and -D.on, and integrate over 
S1 x (0. t). After integration by parts and the use the Héilder's and Young's 
inequalities, we obrain the following three estimates: 
2 
aE r ·.. . 12d 
- j !(f)n X 
2 fl 
. 2lnt 1 CXE , , 12 
- :9ntl dxdt 2 o fl ' 
By multiplying (27) by m 2 and adding the result to (26), we find 
f{)'""'! i \- / 
< cl + c2 f in (lên[ 2 + lênl2 + [<Dnl 2) dxdt. (29) 
Since IJÔniiL'iQ) and llên[[L'(Q) are bounded independent of n, we infer from 
(29) and Gronwall's Lemma that 
,., l' c !10~ !L=IQT·Hl(O''' < 1-
,,' ,. ' \ ' ' .•·j) - (30) 
Then, thanks to ( 26 )- ( 28) we have 
li<Z'>niiL2 (0,T;H2 (fl)) + II<Pntllu(Q) :::: elo (31) 
Now, by multiplying (22) by Bn, one obtains in a similar way as above 
that 
r 1Bnl 2dx + r' r !'VBn[ 2dxdt:::: cl + c2 r' 1, (l<ilntl 2 + IBnl 2) dxdt (32) ln lo ln lo _, 
Thus, with the help of (31) and Gronwall's Lemma. we infer that 
(33) 
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Hence, it follows from that 
(34) 
Now, we take scalar product in L 2 of (22) with 77 E H 1 
integrating by parts and using Holder's and Young's inequalities, we obtaín 
Thus, \Ve infer from (31) and (34) that 
(35! 
' ' 
ext- by multipl:y·ing 
clude that 
help . as above \Ye con-
t t 
12d · ], t 'I~ , 12d dt < C ' C' ], jl"' · 12d d" X-;- , 0 \· Cn 1 X _ ·1 T ·2 v 9n 1 X ~o. o . '" o n 
Hence, from (31) we have, 
11
1
cnllL2'0T·Hlro';' + llcniiL='OT·L2(,..,') < C1. 
• \, ' \•• J " \' '. ,HJ - (36) 
In order to get an estimate for Cnt in U(O. T: H 1 (D.)'), we use arguments 
similar to the previous ones with equation (23) to obtain 
(37) 
We now infer from (30) and (31) that the sequence (ón) is bounded in 
and in 
W2 ={v E L=(o,T:H1(D.)), v, E L 2(0,T:L2(D.)).}, 
We also infer from (33)-(36) that the sequences (en) and (cn) are bounded in 
and in 
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Since iscompactlyembeddedinL2 (0, H 1 (1J)),vF2 inC([ü,T]:U ), 
in L2(0, T: U(D)) and in C( T]: H 1(1J)') ()9] CorA), it follows that 
there exist 
9 E (0, ,H2 ) n L:x: Hl : with o, E L2 } 
() E U(ü, Hl I L""(O, L2(1J)) with e, E 'O T HliO)' \,,-\-·, 
' 
c E U(O. Huo:: n L"" IO \"-)JI - \: L2 ) with c, E U(ü, Hl(IJ)' 
anda subsequence of (9n, ()n, Cn) (which we stilJ denote by (on, ()n, Cn) ), SUCh 
that, as n -+ +x. 
9n ~ o m 
9n --" o 
en --" () lD 
()n --'" () lD 
Cn ~ c m 
Cn --'" c m 
U(ü,T:H1(1J)) --:C([ü,T]:U(IJ)) strongly, 
U(O, H 2 weakly. 
( Q) ,~ : H 1 strongíy. 
U(O, H 1(1J)) weakíy, 
U( Q) n C([O, T]: H 1(1J)') strongly. 
U(ü, T: H 1(fl)) weakly, 
lt now remains to pass to the limit as n tends to x ín (21)-(25). Sínce 
the embedding of W221 (Q) into L 9 (Q) is compact ([12] pp.15), and (9n) is 
bounded in w:f- 1 (Q), we infer that 9~ converges to d} in L2 (Q), We then 
pass to the limit in (21) and get 
a,e, ín Q, 
Since Kf is bounded Lipschitz continuous function and Pó ( On) converges 
to p3(9) in U(Q), we have that Kf(p,(9n)) converges to Kf(pa(9)) in LP(Q) 
for any p E [L x ). This fact and (38) yield the weak convergence of 
Kf(ps(9n))v()n to Kf(Po(9))WJ in L3i 2(Q), I\ow, by multiplying (22) by 
r; E U(O, T: H 1(fl)) and integratíng over IJ x (0, T), after íntegration by 
parts, we obtain 
Then, we may pass to the límit and find that 
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' l ' " L·) 'O no as ror any TJ E -l : (0)). This implies that 
1 (ps(ó))VfJ (39! \ ! 
, by noting that E U(Q) and using the V-theory of parabolic equa-
tions, it is easy to conclude that (39) holds almost everywhere in Q. 
It remains to pass to the limit in (23). We infer from (38) that v Ps 
converges to v ps(o) in L2(Q) and since is bounded, it follows that 
cn(l- cn) converges to c(l- c) in V(Q) for any p E [L oo). Similarly, we 
may pass to the limit in (23) to obtain 
c,- K2D.c = K 2ivlv · c(l- c)v (p3(6)) in Q. 
Therefore is continuous for all O ::; ). ::; 1. the same 7). is 
bounded in lV1 x 3 x and the embedding of this space in B is compact. 
conclude that 7). is a compact operator for each À E [O, 1]. 
To prove that for (o, ê. é) in a bounded set of B, T!. is uniformly contin-
uous with respect to À, let O ::; ).1 , À2 ::; 1 and (61, 01, c1) (i = l. 2) be the 
corresponding solutions of (1.5)-(19). We observe that o= o1-o2 , B = 01 -02 
and c = c1 - c2 satisfy the following problem: 
1 
26(1- (oi+ o1o2 +o~)) 
- (Àl- Àz)3 (ê + (Bs- BA)ê- BB) in Q, ( 40) 
v· K;(pa(ol))vB 
+ r r...-o 1 1 . • 1 ""' · 1 • ) • 1 "B ·["'r \Po\0!).- "'r \Po\02 Jj v 2 in Q, (41) 
c,- KzD.c - K2J\Ilv · [c1(l- c!) (v Po(c/Jr)- v Ps(62))] 
+ K2lvlv · [c(1- (cr +c2))vps(62)] in Q, (42) 
36 =O. 
àn 
a e 
àn =O, 
àc = 0 àn on 80 x (O, T), (43) 
o(O) =O, B(O) =O. c( O) =O in O. (44) 
vVe remark that d :=oi+ cf;1o2 +o§ 2: O. ?\ow, multiply equation (40) 
by o and integrate over Q: after íntegration by parts and the use of Holder's 
20 
and Young's inequalities we, obtain 
+ 
By applying Gronwall's Lemma, we arrive at 
!i<Pffi=(o,T;L'(D)) + [[<Piii'(ü,TW(n)) s; Cr [-Xr- .\2[ 2 (45) 
Now, multiply (40) by <Pt and use Hiilder's inequality to obtain 
" ''I" <. I' ·1' 2 ' c- 'I I[" f ll o IIOI,'[1o;s(Q) _ TJ ;<illwf·l(Q) -r · I 9: Í'(Q) or a TJ > . 
l\1oreover, since [ldf[L'(Q) s; C. with C depending on or[\uo(Q) and [\<Pzlluo(q), 
by rearranging the terms in the last inequality, we obtain 
lo' b f6,f 2dxdt + b [\79) 2dx 
< Cr la' In io/ 2dxdt + c2 TJ \ióil~·i_l(Q) (46) 
+ C3\Àr- .\2[ 2 la' b (iê[ 2 + \ê\ 2) dxdt. 
By multiplying ( 40) by - 6.6, we infer in a similar way that 
lo' b [6.9[ 2dxdt 
< C r lo' b (lol2 + [\791 2) dxdt + C2 TJ llo\l~vf 1(Q) 
+ C3[.\: - .\2[ 2 f' ~ (!ê[ 2 + \êl 2) dxdt. Jo k 
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( 47) 
ta.king r; > O sma.ll enough and considering ( 45) v,: e conclude from 
and that 
i i ( 48) 
By multiplying ( 41) by e. integrating Over f2 and using Hiilder's inequality 
and (B), we have 
Therefore, integration respect to t and the use Gronwall's Lemma 
and (48) lead to the estimate 
( 49) 
l\ow, we multiply ( 42) by c and integra te over f2 x (0, t). By íntegration by 
parts, usíng Holder's and Young's inequaiítíes, (20) and the known estímates 
for c1 and c2 , we obtaín 
+ 
Cr !' r (!vps(9r)- VPo(o2W Jo J0. 
!!v Ps( oz) IIL=(QJ icl 2) dxdt. 
The last term in this inequalíty can be estímated as follows: 
(QJ = llv(p<> * Ext(92))11L=(Q) = IIPo * \7Ext(92))1!L=(Q) 
:::: !!P<>IIu(QJI!vExt(o2))!1u(QJ:::: Cj[\792[[u(QJ, 
where we used the definítíon of p5 and Young's ínequality, as well as propertíes 
of the com·olution and of the extension operator Ext and the fact that i5 > O 
ís fixed. 
From the last two results. we obtaín 
By applyíng Gronwall's Lernma and using (48), we arríve at 
'I :·2 c '' ' 12 ! C:iL=(ü,T:L2(f2)) ::; '1 !/\1 - /\2 · (50) 
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Therefore, it follows frorn ( 48)-
respect to À on bounded sets o f E. 
that 7). is uniformly continuous with 
we have to estima te the set o f all fLXed points o f 7)., let ( ó. e, c) E E 
be such a fixed point, i. e .. it is a solution of the problern 
ao 
an =o, 
. '0\ •ó 9\ ; = 9o, 
1 
-
2 
a e 
-a _=o, 
n 
e(o) = eg, 
in Q, (52) 
in Q, (53) 
ac =O ao r T\ an on -. X \0, ; , (54) 
c(O) = cg in D . (5-5) 
For this, we multiply the first equation (51) successively by cjJ. 9, and 
-b.ó, and integrate over D. After integration by parts, using Holder's and 
Young's inequalities, we obtain, respectively 
(56) 
0 
oc 1 '' 12d 
----:) !9tl X 
- 0. 
(57) 
aE2 d j," '" , 12d 
-- IV0 X 
2 dt 0. 
(58) 
By multiplying (52) by e and (53) by c, arguments similar to the previous 
ones lead to the following estimates 
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!!_ r : dt )fi. (60) 
where was used to obtain the last inequality. 
?\mv, multiply (57) oE2 and add the result to (56), (58)- (50), to obtain 
Hence, the integration of (51) with respect t and the use of Gromvall's 
Lemma gíve us 
where cl is independent of ,\ and i5. 
Therefore, ali fixed points of L in B are bounded independently of ,\ E 
[O, 1]. 
Finally, to verífy the last assumption, observe that the equatíon x -
To(x) =O ís equívalent to say that problem (15)-(19) for,\= O has a unique 
solution. This is concluded reasoning exactly as in the beginning of this 
proof, when we proved that L was well defined. 
Therefore, we can apply Leray-Schauder's fi.xed point theorem, and so 
there is at least one fixed poínt (o. e, c) E B n Wi'"1( Q) X lf':i-1 ( Q) X C 21 ( Q) 
o f the operator ~, i. e., ( cp, e. c) = ~ ( dJ, e, c). Thís corresponds to a solution 
of problem (10)-(14) and the proof of Propositíon 1 ís thus complete. 1 
3 Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem L we start by takíng the ínítíal condition in the previous 
regularízed problem as follows. 
For a sequence o ---" 0+, we choose ç,g = o0 and pick two correspondíng 
sequences eg E Hl+~(D), ! as in Proposítíon 1, and cg E C 1(D) such that 
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5 aeg O < Co < l. ân -
ó . . Hl!O\ c0 ---- c0 1n \ .. ~J· 
a ó ~ ó 
= O a.e. on élr1, and moreover 80 --+ (10 in L2 8-n 
From Proposition L we know that there exist a sequence ( Çi, (18 c6) of 
corresponding solutions of probiem . For such solutions, we will 
derive bounds, uniform with respect to 5: then, we will use compactness 
arguments to pass to the limit and establish the desired result. 
Lemma 1 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any 5 E (0, 1) 
Proof: From inequality (61), it folíows estimates (62), (64) and also 
By multiplying ( 11) by e6 and integrating over Q, we obtain 
In view. of (62) and (65), this gives estimate (63). 
Lemma 2 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any 5 E (0, 1) 
Proof: We take the scalar product in U(r1) of (11) with ry E H 1(r1). 
using Holder 's inequality and (B), we find 
1 /') l 
Cv[letiiH'(D-J'::; ((b + 1) k Kf(p,(ç\8))[ve6[2dx) :- + 2li<PtliP(nJ· 
(62) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
By 
Then. (66) follows from (62)-(63). Estimate (67) can be similarly obtained 
by using (62) and (64). 1 
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From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, by using Aubin-Lions Lemma (see for 
instance Simon [l9l) and the fact that H 2-'i(0_)) is compactly immersed in 
H 2 for O < '7 :S l /2, we concl ude that there exist 
o c: L2 H 2 ) r (0, T: H 1 ) with o, E L2 (Q), 
e ;:;: (O)' - -· · e - L2 ·o r· H 1ro\l' 
_ ~,. ; '"' 1tn t t:: ( ) : \.:, ~ J ; : 
c E H 1(Q))nL00 (0,T:L2(0)) YvithctEL2(0: H 1(f'ly), 
J E L 2 
and a subsequence, that to ease the notation we still denote ( Çi, e6 , c"), sat-
isfying as i5 -+ 0+ that 
di _, 
ci -" t 
e' _, 
eó 
có _, 
c" ~ 
o 
Ot 
e 
e 
c 
c 
strongly in L2 (0, T: H 2-'7(0_)) n C([O, T]: L2 (0.)), 
O<'Y:S 
weakly L2 
· · ro H 1 ·o \I· strongly m , . : 1."·1 ), 
weakly in L 2(Q), 
strongly in L2 (Q) n C([O, T]; H 1 (0.)'), 
weakly in U(O. T: H 1(fl)), 
Kf(Po(cri))ve' ~ J weakly in L 2 (Q). 
(68) 
It now remains to identify J in terms of 9 and () and pass to the limit as 
5 approaches zero in (10)-(14). 
It follows from ( 68) that we may pass to the limit in ( 10) and find that 
( 6) holds almost everywhere. 
We proceed similarly as in Laurençot [11], Since K 1 is a Lipschitz con-
tinuous function, the I\emitsky operator associated to K 1 is continuous and 
bounded from H 1(fl) in itself (see the statement of these results for instance 
in Kavian [9] Thm 16.7; the corresponding proofs can be found in Marcus 
and ?<1ízel [14], Thm 1, and [13], Thm. 1). This and the fact that Ps(1i) 
converges to o in L2 (0, T; H 1(0)) imply that 
Kr(Po(cf}))-+ K1(o) strongly in L2 (0,T;H1 (0)). (69) 
From (68)-(69), we conclude that 
e8vK1(Po(o0)) -" evKr(c/J) 
K1 (Pa( if;0) )()3 ~ Kr (9 )()8 
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weakly in L 1(Q), 
weakly in Ll(Q). 
v 
for p = min { 2. N·- 1 } 
(70) 
and 
V (Kl(Ps(o5))85) = Kl(Ps 
It then follows from (70) that 
). 
Since K 1 is nonnegative, the definition of Kf and (63) yield that 
il5l:ve6 1/L'(Q) :S C, with C independent of 5. Thus, 
From and . \Ye conclude that 
:VIoreover. we may pass to the limit in a weak sense in (11) and obtain (8). 
In order to pass to the limit in (12), we take scalar product in L2 (rl) of 
it with rJ E U(O,T:H1(íl)), to obtain 
Then, from (68), we have that 
{T(c,,ry)dxdt+K2 rT r VC·Vr)dxdt+K2lvf rT r c(l-c)\79·VrJdxdt =o lo lo lfl lo lfl 
holds for any rJ E L2 (0, T; H 1 (0)). 
Moreover, since O< é< 1 and c' converges to c in U(Q), we have that 
O::; c::; 1 a.e. in Q. 
à o 
Finally, it follmvs from (68) that àn = O, çí(O) = 00 , 8(0) = Bo and 
c(O) =co. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is then complete. 1 
Remarks 
1. From the V-theory of parabolic equations, it is easy to conclude that 
c E W32j~( Q), and therefore the equation for c holds almost everywhere. 
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The resuit stated in Theorem 1 still holds. exactly with the same 
prooL for an initíaí condition 9o in any functional space including H 1 ( fí) and 
f 1 - - - k . . h . 8oo O -:1() ' f 01 ViU!Ch lt ma es SeUS€ to reqmre t at 8n = a.e. OU u"~- lV~OreoveL a 
weaker version of the same theorem holds. with a natural weaker formulation 
of (6)-(7), for initial conditions 60 just in H 1 (fí). For the proo[ it is enough 
to adapt that of Section 3 by taking a sequence 93 E H 1+-, such that 
8 5 8~ =O a.e. on 80 and og converges to o0 in H 1(D) as (5-+ 0+. 
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Capítulo 3 
Soluções fracas de um modelo 
do tipo campo de fase com 
convecção para a solidificação 
de uma liga binária 
Resumo 
A metodologia de campo de fase tem atingido nos últimos anos considerável 
importância na modelagem e simulação numérica dos processos de mudança 
de fase e de estruturas complexas de crescimento que ocorrem no processo 
de solidificação. Na tentativa de compreender os aspectos matemáticos de 
tal metodologia, considera-se neste trabalho um modelo de evolução para 
um processo de solidificação/fusão de uma liga binária com propriedades 
térmicas. O modelo inclui a possibilidade da ocorrência natural de convecção 
nas regiões não solidificadas e, assim, nos conduz a um sistema de equações 
diferenciais parciais altamente não linear, consistindo da equação do campo 
de fase, a equação do calor, a equação da concentração e as equações de 
:\' avier-Stokes modificadas por um termo de penalização do tipo Carman-
Kozeny, o qual toma conta do efeito mushy. 
É provada a existência de soluções fracas para o sistema. Primeiro o 
problema é aproximado e uma sequência de soluções aproximadas é obtida 
usando o Teorema de Ponto Fixo de Leray-Schauder. Então é mostrado que 
o limite desta sequência é uma solução fraca do problema usando argumentos 
de compacidade. 
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Abstract 
In recent years, the phase-field methodology has achieved considerable im-
portance in modeling and nnmerically simulating a range of phase transitions 
and complex growth structures that occur during solidification processes. In 
attempt to understand the mathematical aspects of such methodology, in 
this article we consider a simplified model of this sort for a nonstationary 
process of solidification/melting of a binary alloy with thermal properties. 
The model inciudes the possibility of occurrence of natural convection in 
non-solidified regions and, therefore, leads to a free-boundary value prob-
lem for a highly non-linear system of partia! differential equations consisting 
of a phase-field equation, a heat equation, a concentration equation and a 
modified Navier-Stokes equations by a penalization term of Carman-Kozeny 
type, which accounts for the mushy effects, and Boussinesq terms to take in 
consideration the effects of variations of temperature and concentration in 
the fiow. 
A proof of existence of weak solutions for the system is given. The prob-
lem is firstly approximated and a sequence of approximate solutions is ob-
tained by Leray-Schauder 's fixed point theorem. A solution o f the original 
problem is then found by using compactness arguments. 
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1 Int:roduction 
recent years, the phase-field methodology whích ís an alternatíve formu-
latíon both to the sharp-ínterface methodology (Stefan type approach) or to 
the enthalpy methodology, has achíeved considerable importance in modeling 
and numerically simulating a range of phase transitions and complex grovlth 
structures that occur during solidification. This has spurred many articles 
using this approach and proposing severa! mathematical models consisting 
of highly nonlinear systems of partia! differential equations. 
Rigorous mathematical analysis is in general difficult, but for pure ma-
teriais undergoing phase change, severa! authors have undertaking the task. 
Examples of this sort of analvsis are 14. 16. 20!. where existence and 
~ J• 
uniqueness results are investigated for various types of non-linearities. 
Severa! phase-field models h ave ais o been developed for binary alloys. 
One of the first works in this direction was due to Wheeler et al. [30] and 
was concerned with isothermal solidification. \Varren and Boettinger [29] 
extended this model. while recently Rappaz and Scheid [22] investigated the 
well-posedness under suitable assumptions for the non-linearitíes. Caginalp 
et al. [6, 5] extended this kind of model by including temperatures changes. 
For such modeL the governing equations for the phase-field and the concen-
tration are derived from a free energy functional: then an appropriate balance 
equation for the temperature, accountíng for the liberation of latent heat by 
addition of a term proportional to the time derivatíve of the phase-field, is 
added to complete the model. The existence of weak solutions for this model 
was recently studied in [3j. 
The previously mentioned phase-field models do not consider the possi-
bility of flow of the non-solidified material. However. there are many cases 
where such flows do occur and are signíficanL having important effects on the 
outcome of the solidification process. From the mathematical point of view, 
the inclusion of such effects in the model brings another order of difficulty 
to the analysis, whatever the approach used for modeling phase change. For 
instance [7. 8, 9, 10, 2L 24] consider severa! mathematical aspects of the 
interplay between fluid motion and phase change for pure material; the first 
four of these papers used the Stefan approach, while the last two used the 
enthalpy approach. 
Voller et al. [26, 27] proposed models using the enthalpy technique for 
a convection/ diffusion phase change process by including in the model a 
modification of the Navier-Stokes equations by the inclusion of a certain term 
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that takes in consideration the flow in mushy regions. Particular expressions 
for this term may be obtained by modeling the mushy region as porous 
medi um. Another model oí this type '"as proposed by Voss and [28]. In 
Blanc et al. performed a rigorous mathematical analysis of a stationary 
model for the solidification process with convection of a binary alloy. The 
model in [1] used <L'l enthalpy approach and, as suggested in Voller et al. 
[27], a Carman-Kozeny penalization term was added to the :\ av-ier-Stokes 
equations to model the flow in mushy regions. Other authors have proposed 
models using the phase-field method for solidification process of binary alloys 
in presence of convection. For instance, Beckermann et al. [2] and Diepers 
et al. [ll] proposed models of this sort using arguments o f mixture theory. 
They also presented numerical simulations to validate their models. 
In this paper we are interested in the rigorous mathematical analysis of a 
phase-field type model for a non-stationary soíidification process o f a binary 
alloy, with the possíbility of flow of the non-solid phase. Differently of models 
in [2] and [11], the model we consider here combines ideas of Voller et al. [27] 
and of Blanc et al. [1] to model the possibility of flow with those of Caginalp 
et a!. [6] for the phase-field and the thermal properties of the alloy. Our 
system of equations will described in detail in the next section; here we just 
observe that our system includes the l\ avier-Stokes equations with a Carman-
Kozeny type term as described above, and also a Boussinesq type term to take 
in consideration buoyancy forces due to thermal and concentration effects. 
Since these equations for the flow only hold in an a priori unknown non-solid 
region, the model corresponds to a free boundary value problem. Moreover, 
since the Carman-Kozeny term is dependent on the local solid fraction, this 
is assumed to be functionally related to the the phase-field. 
Our objective isto present a result on existence of weak solutions for this 
mathematical model. The proof will be based on a regularization technique 
that combines ideas already used in [1] and [3]: an auxiliary positive param-
eter will be introduced in the equations in such way that the original free 
boundary value problem will be transformed in a more standard (penalized) 
problem. We say that this transformed problem is the regularized problem. 
By solving it, one hopes to recover a solution of the original problem as 
the parameter approaches zero. To accomplish such program, we will firstly 
solve the regularized problem by using the Faedo-Galerkin method, just in 
the modified Navier-Stokes equations. and the Leray-Schauder fixed point 
theorem. Then, by taking a sequence of values of the parameter approach-
ing zero, we will have a sequence of approximate solutions. By obtaining 
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suitable estimates for this sequence. we will then be able to take the limit 
along a subsequence and, by compactness arguments, to show that we have 
a solutíon of the original problem. 
The paper is organized as foilows. In Section 2 we describe the mathemat-
ical model and its variables: we fix the notation and describe the functional 
spaces to be used: we also state our technical hypotheses and main result. 
In Section 3 we íntroduce and analyze the regularized problem. Section 4 is 
dedicated to the proof of the existence of weak solutions of the original free 
boundary value problem. 
2 The rnodel and rnam result 
Let O < T < +x and f! be an open bounded domain in JRs = 2 or 3. 
with smooth boundarv of! (of dass C3 will be enough for our purposes). 
Being Q = f! x (O, T), we will consider the foilo\ving system o f equations: 
Vt- v6.v + \lp +v· \lv + k(f5 (cp))v =F( c, 8) in Qmt, (2) 
div v= O in Qml, (3) 
V= O in Q5 , 
C,8, + Cvv · \18 =v· [K1 (6)v8] + ~fs(9), in Q, 
c,+ v.\1 c= K2 (6.c + lVI\1 · [c(l - c)\19]) in Q, 
acp = af! = 8c = 0 '"O ( T' "'Q On on On on u •• X 0, ), V= 0 On V m/, 
6(0) = 9o, fi(O) = 8o, c( O) =Co in n, v(O) = Vo in flmt(O), 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Here, 9 is the phase-field variable (sometimes called order parameter), which 
is the state variable characterizing the different phases: v is the velocity field; 
p is the associated hydrostatic pressure; fs E [0, 1] is the solid fraction; fi is 
the temperature; c E [0, 1] is the concentration ofthe solute (Le., the fraction 
o f one o f the two materiais in the mixture). 
We recall that the phase-field methodology in its simplest approach as-
sumes the existence of two real numbers 9s < 61 and a order parameter 
(phase-field) 6( x, t), depending on the spatial variable x and time t, such 
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that if t) ::; 9s then the material at point x at time t is in solid 
state: if 91 ::; o(x, t) the material at point x at time t is in liquid state: 
if 6, < 9( x, t) < 91 then, at time t rhe point x is in the mushy region 
region o f microscopic mixture o f solid and liquid). This setting must be 
physicaily coherent with the concept of solid fraction, which we assume to be 
functionally dependem on the phase-field. This requires that fs be a func-
tion such that f, = 1 for z ::; 6, fs =O for z 2: 01, andO < fs < 1 
for 0 5 < z < o,. The required regularity assumptions on fs will be described 
later on. 
In the first of the previous equations (the phase-field equation), a > 
O is the relaxation scaling: 3 = e[s]/3a where E > O is a measure of the 
interface width: a the surface tension. and [s] is the entropy density difference 
benveen phases. and ()B are the melting temperatures of the two materials 
com posing the binary alloy. 
In the second of the previous equations. v > O is the viscosity, assumed to 
be constant. The penalization term k(J,) accounts for the mushy effect in the 
fiow. The original Carman-Kozeny expression for it is k(x) = C0x2 /(1- x) 3 ; 
however, we will consider more general expressions for this term. The term 
F( c,()) is the buoyancy force, which by using Boussinesq approximation can 
be expressed as F(c,t!) = pg(c1(t!-()r)+c2 (c-cr)) +F, where p is the 
mean value of the density (which for simplicity we will assume to be a positive 
constant); g is the acceleration of gravity (for simplicity also assumed to be 
constant): c1 and c2 are two constants: e r, Cr are respectively the reference 
temperature and concentration (again for simplicity of exposition, both will 
be assumed to be zero), and F is an externa! force field. 
In the equation for the temperature, C v > O is the specific heat ( constant ); 
l is a positive constant associated to the latem heat. We also observe that 
this equation comes from the balance of the interna! energy that in this case 
has the form e = Cvt! + ~(1 - fs), where 1- fs is the liquid fraction. The 
thermal conductivity K 1 > O is assumed to depend on the phase-field. 
In the last equation, K 2 > O is the solute diffusivity and M is a constant 
related to the slopes of solidus and liquidus !ines. 
The domain Q is composed of three regions, Q, Qm and Q1. The first 
one corresponds to the fully solid region; the second one corresponds to the 
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mushy region, the third is 
Qs - { t) E Q 
Qm {(x,t)EQ 
Ql - { t) E Q 
liquid regwn. They are defined 
fs(cfJ(x, t)) = 1}, 
O< fs(o(x. t)) < 1}, 
f ')\-Ui1 JS :l)-y· 
Qml \Vill refer to the non-solid region, i.e., 
(9' 
' } 
Qml = Qm U Ql = {(x, t) E Q • O :S fs(ó(x, t)) < 1}. (lO) 
VVe also define the subsets of f! associated respectively to the solid and non-
solid regions at time t E T] 
fls -L-'"' c() 
- J._-L '-- '-'~ 
o ( \- {· c o 
-'"'ITI_l\t)- X,___ __ 
= 1}' 
O :S fs(9(X, t)) < 1}. 
Observe that as we said above, ali these previously described regions are a 
priori unknown, the model corresponds to a free boundary value problem. 
Throughout this paper we will assume the following assumptions• 
(Hl) k is nondecreasing function of class C 1[0, 1) satisfying k(O) =O and 
lim k(x) = +x, 
x---1-
(H2) fs depends only on the phase field and is a Lipschitz continuous 
function defined on IR and satisfying O :S fs(r) :S 1 for r E IR with J; 
measurable, 
(H3) K 1 depends only on the phase-field and is a Lipschitz continuous 
function defined on IR• moreover. there exist a > O and b > O such that 
(H4) F is a given function in L2(Q). 
We remark that the concentration equation as it is written in [6] (up to 
addition o f a proper convection term) is the following: 
c,+v.Vc=K2v- [c(1-c)v(Mó+ In 1 ~J] inQ. 
This form of the equation forces c E (0, 1) and is equivalent to equation (6) 
in this case. Thus, (6) is more general than this last form since it allows c to 
assume the values O and L which are associated to regions of pure materiais. 
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\Ve use standard notation in this paper. just briefiy recall the follow-
ing functional spaces associated to the 'iavier-Stokes equations. Let G Ç IR"" 
be a non-void bounded open set: for T > O, consider also Qc = G x T) 
Then_ 
V(Gi 
- ' 
H(G) 
V(G) 
wr/2(Qc) 
1>V21fOcl q \ '"' ! 
{w E (Cf:(G) , div w =o}, 
closure of V(G) in (L2 (G)) 1", 
- closure of V(G) in (HJ(G))cv, 
Holder continuous functions of exponent 7 in x 
and exponent 7/2 in t, 
{w E V(Qc)/ Dxw.D'!;w E U(Qc),w, E Lq(Qc)}. 
G = !1. we denote H= Properties of these func-
tional spaces can be found for instance in 25]. \Ve denote (-, -) the 
duality pairing between H 1(0) and H 1(0)'. We also put (-,-) = (-,-)ll the 
inner product of (L2(D)( _ 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 1 Let be given T > O, Q C JRN, N = 2, ar 3, a bounded open 
domain of class C3 , and assume that (Hl)-(H4) hold. Let also be given 
(N-+- 2)/2 < q :::; 2(N + 2)/JV, 00 E W 2 - 2/q,q(Q) n H 1+'t(Q), 1/2 < r :::; 1, 
satisfying the compatibility condition ~:o = O on 80 .. v0 E H ( Omz (O)), e o E 
L2 (0), and Co E U(O) satisfying o :::; Co :::; 1 a.e. in n. Then, there exist 
functions (cp, v, e, c) satisfying: 
(i} o E Wi'1(Q), cp(O) =Co, 
(ii) v E L2(0, T: V) n L00 (0, T; H), v= O a. e. in Q5 , v( O)= vo in Omz(O), 
where Qs is defined by (9) and Omz(O) by (11), 
(iii) e E L2 (0, T; H 1(0)) n L00 (0, T; L2 (0)), e(O) = e0 , 
(iv) c E L2 (0, T; H 1(0)) n L00 (0.T: L2 (0)), c( O)= co, O :S c :S 1 a. e. in Q 
lvforeover, they satisfy 
2 , 2 A ' 1 ( ' '3) f3 (e ' (e CtE 9t - E wO = 2 O - 9 + ,' \ -t- B 
80 
8n O a. e. on 80 x (0, T), 
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a. e. in Q, (12) 
(13) 
!t)- fo' -f- V VT/bm~(s)ds 
+ Tj Írt~ 1 (s)dS T , Tlbm,(s)ds 
fort E and any TJ E L2 (0, T: ) with compact support contained 
V(\tml(t)Y) where Qml is defined in Qml U Dmz(O) U Dmt(T) and Tft E L 2 
by (10) and flmt(t) by (11), 
-C, h BoE,(o;;x ,- Cv for h eç,dxdt- C; (i, ve, vÇ dxdt 
T I I K, . vÇ = - I !s dxdt Jo ln 2 Jo 
't' f: ~ L2(Q' d f:IT' o . o wz It '-:,t c · , ~ } an - '-::. \ ) = zn w ... 
-lT l, c(,dxdt- foT l vc. v( dxdt + K2lT l VC. v( dxdt 
o -- o Trl o rJ (16) 
+K2 M In r c(l- c)vo, v(dxdt = r c0 ((0)dx, o }(] )(] 
for any (E U(O. T: H 1(f2)) with (,E L2 (Q) and ((T) =O in D. 
Remarks: 
L The restriction q > N + 2/2 ensnres the continuity of phase-field; 
in fact, in this case W;' 1(Q) ç w,cf2(Q), for T = 2- (N + 2)/q ([15] p, 
80), Therefore, the set Qml is open, and we have a suítable interpretation 
for the equations of velocity field, The restriction q ::; 2(N + 2)/N is con-
sequence of the obtaíned regularity of the temperature, ( iii) implies that 
[i E [2(N+2)/cV (Q), and then, frorn the existence theorern for the phase-fie!d 
equation given in ([14] Thm 2.1), we know that cp E Wii~~+Z)/N(Q), 
2. Vve observe that the phase-field models without convection studied in 
[3] or [16] allow the thermal conductivity K 1 to vanish. In the presence of 
convectíon, we were not able to prove the existence of global weak solutions in 
this degenera te case: thus, we had to assume the more restrictive assumption 
(H3). It is possible, however, to prove the existence of a slightly different 
local weak solution of (1)-(8) in the degenerate case, This will be done 
elsewhere. 
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3 A regularized problem 
In this section we introduce an auxiliary regularized problem by performing 
suitable modifications of the original equations. The first objective of these 
modificatíons is to introduce coefficients ensuring enough regularity for the 
arguments to be used. The second objective, as in Blanc , is to change 
the modified I\avier-Stokes equations in such way that it holds in the whole 
domain instead of holding jusr in an a priori unknown region. 
The proof of existence of solutions for such regularized problem will be 
done by using Faedo-Galerkin method, with the help of the Leray-Schauder 
Fixed Point Theorem as stated in ([12], p. 189): 
heorenn (Leray-Schauder): Consider a transformation y = 7i ( x) where 
x, y belong to a Banach space B and ), is a real pammeter vanes m a 
bounded interval. say O :S À :S 1. Assume: 
(a) TÀ(x) is defined for all x E B, O :S À :S L 
(b) for any fixed À, 7i ( x) is continuous in B, 
(c) for x in bounded sets of B, 7j(x) is uniformly continuous in À, 
{d) for any fixed À, 7i(x) is a compact transfonnation, 
(e) theTe exists a ífinite) constant iVJ such that every possible solution x 
ofT>.(x) = x satisfies: llxlls :S I'vf, 
(f) the equation To(x) = x has a unique solution in B. 
Under assumptions (a)-íf), there exists a solution ofthe equation x-Tj(x) = 
o. 
I\ ow. we recall certain results that will be helpful in the introduction o f 
such regularized problem. 
Recall that there is an extension operator Ext( ·) taking any function w 
in the space Wi.l(Q) and extending it to a function Ext(w) E Wi·1 (1R-"+1) 
with compact support satisfying 
with C independent of w (see [19] p. 157). 
For 5 E (0, 1), let p5 E C0 (1R-"+1 ) be a family of symmetric positive mol-
lifier functions with compact support converging to the Dirac delta function 
( we can take the support of p; contained in the ball of radius 5), and denote 
by * the com:olution operation. Then, given a function u· E vV:i- 1 ( Q), we 
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define a regularization ps 
Ps =Pó* Ext(w), 
This sort of regularization be used with the phase-field variable, 
will a!so need a regularízation for the velocíty, and for it >ve proceed as follows, 
Gíven v E L 2 , first we extend it as zero in JRN+1\Q, Then, as in 
[19] p, 157, by using refiectíon and cutting-ofi we extend the resulting func-
tion to another one defined on IR'"'+1 and with compact support, vVithout 
the danger of confusion, we again denote such extension operator by Ext( v), 
Then, being 5 > O, p5 and * as above, operating on each component, we can 
again define a regularízation p5 ) E C0 (IR'v~ 1 ) of v by 
Ps = Ps * Ext(v), 
Besides having properties o f control of Sobolev norms in terms of the corre-
sponding norms o f the original function ( exactly as above), such extension 
has the property descri bed below, 
For O < o < 1, define firstly the following family of uniformly bounded 
open sets 
oó - { IRN o d( 0\ -} ~- - X E , X,··) <à , 
We also define the associated space-time cylinder 
(17) 
(18) 
Obviously, for any O < 51 < 52 , we have f1 C í151 c í162 , Q c Q61 c Q0', 
Also, by using properties of convolution, we conclude that Po(v)len' = O, 
In particular, for v E Lcc(o, T; H) n U(O, T; V), we conclude that Po(v) E 
P(O, T; H(f16 )) n U(O, T; V(í16 )) 
:VIoreover, since f1 is of class C3 , there exists 5(f1) > O such that for 
O< 5::; 5(D), we conclude that D" is of class C 2 and such that the C 2 norms 
of the maps defining 8f16 are uniformly estímated with respect to 5 in terms 
o f the C 3 norms of the maps defining [)ÇJ, 
Since we will be working with the sets f16 , the main objective of this last 
remark is to ensure that the constants associated to Sobolev immersions and 
interpolations inequalities, involving just up to second order derivatives and 
used with f1 8 are uniformly bounded for O < 5 ::; 5(D), This will be very 
important to guarantee that certain estimates will be independent of 5, 
Finally, let ff be any regularization of fs, 
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we are in position to define the regularized problem. Let be 
as described after ( 17); for each 6 E 6 , we consider the system 
d 
,u) + 
1 
2 
. \lu)+ + ( k(J"' 
' \ \ s 
' in Qo_ 
- eB) 
' 
'11) dt 
- (F(c5 05), u) for all u E V, tE (0. T), 
Cve: + CvPa(v6 ) · \78/j =v· (Kr(Ps(ó5))vfl5) + ~!;(95 ), in Q6 , 
+ Ps 
oci 
_._ =0. 
on . 
a e' 
on =o. 
. Qii 
m ' 
3c6 • 
on =o on [jlJ' X (0, T), 
CotO\ = cs r·n os \ I O ·' · 
Concerning this system we will prove the following existence result. 
(19) 
(?O 1 
,- / 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Proposition 1 Let T > O, o(Q) > O be as described following (17), and 
1/2 < ~~ :S: 1. For each 6 E (0, o(íl)], consider 6S E Hl+·r(lJ0 ), vg E H, 
f)ç} 
eg E H 1+"r(lJ5 ) and c3 E C 1(í25 ) satisfying the compatibility conditions [): = 
fJfls fJco _ 
_ o = "' 0 =O on fJD5 andO:::; cg:::; 1 in D"- Assume also that (Hl)-(H4) 
8n · un 
hold. Then. there exista solution (ci, v 6 , 86 , c6 ) o f (19)-(24) satisfying 
i) ç,o E U(O, T; H 2 (í25)), 9Í E U(Q 15 ), 
ii) ji E U(O, T: V) n Lx(o, T; H), vf E U(O. T; V'), 
iii) 85 E L2 (0, T; H 2 (D5 )), 8f E L2 (Q6 ), 
iv) c0 E C 2·1(Q 6), O:::; c0 :::; L 
The proof of this proposition will depend on an another existence result 
for other approximate problem, obtained from (19)-(24) by discretizing just 
the modified Navier-Stokes equations using Faedo-Galekin method. By solv-
ing this approximate problem, we will recover the solution of the regularized 
problem as the discretization dimension m increases to +oc. 
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For this purposeo first we introduce the spaces V, o 
h 1 c VIO' o fHS'O)N 1 t e C1osure o_j_ \ _ ~; 1n \ l ~ _ / , s 2 , 
endowed with the usual Hilbert scalar product 
X 
)s =L 
i=l 
We also consider the spectral problem: 
for all v E V, and s = -. 
2' 
which admits a sequence of solutions U'j corresponding to the sequence of 
eigenvalues > O. 
\Vith the help of these eigenfunctions, we define the following approximate 
prob!em of order m: find (o~, V~, IJ~, c~), with 
such that 
m 
c;;,(t) = L9fm(t)uj E Vm = span{u:r,''. 1 Wm}, 
j=l 
oe29~1 -e2M~- ~(6~- (9~3 ) = ;3 (e~+ (Os- i!A)c~- eB) in Q6 (25) 
:t (v~, u:J) + v(vv~, vu1 ) +(v~- v v~,, w1 ) + (kU:(9~)- 5)v~, wJ) 
(:F( c~, 0~), wj) 1 5o j 5o m, tE (0, T), (26) 
c~,- K2L>c~ + Pó(v~) ·v c: = K2!\J'V · (c~(l- c:)v Pó( 9~)) in Q5, (28) 
89~ = o ae~ = o oc~ = o "'oo (o T) 
fJn ' fJn ' fJn on u"" x ' ' (29) 
v:(o) = v&m in fl, 9~(0) = ogm IJ~(O) = egm, c~(O) = cgm in fl 6 (30) 
We then have the following existence result. 
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Proposition 2 Let T > O, 
Fix S E 6(0)] and m E 
Hl'-'~(05 1 and C0ocm E C1 
' ' ' 
be as described after (1 and l/2 < -r :S L 
- ÍPt os r Hl+-·(r>Ó\ ,,5 E F e' r 
-' ~" ,·om c ·\.Jt, ).• '--"Om Vm, Om C 
a o 
satisfying the compatibility conditions ~om = 
dn 
ae' a 6 a~m = ;~m =o on 805 ando< cZ, < 1 in Ç)ô Assume also that (Hl)-
hold. Then, there exista solution (0~, e~, satisfying (25)-(30) 
and 
1.) 9-5 r L2 (0. T· H 2 (051l_ o· li E L2 (061 m c · ' •- J J' : mt ".,.. ; J 
1'1') ,5 c Cl(fO Tl· F 1 Lm·.._ L: J•Vm 1 -
) . EU 
Proof: For simplicity o f notation, in this proof we shall omit the index 
- d' ó ó !)li ii à use lll Om, 'Um: m: Cm. 
We consider the family of operators, for O :S .\ :S L 
T;., : B _, B. 
where B is the Banach space 
which maps (tPm- i-m, êm, êm) E B into (0m, Vm, em- Cm), with 
m 
vm(t) = ~g1m(t)wj E Vm, obtained by solving the problem 
j=l 
m 2cPmt- e2 t::.óm- ~(om- o;',)= .\.3 (êm + (Bs- BA)êm- iJp) in Q6 (31) 
d dt (vm- U'j) + v(Vvm, VU'j) + (vm. VVm U'j) + (kCf:(9m)- o)vm, Wj) 
.\(:F(êm, íJm), U'j) 1 :S j :S m, tE (0, T), (32) 
l 
CBmt + CvPo(vm) ·vem= v- (K1(Po(cbm))VBm) + 2J:(9m) 1 in Q5 , (33) 
Cm1 - Kzt::.Cm + Po(vm) ·Vem= K2J'v!V- (cm(l- Cm)V Po(cPm)) in Q15 • (34) 
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-v fQ\ -
m\ ;-
on 8fl 6 x (0. 
· O · !O' _ . 5 e (0'' eo (OI ~5 , lll .. ~. Orn\ ) - Oom: m\ ; = Om: Cm ; = '-"Om In 
'3"\ \ ,J} 
(36) 
Clearly , rm, em, is a solution of (30) if and only if ít is a fixed 
point of the operator . In the following, we prove that 1í has at least one 
fixed point using the Leray"Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, 
To begin with, observe that since êm, êm E L 2(Q 5 ) we infer from The" 
orem 2,1 [14] that there is a unique solution cPm of equation (31) with 
"' c V'z,r(Os) Ym '-- Y 2 -.... · 
Now, (32) is a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations for the 
functions g1m,, .. , 9mm· This problem has an unique maximal solution de" 
fined on san1e ) and t:m E C 1 a pri-ori estimates 
we shall prove !ater will show in particular that tm = 
Observe that since K 1 is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function and 
Ps(9m) E CYO(JRN+l ), we have that Kr (ps(om)) E ~V} 1 ( Q5), 1 S T S x, and 
since Ps(rm) E V'"+2 (Q5 ) and jf(om), = f:'(om)9mt E L2(Q 15 ), we infer from 
V'"theory of parabolic equations ([15j, Thm. 9.1 in Chapter IV, p. 341 and 
the remark at the end of Section 9 of the same chapter, p. 351) that there is 
a unique solution em of equation (33) with em E wi·1 ( Q5 ). 
We observe that equation (34) is a semi"linear parabolic equation with 
smooth coefficients and growth conditions on the nonlinear forcing terms as 
the ones required for a semigroup result on global existence result given in 
[13j, p., 75. Thus, there is a unique classical global solution Cm- In addition, 
note that equation (34) does not admit constant solutions, except c = O 
and c = 1. Thus, by using Maxímum Princíple together wíth the condítíons 
ó Cm , O < c0m < 1 and fJn = O on 80.6 , we can deduce that 
0 < Cm(X, t) < 1, v (x, t) E Q5 (37) 
Therefore, the mapping 7;,. is well defined from E into E. 
To prove the contínuity of 7;,., let (~;;,,v;;,, ê;;,, ê"m), k E IN be a se-
quence in E strongly converging to ( ~m, Vm, êm, êm) E E and for each k, 
let (cf;;;,, v~, e~, c;;,), the solution of the problem: 
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j=l 
eó k = Orn· Crn 
(39) 
(40) 
( 41) 
(42) 
\Ve show that the sequence (o;;,, 1·;;,. e;;,. converges strongly in B to 
(Om, Vm, em, Cm) = 7\(Ôm, vmêm, ém). For that purpose, we wi!l obtain esti-
mates to (o;;,, v;;,, e;;,, c;;,) independent of k. As usuaL we will denote by Ci, 
with a proper indexes i, positive constants independent of k. 
We multiply (38) by 9~. 9~,, and -6.6;;,, we integrate over !15 x (0, t) 
and by parts, and we use the Hólder's and Young's inequalitíes to obtain the 
following three estimates: 
QE2 r . k ,? fn'l· (·?I k lo 1( ·k )4) 
- lo 1-dx+ c.\76 ·-:--o dxdt 2 JQ8 ' m O Q<'i I , m 4 , m 
::; C1 + C2 fo' fn, (lê~] 2 + fê~l 2 + [6~1 2) dxdt, (44) 
aE2 r' r iok ]2dxdt + { (~f\76k 12-'- (9~.J4 - (6;;,)2) dx 
2 Jo Jn;; '· mt }no 2 · m ' 8 4 
::; cl + Cz lo' L (iê;;,]2 + ]ê;;,i2) dxdt, (45) 
2 2 t 
QE l .,., ·k •?d E in 1 I A ·k l?d d 
- lv'0 1-x+- w.iJ! ·xt 2 . Dii ' m' 2 O Qii m 
::; C;+ C2 fo' fn, (!v6;;,] 2 + ]ê;;,! 2 + lê~Y) dxdt. (46) 
Multiplying (45) by m 2 and adding the result to (44). we find 
r ]6k 12 + ]\76k 12 + (6~)4dx Jns . ml . m• 
::; C1 -'- C2 fo' fn, (iê;;, ]2 + lê;;, ]2 + 10;;, 12) dxdt. ( 47) 
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Since jjê~.li and are bounded independent of k, we infer from 
and Gronwall's inequality that 
(48) 
Then, thanks to ( 44)-( 46) we have 
lll,;_k i.'!IL'IO T·H"-•n. Xq -+-j!~k I! .. L2'Q'', <C I Vm. , ·, , \H")j - i'+'mtl• \ 0,- 1· ( 49) 
We multiply (39) by gjm(t) and add these equations for j =L ... , m. Using 
that (u ·\?v, v) O, u E V v E (H1(rJ))"' we get 
d 
dt 
By using Gronwall's inequality, we obtain 
[iv~IÍL=(O,T:HJnL'(OTYJ :S: C1. (50) 
Let now Pm be the projector of H on the space Vm. Note that Pm is a 
11;;-orthogonal projector on Vm and thus j[Pmll.ccv,,v;) :::; l. Therefore, from 
equation (39), we infer that 
1
1
1
-?./ 1 li v-, m 1, s 
I 
< cl i[!Vmk li v+ llvmk 11' 2 ·'""· + IIFIIL2(!1) \'' . 'LS-•(!1) . ' 
+ [jê~!IP(D'J + llê~IIL'CD'J) · 
Then, by using (50) and interpolation ([17] p.73), we obtain 
lo,k lj <C 
iivmt!iL2 (0,T;V:J - 1· 
Now, by multiplying (40) by e~. one obtains simiiarly that 
and we infer from ( 49) and Gronwall's inequality that 
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(.51) 
r-3\ \o ) 
Hence, it follows from (52) that 
('4' ;) ) 
we take the scalar product of r; E H 1 and integrate 
parts using Holder's and Young's inequalities to obtain 
'!Bk I' i mt IH1 IIL'(O 11 ---) 
and we infer from (49),(50) and (54) that 
('5' \O· ) 
ê\exL multiplving 
we conclude that 
bY c~ and reasoning as before with the help of 
Hence, from (49), we obtain 
In order to get an estimate for (c~,) in L2(0, T; H 1(rt6)'), 
equation ( 41) and proceed similarly as before to obtain 
(56) 
we go back to 
(57) 
We now infer from (48),(57) that the sequence (9~) is uniformly bounded 
with respect to k in 
and in 
the sequence ( v~J is bounded in 
andin 
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sequence is bounded in 
' ·) 
= l w E L- } 
andin 
FVs = { w E L"'c(O, 
and the sequence (c~) is bounded in 
and in 
} 
i\ow we observe that W1 is compactly embedded into L2 (0,T;H1 (fl0 )), and 
the same holds for H/2 into C([O, T]: U(f/5)): for W3 into U(Q): W 5 and W7 
into U( Q 15 ): with W4 in to C([O, T]: v;), and with J.% and W 8 into 
C([O, Tj: H 1(\15)') ([23] Cor4). 
It follows that there exist ( 9m. Vm, em, em) satisfying: 
0m E L 2 (0, T: H 2 (f2°)) n L00 (0. T: H 1(f2°)), with 9mt E L 2 (Q 6 ), 
Um E U(O, T: V) n L""(O. T; H), wíth Vmt E U(O, T: ~~), 
em E L 2 (0. T: H 1 (f15 )) n L=(o, T: L 2(f!6)), with emt E L413 (0, T: H 1(f1 8 )'), 
Cm E L2 (0. T: H 1 (f2°)) n L""(O, T; U(f25 )), with Cmt E L 2(0, T; H 1 (f16)'), 
and a subsequence of (9~, v~, e~, c~), which for simplicity of notation we 
keep denoting (9~, v;;,, e;;,, c~) , such that as k-+ +x we have 
•k 
om 9rn strongly in U(O. T: H 1 (í1°)) n C([O, T]; L2 (D0 )), 
k ~ 9m weakly in L2 (0, T: H 2 (í16 )), o m 
~·k 
-+ 'é'm strongly in U(Q) n C([O, T]: v;), m 
vk __,. Vm weakly in U(O, T: V), m (58) gk 
-+ em strongly in L2(Q5) n C([O, T]; H 1(í1°)'), m 
gk ~ Bm weakly in U(O,T:H1 (f1°)), m 
ck __. Cm strongly in U(Q 15 ) n C([O, T]: H 1 (f!5 )'), m 
ck ~ c weakly in L2 (0, T; H 1 (í16 )). m m 
It now remains to pass to the limitas k tends to +x in (38)-(43). 
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Since the embeddíng of (Q 6 ) into L 9 (Q 6 ) is compact ([18] p.l5), and 
(O~) is bounded in HiJ·1 , Tve infer that (0~) 3 converges to 9~ in L2 (Q 0 ). 
then pass to the limit as k tends to +oc in (38) and get 
') , ') 1 I 
o: c o " - c 6.o - -' o mt . m 2 \. m 
:\ow we observe that for fixed íJ >O, k(ff(-)- íJ) is a bounded Lipschitz 
continuous function from IR in IR: therefore, k(ff(9';,) - íJ) converges to 
k(ff(9m)- 5) in LP(Q) for any 1 s; p < +oc. Since the passing to the limit 
of the other terms of (39) can be done in standard ways, \Ve get 
d 
dt -c- • \lum.l.L'j) + 
= À(F(êm, Ôm) u'y) 
m 
Also, since V-n is a closed subspace, we have that vm(t) = 2:, gJm(t)w1 E Vm. 
y'=l 
Since K 1 (p6 ) and J{ are bounded Lipschitz continuous functions and 6';, 
converges to Óm in L2(Q6 ), we have that K1 (p;(o~)) converges to K 1 (p,(6m)) 
and J{(6~) converges to J%'(6m) in LP(Q6) for any p E [l,oc). These facts 
and (.58) yield the weak convergence of K 1(p;(cp';,))ve';, to K1 (p;(9m))vem 
and J{(ó~)ó';,, to J{(om)<Pmt in VI 2 (Q6 ). Also, since v~ converges to Vm in 
U(Q) we have that p6 (v~) converges to p6(vm) in L 2 (Q6 ). :\ow, multiplying 
( 40) by n E D( Q5 ), integrating over Q6 x (0, T) and by parts, we obtain 
Then, we may pass to the limit and find that 
CvOmt + CvPo(vm) ·vem= v· (Kl(Pa(6m))Wq + ~J:'(9m)9mt in D'(Q6). 
(59) 
Now, by using the LP-theory of parabolic equations, we conclude that (59) 
holds almost everywhere in Q5 . 
It remains to pass to the limit in (41). We infer from (58) that v p;(6';,) 
converges to v Pá(óm) in U(Q15 ). Also, since ilc~iiL=(Q') is bounded, it follows 
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that c~ ( 1 - converges to 1- in LP(Q5 ) for any p E [L Thus. 
we may pass to the limit in to obtain 
Therefore, L is continuous for each O ::; ), ::; l. 
the same time, 7!.. is bounded in 1 x l/V3 x ~V5 x and the embedding 
of this space in B is compact. \V e conclude that L is a compact operator. 
To prove that for (Óm, fm, êm, êm) in a bounded set of B, L is uniformly 
continuOUS with respect to À. let 0::; À1, À2::; 1 and (0mi, Vmi• emi• Cmi), (i= 
L 2) the corresponding solutions of (31)-(36). We observe that Om = 9m 1 -
m 
= ~9Jm E - em2 and 
j=l 
Cm = Cm 1 - cm 2 satisf}.- the folluvving problem: 
Uê26mt- E2.6.0m = ~Om (1- (9mi + Om1Óm2 + Óm~)) 
+(Àl- À2)J (êm + (eB- /1A)ém- es) in Q0 
K2Ivfv · (cm 1(1- cmJ) [vp,(9m 1)- VPo(0m2 )]) 
+ Po(Vm) · VCml + Ps(vm2) · VCm 
(60) 
(62) 
+ K2J'v!v · (cm(l- (cml + Cm2))vp,(9m2 )) in Qó (63) 
36m _ 311m _ 3Cm _ O Cl(')O lO T' 
3n - 3n - 3n - on u" x 1 , J, 
(64) 
tm(O) =O in \i. 0m(O) =O, 11m(O) =O, Cm(O) =O in \i0 (65) 
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re1nark that d := 2 -, Om + Om~ '\/2 T li 
2 :2 Omli/2 + 2 O. :\ov;;: by nnütiplying equation b\ Om 
by parts and using Hülder·s and '{oung"s inequalities~ we obtain 
!{ Om! ' (!Ó 1-
+ dxaf 
Applying Gronwalrs inequality, 've get 
" . 'I" '~ . 'I" qOm! J=,o T·L2!0ôl" + LOml L:2ro T·Hl 
' ' ' ~ \ . . \"" /} ~, ' \ . . 
\/2) 2 -'-
integrating 
(66) 
:\"'ov\·, by n1ultiplying (60) by Omt and using HOlder~s inequality··. \Ve con-
cíude 
and Since !idl L:>(Qs ~C~ depending 011 !iomllluo(Q8J and l 10m2llco(Q")• rear-
ranging the different terms. we obtain 
[Ot {O' 0mti 2dxdt T r i\70 i2dx 
.Jr .Jc~ Jns; . m: 
< cl la' i, ]oml 2dxdt + c2 f) llomll~v;' l(Q') (67) 
+ C3iÀ1- À2i 2 la' L (lêml 2 + lêmi2) dxdt. 
1\Iultiplying (60) by -D.om. and proceeding similarly as before. we infer that 
t IV<Dm! 2dx + la' i" ID.6ml 2dxdt 
< cl r' f. iomf + ]'Voml 2dxdt + c2 Tf liom w'·ltot (68) 
.lo Jn,) 2 \ • J 
_,_ c3 À1- Àz] 2 fo' L (iêmi 2 ..,.. lêml 2) dxdt. 
5:3 
1/ >o \-on~idcri11g . \\·e conclude fro1n 
oht aiu 
1 ri 
2 dt 
:Gl) hy ,,,(11 
< 
f/ 
2 
+(''2 
< 
for J 
jd:r 
) z' 
l 
;J. ,, 1 i,-'" ;q :l', 
Dy int cgrat il1g thi~ last. ineqnali ty ·wit h rcspcct to f a11d nsing onr prcnous 
cstilnates and Gn)1nnüL-; inequality. we obtain 
\I1tltipl_Yillg 
t lwt J.,_- 1 aud 
(70) 
():2-i 1}_\- Hu,· iutegrating onT çy) using Hbldcr s inequality anel 
are honnckd Lip:.;dlitz C'Olltinuous functions. we haYc 
lntegration with respec:t to t and the use of Gronwall's Lemma and (69)-(70) 
lead to the estimate 
(71) 
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multiply (63) Cm- integrate over 0° x t) and b:y parts: and Yve use 
Hiilder's and Young's inequalities and (37) to obtain 
12 + lcm1 2l dxdt 
' ' I 
dxdt +c] la' i lvml 2dxdt. 
Applying Gronwall's inequality and using (69)-(70) we arrive at 
l:c 
.! m 
Therefore. it follows from (69)- that D is uniformly continuous 
respect to À on bounded sets of B. 
To estimate the set of all fixed points of D, let ( Om, Vm, em. em) E B be 
such any given fixed point, i.e., it is a solution of the problem 
2· ·) · 1(. 3 ) 51 ) ü:E 0.• -E- fl6 - - 6 -O ) = ÀB (0 + (OB- 04)c - OB in Q .. 173 mt , m 2 , m , m .- m - , m 
m 
j=l 
( ~4) I ' 
CvOmt + CvPa(vm) ·vem= v· (Kr(Ps(9m))v0m) + ~f%(9m) 1 in Q6 (75) 
Cmt- K2!lcm + Po(vm) · VCm = K2Mv · (cm(l - Cm)v (Pa(9m))) in Q5 , (76) 
à<Pm - aem - OCm - o ao' ( T) àn - àn - ân - on ~- x O, ' (77) 
Vm(O) = vgm in D, Om(O) = d>gm, Om(O) = egm, Cm(O) = cim in s:i. (78) 
Multiplying the first equation (73) by Óm, <Pmt and -!l<Pm, respectively, in-
tegrating over \25 and by parts, using Hi:ilder's and Young's inequalities, we 
obtain 
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(80) 
. for each j = L .... m, we multiply (74) by g1m(t) and add the resulting 
equa.tions to obtain 
1 d c 
--I 
2dth 
(82) 
By multiplying (75) by em and (76) by Cm and proceeding similarly as above 
lead us to the following inequalities 
:t Jn, ~v ]em] 2dx+a Jn, jvem] 2dx :'::: Q:E4 Jn, ]9m1l2dx+Cl .L ]emj 2dx, (83) 
dd r. lcm/
2dx + K2 r _jvcm] 2dx :'::: C1 r. [v 9m] 2dx. (84) 
t Jno Jn6 }çy 
where we used (37) to obtain the last inequality. 
Now, by multíplying (80) by nE2 and adding the result to (79),(81)-(84), 
we obtain 
(85) 
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where C1 is independent of À, m and o. 
Hence, integrating (85) with respect t and using Gronwall's inequality, 
we obtain 
" 
-r-- !!L=(ü.T:H) 
-T licmi!L=(OTL2(06 )) :5 Cr, 
where C1 is independent of ..\. Therefore, we have a bound for all fixed points 
o f 1), in B independent o f À. 
Finally, proceeding exactíy as we did to prove that TÀ is well defined, we 
conclude that for..\= O, problem (31)-(36) has a 11nique solution. 
Thus, we can apply Leray-Schauder theorem and conclude that there is 
a fixed point (om, Vm, Om, Cm) E B n "YV:i' 1(Q6) X C 1 ([0. T]: Vm) X Wi' 1(Q5) X 
C 2·1 ( Q0 ) of the operator ~' that is. Vm- = ~ ( 9m, Vm, Om, 
This is a soluüon of problem (25)-(30), and the proof of Proposition 2 is 
complete. 1 
'JIJe now proceed with the 
Proof of Proposition 1: We choose ogm - 0g. egm = eg, cgm E C1(rt) 
with O < cgm < 1, and vÕm E Vm such that cgm __, cg and vgm __, vg in the 
norm of H as m --+ -Toe. \Ve then infer from Proposition 2 that, for each 
5 E (0, 5(rl)] and mE IN, there exist functions (9:,, v:,, e:,, c:,) satisfying the 
system (25)-(30). \Ve will derive bounds, independent of m, for this solution 
and then pass to the limit in the approximate problem as m tends to -Toe 
by using compactness arguments. 
Lemma 1 There exists a constant C1 independent o f m E IN such that 
I! o~ IIL=(ü.T;H'(D6))nL 2 (0,T;H'(D')) -T 111>~, li L'(Q') 
I' 5 'I ,!Vmi L=(O,T;H)nL'(O.T;V) 
li e~ I! L= (o.T:L'<n'JJ:cL'(o.T,H' u:l'Jl 
li C~ li L= (O.T;L2 (08) )nL2(0.T;Hl (Dó)) 
Proof: It follows from the inequality (85). 
< C1, 
< Cl, 
< C1, 
< C1-
Lemma 2 There exists a constant C1 independent o f m E IN such that 
"Oo 'I j) mtliL413(0,T;Hl(f26)') 
l!c?nt li L2(0.T:Hl (51")') 
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(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
111 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
From equation (26\ we infer that 
li v; < c1 ( li v + (' ·-i i (fi) 
...Li L2(r2) T 'I&' i! i i I mil ' ' T! 
TherL by using (87)-(89) and interpolation ( p.73), we obtain (90). By 
taking the scaiar product of (27) with T) E H 1(fl) and using Holder's inequal-
it:y, YVe find 
Then, foliows from (88), can be obtained simiiarly by using 
~ Lemma L 
We infer from Lemma 1 and 2 using the compact embedding ([23] CorA) 
that there exíst 
cl 
~/í 
es 
c' 
E 
E 
E 
E 
L2 (0, H 2 (r15 )) '' Lx(o, T H 1 (rl5 )) with of E L2 (Q), 
L2(0, T; 1/) n L=(o, T; H) wíth vf E U(O, T; V:J, 
L2 (0, T: H 1 (r16 )) ! L =(o, T: L 2 (r16 )) with ef E L413 (0, T: H 1 (r15 )'), 
L2(0, T: H 1 (r16 )) n L00 (0. T: L 2 (r15 )) wíth cf E L2 (0, T; H 1 (rl6 )'), 
d . f ( , 15 s e" s ) h' h , k 'l' ( , s ó ea 15 ) an a SUbSequence O 9m~ Vm~ m' Cm , W 1C \Ye eep Callllg 9m, Vm, m: Cm 
to ease the notation, such that. as m --+ +oo, 
d} --+ 9' strongly in U(O, H2-'i(r13)) n C([O, Tj: L2 (r15 )), m 
Ü<"f:Sl/2 
ó ~ 'Ó weakly in UtQol, 9mt 9t \ I ' 
võ 
--+ vó stronly in L2(Q) n C([O, T]; v;), m 
vb ~ v o weakly ín L2 (0, T: V:J, mt t (93) 
es 
--+ e' strongly ín L2 ( Q5 ) n C([O, T]; H 1 (rl8)'), m 
es ~ es weakly in U(O, T:H1 (rl0)), m 
é --+ có strongly in L 2 ( Q5 ) n C([O, T]: H 1 (r15)'), m 
c' ~ é weakly in L2 (0, T: H 1 (f!ó)). m 
Thus, letting m--+ +oo in (25), we get 
2,, 2A ,s 1( s (''8)3' s(es, 1e e) s e) · Q' CtE 9t - E !...lÇ> - 2 O - 9 } = ,' + \ B - A C - B a.e. lll . 
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Since ) - o) is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function we have 
that kU: -o) converges to k(f%(di)- o) in V(Q), for p E [L X): then 
k:(j5 r ci i - convera-es to k( f 3 (di - oi,·6 in L312(Q) as m tends to -+-~ 
, s \ · m; b - " "s \. 1 ; v .1- \ ' ~. 
usual ([17] p.76) we may pass to the limit in the other terms in (26) and 
geT 
d 
dt 
,,,\ ~ 
~ <.)...·) J ; 
We conclude that 
d 
dt 
for all u E , and then for all u E 
'~( s = \J c . 
Since K 1 (ps) and f:' are bounded Lipschitz continuous functions we have 
that K 1(ps(9:,)) converges to K 1(ps(cfi)) and jg'(({J:,) to J{(ç3 ) in V(Q3 ) 
for any p E [L x) as m tends to -'-X. Also. since v~ converges to -c·0 in 
L2(Q) we have that ps(v~) converges to ps(v3 ) in L2(Q3 ). Using these facts 
and (93) we pass to the limit in (27) and obtain 
Applying LP-theory of parabolic equations, we have that e6 E WJu(Q6 ). 
Similarly we pass to the limit in (28) and obtain 
Observe that c5 is a classical solution and satisfies O :S c6 :S 1. Finally, it 
odl ae8 3c6 • 
follows from (93) that on = on = on = O, 0'(0) = <J)g, v3(0) = v&, 
e8(0) = eg and c6(0) =c&. Therefore, the proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 
I 
4 Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section we prove the existence Theorem 1. For O < 5 :S 5 ( fl) as in the 
statement of Theorem 1, we choose 9g E W 2- 2/q,q(fl 6 ) n Hl+~(fl5 ), v& E H, 
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"' li "'B' "' o < ,, < 1 c/j r Cl . f . uOo v o OCo o 
1 _ , 0 c , SatlS ymg On = On = fJn = 
"'Oii ''()li on u .• , il 0 
H(flrnl ), and 
::; C. and O ::; cg ::; 1 in fl5 , v8 --+ v0 in the norm o f 
such that the restrictions of these functions to fl (recall 
that fl C fl 5 ) satisfy as 5 -+ 0+ the following: 9g -+ 9o in the norm of 
vv2- 2 fq,q(fl) n H1~7 (fl), e&-; IJo in the norm of L\fi), cg--+ Co in the norm 
of L 2 
\V e then infer from Proposition 1 that there exists ( çl, v5, es c5 ) solution 
the regularized problem (19)-(24). We will derive bounds, independent of 
ô, for this solution and then use compactness arguments and passage to the 
limit procedure for li tends to O to establish the desired existence result. They 
are stated in following in a sequence of lemmas: however, most of them are 
ease consequence of the previous estimates ( those that are independent of o) 
and the fact that f2 c fl6 . We begin with the foilowing: 
Lemma 3 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any 5 E (0,5(\í)) 
'I s 'I . u Ójj j O I Le<:(O,T:H 1 (0.))nL2(ü,T:H2(ft)) T iiOt iiL2(Q) 
::; ll66 )!uXJ(O.T:Hl(Qo))nL2(0.T:H2(Q5)) + ll9~l\L2(Qá) :S C1. 
llv6 IIL=(oTH)nL'(O.T;V) +for k k(ff(di)- li)lv6 ! 2dxdt::; CL 
"iíll I' s,- C llc L=(ü.T:L'(fl))nL'(O.T:H'(fl)) :S IC IIL=(ü.T;L'(fl'J)nL'(O.T:Hl(fl')) :S 1· 
Proof: It follows from the inequality (85). 
Lemma 4 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any li E (0, o(fl)) 
< C1, 
< c), 
< c1. for any 2::; q::::; 2(N + 2)/N. 
Proof: U sing that O ::; é ::; 1 in Q, we infer from ( 22) that, 
Then, (98) follows from Lemma 3. 
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(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
(100) 
, we take the scalar product of (21) 
inequaíity and (H3) we find 
1) E H; , using Hiilder's 
Then, (99) follows from Lemma 3. 
, I'Bõ I' li õ i ,! IL4(0): t: 
, from a result of Hoffman and Jiang ([14] Thm 2.1), we conclude 
that ci satisfies the following inequality, for any 2 :S q < oo, 
(101) 
Then, (100) holds due to and by interpolation f! 83 
are bounded índependent of O, 
Lemma 5 There exíst a constant C1 and 50 E (0, 5(0)) such that, for any 
o< Oo, 
(1021 
' I 
where O :S t; < t2 < T, U Ç flm;(tr) and such that [t1, t2] x U Ç Qml U 
Om;(O) U rlm1(T). 
Proof: Let O :S t 1 < t 2 :S T, U Ç ílm1(t1) be such that [t1. t 2] x () C 
Qm1 Urlmz(O) Urlm1(T). It is verified by means of (20) that for a. e. tE (tL t 2 ), 
(-c{ u) =-v r vé. 'Vudx- r V0 • 'i7v6udx- r k(ff(dl)- 5)v6udx lu lu ~ 
+ fuF(c6 86)udx for u E V(U). 
In order to estimate 1/vf II>'(U)', we observe that the sequence ( çi>6 ) is bounded 
in Wi'1(Q), for 2 :S q :S 2(N + 2)/N, in particular, for q > (N + 2)/2 
we have that Wi'1(Q) ç Hr,rf2 (Q) where T = 2 - (N + 2)/q ([l.S] p. 
80). Due to theorem of Arzela-Ascoli, there exist dJ and a subsequence of 
(çi>6 ) (which we still denote by çi>6 ), such that di converges uniformly to dJ 
in Q. Recall that Qmz = {(x, t) E Q : O :S fs(o(x, t)) < 1} and Oml(t) = 
{x E 0 : O :S fs(<i>(x, t)) < 1}. ?\ote that there is "7 E (0, 1) such that for any 
(x. t) E [tL t2] x U, we have 
fs(d>(x, t)) < 1- "j. 
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Due to the uniform convergence of ff 
there is an such that for all o E 
towards fs on any compact subset, 
and for all (x, t) E [t1 , t 2] x O, 
!1 t)) < 1- '7 
By assumption (Hl) we infer that 
t))- o) < x (J ando< Oo. 
Thus. 
't))-
Hence, (102) follows from Lemma 3. 
From (95). we conclude that the sequence ( v5 ) is aiso uniformly bounded 
in L2 (t1 , t 2 : H 1(U)). Then, by the compact embedding ([23] Cor. 4) , there 
exist v anda subsequence of (v 0 ) (which we still denote by v5), such that 
v5 ---. v strongly in L2((tL t2) x U). 
Observe that Q=1 is an open set and can be covered by a countable number 
of open sets (ti, Íi-cl) X Ui such that Ui Ç flml(ti), then by means of a diagonal 
argument, we obtain 
v
6
---. v strongly in L?ac(Qmz u ílm1(0) U Omz(T)). (103) 
Moreover. from (95) and the fact that v3 E U(O, T; V) we have that v E 
L2 (0, T: V) rl L00 (0, T: H) and 
v8 --'v weaklyinU(O,T:H1(0)), 
v3 --' v v;eakly star in L""(O, T; U(O)). (104) 
Now, from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, by using compact embedding ([23] Cor.4), 
we infer that there exist 
9 E w;.l(Q) for 2 ::0: q ::0: 2(N + 2)/N, 
e E U(O, T H 1(D)) n L00 (0, T: L2 (ft)), 
c E U(O,T:H1 (íl)) nL00 (0,T;L2 (D)). 
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and a subsequence of 
that. as i5 ---+ O. 
( which \V e still denote by 
9 ó ~ (j) uniformly in Q, 
dl (j) strongly in L"(O. Tt'2-'Y.q Ü<'Y< 
•i5 9, ~ Ot weakly in Lq( Q), 
eó e strongly in L2(Q) (i C([O, T]: H~ 
e o ~ e weakly in L2 (0, T: H 1 (íl)), 
có 
-7 c strongly in U(Q) n C([O, T]; H~(íl)'), 
co ~ c weakly in L2 (0, T: Hl(íl)). 
) such 
1/2 
(105) 
It now remains to pass to the limitas 6 decreases to zero in (19)-(24). 
It follows from (105) that we may pass to the limit in (19), and find that 
holds almost everywhere. 
Now, we take u = ry(t) in (20) where 7) E L2 (0, T: V(ílm1(t))) with compact 
support contained in Qml U ílmz(O) U ílmz(T) and 'l)t E L2 (0, T: V(ílmz(t))'); 
after integration over (0, t), we find 
j' ( ( vf, 'I)) + (v r/, Vry) + (é · 'Vvô n) + (kU: ( <j;6 ) - 5)v5 1J)) ds 
o t (106) 
= fo (:F(c6 ,86),TJ)ds. 
Since supp 7) Ç Qml U ílmz(OJ U flmz(T) we have that supp ry(t) Ç flmz(t) a.e. 
tE [0, T]. Moreover, we observe that 
l(vf,ry)ds = -l(v5 T)t)n= 1(s)ds+ (v5 (t),T)(t))nm1(t)- (vg,ry(O))nm1(0)· 
Because of uniform convergence of ff to fs on compact subsets, as well 
as the assumption (Hl), it follows that k(f}(<f;6 )- 6) converges to k(fs(<P)) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Qm1Uflm1(0)Uflm1(T). These facts, together 
with (103)-(105), ensure that we may pass to the limit in (106) and get (14). 
c c 
To check that v= O a.e. in Q5 , take a compact set K ÇQs . Then there 
is an 5K E (0, 1) such that 
J:(cl(x. t)) = 1 in K for 6 < 5K, 
hence, k(fi(d}(x, t)- ó) = k(l- ó) in K for 5 < 5K. From (95) we infer 
that 
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where C1 is independem of 50 5 tends to O, by assumption (Hl), 1-
blows up and consequent!y i!L'(KJ converges to 00 Therefore v = O a.e. in 
K. Since K is an arbitrary subsec, we conclude that v= O a.eo in Q, . 
In order to pass to the limit in , we notice that given Ç E (O o H 1 
ç, E P(O, L2 (fl)) satisfying Ç(T) =O. we can consider an extension 
of Ç such that e E L 4 H 1(ft)) vcith E,~ E U(O,T:L2(Q5 )) satisfying 
e(T) =O. , we take the scalar product of (21) with f,", 
-C f egero)dx- c, fr j e6ç1dxdt- c, fnr f Po(v6 )e6 o vÇSdxdt J0ó ' Jno o' o lo' 
.. T .. I y· 
+ [ ( Kl(Pô(o0))vtl6 · vÇÓdxdt = ~ l r, t:'(ó8 )Ç~ÇÓdxdto Jo ,;!:1 _.vO Jn-
(107) 
Observe thaL since K 1 is a bounded Lipschitz continuous functiono K 1 (ps( o5 )) 
converges to K 1(9) in V(Q) for p E [L oc). \Ve notice that since p5(v5 ) con-
verges weakly to v in U(O, T: H 1(Q)) and 118 --+ (! strongly in C([O, T]: H;(n)') 
we have that p6(v 5 )116 converges to ve in 1Y(Q). Observe also that f:'--+ f~ 
in Lq(IR) for 2 :S q < oc, then from (105) we infer that f:'(q})of converges 
weakly to f~(ó)9t in Lqf2(Q). :VIoreover. from Lemma 3 the integrais over 
Q 5\íl are bounded independent of o and since jf25\fll --+O as o-> O, we have 
that these integrais tend to zero as 5 -> O. Therefore, we may pass to the 
limit in ( 107) and obtain 
. -C, r eoE,(O)dx- c, {T r eç,dxdt- C, {T r v(!' vÇ dxdt líl r lo lD 1 lrr líl 
+ r r Kr(ç)ve. v E, dxdt =? r ~ J;(9)9,E, dxdt Jo líl -lo k 
for all E, E L4 (0, T: H 1 (fl)) with E, E U(O.T;L2 (í1)) and Ç(T) =O. 
It remains to pass to the limit in (22). For that purpose, we proceed in 
similar ways as before, taking the scalar product of it with ( 5 E L2 (0, T: H 1 (í16 )) 
with (f E L 2 (0, T: L2 (Q5)) and ( 5 (T) =O, 
- { r. c0(tdxdt- [T r o Po(v0 )c5 . v(6dxdt + K2 {T r vc6 . v(0dxdt Jo )no Jo T)no Jo lns 
+K2M r r. c6(1- c6 )vp0(q}) · v(6 dxdt = r. c~(0 (0)dx. Jo }no Jn(J 
Then, from (104),(105). and using the fact that sequence (c') is bounded in 
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L x· , \ve n1ay pass to the limit as S -+ O to obtain 
rT i loT)· rT i 
- I 
0 
cÇ1dxdt- . 
0 
vc ·V( dxdt + K 2 I 
0 
v c· V( dxdt 
Jo .. o .• Jo .. 
r r l - . dxdt = j~ lo ln __ 
which holds for any (E L 2 T: H 1 (fl)) with (E U(O, L2 (fl)) satisfying 
((T) =O. Observe that since O::; c5 ::; 1 and é converges to c in L2 (Q) we 
h ave that O ::; c ::; 1 a. e. in Q. 
Finally, it follows from (10.5) that ~o = O, ci:>(O) = C/Jo, 11(0) = 1!0 and 
· un 
c(O) = c0 . Furthermore, 1.'(0) = l.'o in flm~(O) because l.'é(O)-+ v(O) in V 1(U) 
for any such that C Ç (O). The proof o f Theorem 1 is then complete. 
I 
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Capítulo 4 
Um modelo bidimensional do 
tipo campo de fase com 
convecção para a mudança de 
fase de uma liga binária 
Resumo 
Neste trabalho analisamos um modelo bidimensional para um processo de 
evolução para a solidificação de uma liga binária com propriedades térmicas. 
O modelo inclui a possibilidade de fluxo nas regiões não-sólidas, as quais 
são desconhecidas a priori, e consiste de um sistema de equações diferenciais 
parciais altamente não-linear associado a um problema de fronteira livre. 
O sistema é composto pela equação do campo de fase. a equação do calor, 
a equação da concentração e as equações de Navier-Stokes modificadas por 
um termo de penalização do tipo Carman-Kozeny, o qual toma conta do 
efeito mushy, e um termo do tipo Boussinesq o qual considera os efeitos 
das variações de temperatura e de concentração. É provada a existência de 
soluções fracas para o sistema. O problema é aproximado e uma sequência 
de soluções aproximadas é obtida usando o Teorema de Ponto Fixo de Leray-
Schauder. Uma solução é obtida usando argumentos de compacidade. 
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Bidimensional Phase-Field Model with 
Convection for Change Phase of an 
Abstract 
The article analyzes a two-dimensional phase-field model for a non-statíonary 
process of solidification of a binary alloy with thermal properties, The mo dei 
allows the occurrence of fiuid flow in non-solid regions, which are a priori 
unknown, and is thus assocíated to a free boundary value pro blem for a highly 
non-linear system of partia! differential equations, These equations are the 
phase-field equation, the heat equation, the concentratíon equatíon and a 
modífied Navier-Stokes equations obtained by the addition o f a penalizatíon 
term of Carman-Kozeny type, whích accounts for the mushy effects, and also 
of a Boussinesq term to take ín care of the effects of varíations of temperature 
and concentratíon ín the flow, A proof of exístence of weak solutions for 
such system is given, The problem is firstly approximated and a sequence 
of approximate solutions is obtained by Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem, 
A solution is then found by using compactness argument, 
YISC Mathematics Subject Classification: 35K65, 76D05, 80A22, 35K55, 
82B26, 35Q10, 76R99 
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1 Introduction 
Through the introduction of an extra variable to distinguish among physi-
cal phases, the phase-field methodology provides a continuum description of 
phase change processes, This method has proved itself to be a powerful tool 
for the study of situations with complex growth structures like dendrites, 
and recently phase-field models for solidification have been extended to in-
clude melt convection, bringing interesting new mathematical aspects to the 
methodology 
In an attempt to understand such mathematical aspects, we consider here 
a two-dimensional phase-field model for a non-stationary process of solidifica-
tion with convection of a binary alloy with thermal properties, Our objective 
is to prove rhe existence of solutions of a mathematical model that combines 
ideas of V o !ler et aL [12, 13] and of Blanc et aL for taking in consideration 
the possibility of flow, with those of Caginalp et aL [2] for the phase-field and 
the thermal properties of the alloy, The resulting system wíll be described 
in detail in the next section, Here, we just observe that, besides having a 
phase-field equation, a heat equation and a concentration equation, it also 
includes the Navier" Stokes equations modified by the addition o f a Carman-
Kozeny type term to take care of the fiow in mushy regions and also by the 
additíon a Boussinesq type term to take in consideration buoyancy forces due 
to thermal and concentration differences, Since these equations for the fiow 
only hold in an a priori unknown non-solid region, the model corresponds to 
a free-boundary value problem, :VIoreover, since the Carman-Kozeny term 
is dependent on the local solid fraction, this is assumed to be functionally 
related to the phase-fie]d, 
The phase-field model with convection considered here includes advection 
terms in each of its equations, In a recent paper, [9], a simplified version 
of this model, which did not include the advection term in the phase-field 
equation, was analyzed, \Ve should say that the inclusion of this term brings 
severa! new technical difficulties to an already hard problem, To overcome 
these difficulties is the purpose of this paper; for this, we had to adapt to our 
case the results presented in Hoffman and Jíang [5] concerning the phase-
field equation, \Ve also had to restrict the analysis to the two-dimensional 
situation, We will comment more about this point in the next section; here 
we just remark that this restriction in the dimension of the space is clearly 
of technical nature, \V e hope to remove it in the future, 
Existence of solutions will be obtained by using a regularization technique 
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simílar to the one already used in and the help of an auxiliary 
parameter. we will transform the original free-boundary value problem into a 
more standard penalized one. This regularized problem will then be studied 
by using fixed point arguments. and then we pass to the limit to obtain a 
solution of the original problem. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we detail the model 
we consider: we also fix the notation and state our main result. In Section :3 
we study an auxiliary phase-field problem. The descríption and the analysis 
of the regularized problem is done in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to proof 
the main existence theorem. 
2 The model the mam result 
Consider O < T < +oc, a bounded open domain S1 C IR2 with smooth 
boundary àfl. and denote Q = fl x (0, T). Then, consider the following 
problem: 
v,- vi1v + Vp ~ v· Vv + k(f,(9))v = :F(c,B) in Qm/, (1) 
div v= O in Qm/, (2) 
V= O in Qs, (3) 
20- , 2 "o 2 A • 1(. ·3) CiE .· t T QE v . v ' E '-lO - 2 qJ - 9 
- 3 (8- cBA- (1- c)Bs) inQ, (4) 
l 
- v-Kr(9)'7B+2fs(o), inQ, (5) 
K 2 (L1c + IVfv · c(l- c)v9) in Q, (6) 
ao De oc . 
àn =O. àn =O, àn =O on éifl x (0, T), v= O on 8Qml, (7) 
6(0) = 6o, 8(0) = Oo, c(O) =Co in n, v(O) = Vo in nmi(O), (8) 
In the previous equations, the order parameter (phase-field) 6 is the state 
variable characterizing the different phases; v is the velocity field, and p is · 
the associated hydrostatic pressure; fs E [O, 1 J is the solid fraction: O is the 
temperature: c E [O, 1] is the concentration (the fraction of one of the two 
materiais in the mixture.) The Carman-Kozeny type term k(fs) accounts for 
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the mushy effect on fiow, and its usual form is = C0f, (1 -
do not restrict to this form and ai!ow more general expressions, F(c, O) 
denotes the buoyancy forces, which by using Boussinesq approximation, we 
assume to be of form F( c I!)= pg (c1 (1!- 0,) + c2(c- c,,))+ Here, p >O 
is the mean value of the density ( constant): g is the acceleration of gravity: 
c1 and c2 are two real constants: O, and c, are respectiveiy the reference 
temperature and concentration, which for simplicity of exposition will be 
assumed to be zero, and is a given externai force field, Also, a > O is the 
reiaxation scaling: ,3 = E[s]/3o, where e > O is a measure of the interface 
width: o is the surface tension, and [s] is the entropy density difference 
between phases: v > O is the viscosity: Cv > O is the specific heat: l > O the 
latent heat (constam): e A, e s are the melting tem per atures o f two materiais 
composing the alloy: K 2 > O is the solute diffusivity, and is a constant 
related to the slopes of solidus and liquidus !ines, Finaliy, K 1 > O denotes 
the thermal conductivíty which is assumed to depend on the phase-fie]d, 
The domain Q is composed of three regions, Q, Qm and Q1, The first 
region is fully solid, the second is mushy and the third is fully liquid , They 
are defined by 
Qs {(x,t)EQ 
Qm { (x, t) E Q 
Q1 - { (x, t) E Q 
' I 
I 
I 
fs(o(x, t)) = 1 }, 
O< fs(9(x. t)) < 1 }, 
fs(9(x, t)) =O}, 
and Qml will refer to the not-solid region. Le,, 
(9) 
Qml = Qm U Ql = { (x, t) E Q / O::; fs(9(x, t)) < 1 }. (10) 
At each time tE [OoT], <1m1(t) is defined by 
Dmt(t) = {X E <J / O::; fs(cfJ(x, t)) < 1 } , (11) 
In view of these regions are a priori unknown, the model is a free boundary 
problem, 
Throughout this paper we assume the condítions, 
(Hl) k is a non decreasíng function of class C 1[0, 1) satisfyíng k(O) =O 
and lim k(x) = +oc, 
X--+ l-
(H2) fs is a Lipschitz continuous function defined on IR and satisfying 
O ::; Js(r) ::; 1 for r E IR: J; is measurable, 
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(H3) K 1 is a Lipschitz cominuous function defined on IR such that there 
exist a > O and b > O for which 
for all r E IR, 
(H4) F is a given function in U( QJ. 
Our purpose in this work isto show that problem (1)-(8) admits at least 
one solution in a sense to be made precise below. 
Before that, we comment on the restriction on the spatial dimension. 
Since the modified :"i avier-Stokes equations only hold in the non-solid region 
QmL this set must be open for these equations to be understood at least in 
the sense of distributions. This information is particular implied by the 
cominuity of phase-field o in tnrn depends on the smoothness of 'L'- It 
turns out that only for the bidimensional case we are able to show enough 
regularity of c to yield the continnity of o. As we wrote in the Introduction, 
such limitations are quite clearly of technical nature, and it is our hope to 
remove them in the future. 
\V'e use standard notation in this paper. \Ve just briefly recai! the follow-
ing functional spaces associated to the ]\ avier-Stokes equations. Let G Ç JR2 
be a non-void bounded open set: for T > O, consider also Qc = G x (0, T) 
Then, 
V(G) 
H(G) 
V(G) 
WT/2(Qc) 
{w E (C0 (G)) 2 div w =o}, 
closure of V( C) in (L2 (G)) 2 , 
closure of V( C) in (HJ(G)) 2 , 
Holder continuous functions of exponent T in x 
and exponent T /2 in t, 
{w E Lq(Qc)/ Dxw,D;w E Lq(Qc),w, E Lq(Qc)}-
\Vhen G = l1, we denote H = H(l1), V = V(l1). Properties of these func-
tional spaces can be found for instance in [6, 11]. \Ve denote by (-, -) the 
duality pairing between H1(0.) and H 1(0.)'- \Ve also put (-, -) = (-, -)n the 
inner product of (L2 (0.)) 2 . 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 1 Let be T > O, 0. Ç JR2 a bounded open domain of class ca 
Suppose that co E H(0.m1(0)), <fio E 1Y2- 2/q,q(l1)nH 1-h(f2), 2 < q < 4, 1/2 < 
'r :::; L satisfying the compatibility condition ~:o = O on 8!1, Oo E L2 (0.) 
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c0 E L 2 satisfying O ::; c0 ::; 1 a. e. in Undev the assumptions 
)-(H4), there exist functions (L, o,(), c) such that 
o 
l.), • ~ L210 "L00 í0 Le:::-\: ;r-\ 1 v= O a. e in Q" c·(O) = Vo in Dml(O), 
where Q s is defined by and Dmz(O) by 
óE o(O) = oo, 
iii) O E L2 (0, T; H 1(D)) n L=(o, T L2(':J)), 0(0) = 00 , 
iv) c E L2 (0, T; H 1 (D)) n L=(o, T: L2 (íl)), c( O)= c0 , O::; c::; 1 a. e. in Q. 
and such that 
( t) (
t 
(s)ds -t- V (V c:: Vr;)nm,(s;ds 
Jo 
fo\u · V0', 7))n=1(s)ds +lo' (k(fs(9))v, 7))n=i(s)ds(l2) 
lo' (F( c, O), 7) )nm,(s)ds + (v o, 77( O) )n=1(0), 
tE (O,T), for any 7) E L2 (0, T; V(ílm1(t))) with compact support contained 
in Qml U ílmz(O) U Dmz(T) and 7)1 E L2 (0, T; F(Dmz(t))') where Qml is defined 
by (10} and ílmz(t) by (11), 
2. . 2 "o· 2A 1( • o·3, +(Jie • re e\ e) QE 9t -!- QE V · V • - E w.O = 7) O - · I ' \ T 1 B - A I C - B 
' -
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_. =0 
8n a. e. on 8D x (0, T), 
a. e. in Q, 
(13' 
. I 
(14) 
- rT ( c(,dxdt- {T r v c. v( dxdt _;_ K2 rT r v c' v( dxdt lo k lo ln lo ln 
+Kzl\11 rT r c(l- c)vo. v( dxdt r Co((O)dx, (16) lo ln ln 
for any ( E U(O. T: H 1 (fl)) with ( 1 E U(O, T: L2(D)) and ((T) =O in íl. 
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The restriction q > 2 ensure the continuity of phase-field 
q (Q) Ç (Q) where T = 2- 4/q if q > 2 ([6] p. 
Therefore the set Qmi is open giving a meaningful interpretation to equation 
of velocity field. The restriction q < 4 comes from the regularity of velocity 
field. It will be clear in the next section. 
3 An auxiliary problem 
\Ve consider the initial boundary value problem, 
à o 
o 0!1 Ofi X an 
6(0) = Oo in fi. 
in Q. (17) 
(19' 
' ) 
and prove the following result using a technique similar to the one already 
used in [5j to treat a phase-field equation without convective term. 
Theorem 2 Suppose that g E U(Q) with 2::; q < 4, v E L2 (0,T:V) n 
L""(O, T; H) and 60 E W 2- 2fq,q(fi) satisfying the compatibility conditions 
860 O ""O Th h · · · n ' 2 '(O) l t · f bl an = on u. -· en t ere exzst a umque 9 E vv·q ,- • sou zon o pro em 
(17)-(19) for any T >O, which satisfies the estimate 
ll91lw;'(Q)::; C (llooillV'-2/qq(D) + \[g[[L,(Q) + ll9ollfv,_,;q.,(D) + ll9i\l,(Q)) 
. (W) 
where C depends on llvi[L4(Q), on fi and T. 
Proof: In order to apply Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem ([3] p. 
189) we consider the operator T>,, O ::; .\ ::; 1, on the Banach space B 
L 6(Q), which maps Ó E B into 9 by sohing the problem 
·) . 2" o.,. 
O:Ci!Jt -r ü:E V· v 9- C D-9 
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8n 
9(0) 
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in Q, 
O on [)fi x (0, T), 
óo in fi. 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
À 
define c, =- and we observe that C, E L 2 Since 
"'' ') " 
r E ( Q), we infer from LP-theory of par aboli c equations ([6], Thm. 9.1 
in Chapter IV, p. 341 and the remark at the end of Section 9 of the same 
chapter, p. 351) that there is a unique solution o of problem with 
o E lVf·'(Q). Dueto the embedding of 2 (Q) ínto LP(Q), for any p E x) 
( p.l5), the operator TÀ is well defined from B in to B. 
To prove continuity of TÀ, let 9n E B strongly convergíng to 9 E B; for 
each n, let On = TÀ(9n)- We have that 9n satísfies the followíng estímate ([6] 
p. 341) 
+ , I' - " "T _jOOJJH' 
some constant C independent of n. Since is compactly embed-
ded ín L2 (0.T: ([10] Cor4) and in LP(Q). p E [1. x), ít follows that 
there exíst a subsequence of On (whích we stíll denote by on) strongly con-
vergíng to o= T;,(Çy) ín B. Therefore T>. ís contínuous for all O :o; À :o; 1. At 
the same time, T>. is bounded ín Wt 1(Q), and the embeddíng of thís space 
ín B ís compact. Thus, we conclude that T;, ís a compact operator for each 
À E [O, 1] • 
To prove that for 9 ín a bounded set of B, T;, ís uniformly continuous 
with respect to À, let O :o; À1. À2 :o; 1 and Oi (i = L 2) be the corresponding 
solutíons of (21)-(23). For o= 9 1 - 92 the following estímate holds 
where C is independent of Ài. Therefore, T;, is uniformly continuous in À. 
]\' ow we h ave to estima te the set o f all fixed points o f T;,, let 9 E B be 
such a fixed point, i.e .. it is a solution of the problem 
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o 8n 
9(0) - 9o 
on 8f2 x (0, T), 
in f?. 
(25) 
(26) 
vVe multíply (24) successively by o, o, and -6.6, and integrate over f2 x (0, t). 
After íntegratíon by parts and the use the Holder's, Young's and interpolatíon 
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inequalities, we obtain in the usual manner the following estimate 
where C is independent of À. applying Gronwall 's Lemma we get 
where C and C' are constants independent of À. Therefore, all fixed points 
of T;,_ in B are bounded independently of À E [O, 1]. 
Finally, for 1\ = O. it is clear that problem (21)-(23) has a unique solu-
tion. Therefore. we can apply Leray-Schauder's fixed poínt theorem, and so 
there is at least one fixed poim o E B n W1;n(Q) of the operator T1 , i.e., 
9 = T1 (o). This corresponds to a solutíon of problem (17)-(19). Observe 
that Wi' 1(Q) ís embedded into LP(Q) for any p E [1, x), this implies that 
G = ~(Ç>- Ç}) + g E P(Q) and further 9 E Wi,r(Q) 
T; prove estimate (20), observe that from LP-theory of parabolic equa-
tíons vve have 
i ollwJ 1 (Q) < C (i!Gb(Q) + li9o!lwz-z;q,g(fl)) 
< C (l!g]]L,(QJ + llob(QJ + II<PIIi''(Ql + ll9ollwz-z;q.q(nJ) 
< c (i!gl]u(QJ + ll9llwf 1 (QJ + il9ll{vgl(Q) + li<Pollw'-'l''(n} 
Using estimate (27) we deduce (20). 
It remains to show uniqueness of the solution. Let- us assume that 91 and 
92 are two solutions of problem (17)-(19). Then the difference ç6 = ljJ1 - 92 
satisfies the following initial boundary value problem 
·), , 2 v "6 1 ( 1 ( 2 , , , 2)) in Q, (28) CY.C9t 7 CY.E V· '9- C 1 9 2 - fj:;l + <'P102 T CfJ2 
39 o on an x (o, T), (29) = an 
6(0) o in í?, (30) . 
We remark that d := 9I + 9162 +9~ ::0: O. Multiplying (28) by 9 and using the 
usual method of Gronwall's Lemma give us o= O. Therefore, the solution of 
problem (17)-(19) is unique and the proof of Theorem 2 is then complete. 1 
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4 A regularized problem 
In this section we introduce a regularized version of the original problem. 
in [1] and . the idea is to modify the problem in such way that the 
1'\ avier-Stokes equations will hold in the whole domain fi instead o f only in 
a apriori unknown region. For technical reason, we also introduce a suit-
able regularization of the coefficients of the equations. For this regularized 
problem, we prove an existence result by using Leray-Schauder Fixed Point 
Theorem ( [3] p. 189). 
For this, we need to recall certain results. We start by recalling that there 
is an extension operator Ext(-) taking any function u· in the space W~,iu(Q) 
and extending it to a function Ext(u·) E 1>V:f'\JR3 ) with compact support 
satisfying 
i!Ext(1L) :S C [jw[j (Q)' 
with C independent of w (see [8] p.l57). 
For ó E (O, 1), let p15 E C0 (JR3 ) be a family of symmetric positive mol-
lifier functions converging to the Dirac delta function, and denote by * the 
convolution operation. Then, given a function w E fVi'i(Q), we define a 
regularization Pó ( w) E C0 ( JR3 ) o f w by 
This sort of regularization will be used with the phase-field variable. VVe 
will also need a regularization for the velocity, and for it we proceed as follows. 
Given v E L2(0, T: V), first we extend it as zero in 1R3 \Q. Then, as 
in [8] p. 157, by using ref!ection and cutting-off, we extend the resulting 
function to another one defined on JR3 and with compact support. \Vithout 
the danger o f confusion, we again denote such extension operator by Ext( v). 
Then, being 5 >O, Pó and * as above, operating on each component, we can 
again define a regularization p5(v) E C0 (JR3 ) of v by 
Pii(v) =Pó* Ext(v). 
Besides having properties of control of Sobolev norms in terms of the corre-
sponding norms o f the original function ( exactly as above), such extension 
has the property described below. 
For O < ó :S 1, define firstly the following family of uniformly bounded 
open sets 
[15 = {x E 1R2 : d(x, fi) < 6}. (31) 
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also define the associated space-time cylínder Q6 = 0 3 x T). 
Obviously. for any O < < 152 , we have íl c í28' C , Q c Q 81 c Q82 
Also, using properties of convolution, we conclude that Ps(v)len' = O. 
In particular, for v E L""(O,T:H) nU(O,T:V), we conclude that ps(v) E 
L"" r o H) n L2 ' , \ 1 J ; I . ) o 
?vioreover, since íl is of class C3, there exists > O such that for 
O < o ::; i5 ( í1), we conclude that í23 is o f class C2 and such that the C2 norms 
of the maps defining àí15 are uniformly estimated with respect to i5 in terms 
of the C 3 norms of the maps defining àíl. 
Since we will be working with the sets í25 , the main objective of this last 
remark is to ensure that the constants associated to Sobolev immersions and 
interpolations inequalitíes, involving just up to second order derivativos and 
used í28 are uniformly bounded for O < o ::; o ( íl). This will be 
important to guarantee that certain estimates will be independent of o. 
Finally, let J: be any regularization of fs-
I\ow. we are in position to define the regularized problem. For o E 
(O. o ( íl)], we consider the system 
:t (v8 u) -'- v(\7v8, \lu)+ (v6 - \7v5 u) + (kU:(o3)- o)v5 u) 
= (:F( é, 03 ), u) for ali u E V, tE (0, T), 
E2 .6.çi - 1 ( oó - ( o/j)3) 
2 
(32) 
3 (05 + (OB- 0A)c6 ()B) in Q6, (33) 
Cv()f + CvPo(v5) · \7()6 v· (Kl(Pó(05))\705) + ~J:(<tl), in Q 5 , (34) 
c~- K2.6.é + Po(v5 ) · \7c5 = K2l\!J\1 · (c5(1- c5)\7p0 (cp3 )) in Q 3 , (35) 
865 805 éJé 
éJn =O, éJn =O, àn =O on 8115 x (0, T), (36) 
v5(0) = vg in íl, Çl(O) = cpg, 05 (0) = eg, c6 (0) = cg in Q 5 (37) 
We then have the following existence result. 
Proposition 1 For each o E (0, 5(\2)], let v& E H, cpg E Hl+'r(Q6 ), eg E 
Hl+'t(f25 ), 1/2 < í::; 1, and cg E C 1 (íÍ6 ), O< cg < 1 in fió satisfying the 
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tb ·z· d. . 00g o!J8 oc3 o ~oõ 4 h compa"z zzty con ztwns -~- = - = -,:;- = on O-" .. ssume t at 
dn un (H4) hold. Then there exist functíons (v 6 Ç}. !J6 c6 ) which satisfy (32}-
for any T > O and 
i) r! L ex; H), c: [2(0 '- - \ ; 
E (0. H 2(r2 6)) 0f E L 2 (Q 5 ), 
iii) !J6 E U(O, T; H 2 (D8 )), ef E L 2 (Q 15 ), 
iv) c5 E C 2•1 (Q5), O< c5 < L 
For simplicity we shall omít the superscript o at 1i, 
First of aiL we consider the foiiowíng famíiy of operators, indexed the 
parameter O :::; À :::; L 
T;. : B _, B, 
where B ís the Banach space 
and defined as follows: giYen (v,ó.ê,ê) E B, let T;.(L(v,ê,ê) = (v,cjJ,O,c), 
where (v, cp. e, c) is obtained by solving the problem 
d . -
dt (c, u) -'- v(\lv, \lu)+ (v· V c, u) = À(.F(ê, e), u) 
À(k(f:(Ó)- o)D,u) for all u E V, tE (O,T), (38) 
(39) 
Cvet + CvPo(v) ·v e 
c,-K26.c+ps(v)·\7c = K 2 lvf'V·(c(l-c)Y'ps(o)) inQo. (41) 
89 =o 
fJn ' 
v(O) = vg in fL 
~e =O. fJc =O on fJ':J 15 x (O, T), 
dn . on 
9(0) = <Pt. !J(O) = eg, c(O) = ct in rlo. 
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( 42) 
(43) 
observe that clearl}· (?.J,o,B.c) is a solution of (32)-(37) if and only if 
it ís a fixed point o f the operator 7í. In the following, we prove that 7í has 
at least one fixed point by using the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem ([3] 
p.l89). 
To verify that TÀ is weli defined, observe that equatíon (38) is the classical 
:'\avier-Stokes equation and since (Ó) -ii)f E L 2 (Q), there exista unique 
solution v E (0, n L""(O, T: H) ([11] p.l98). 
Since ê, ê E U(Q6 ) and p6(v) E L4 (Q6 ) we infer from Theorem 2 that 
there is a unique solution 4> of equation (39) with 0 E Wi' 1(Q6 ). 
Since K 1 is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function and p6 (4>) E C""(Q6 ), 
we have that K 1 (p0 (cp)) E W,1' 1 (Q6 ). 1::; r::; oo, and since p0(v) E L4 (Q0 ) 
' ' -! ' ') ~ 
and J;(o), =f~ (ç)o1 E L-(Q0 ). we infer from LP-theory of parabolic equa-
tíons ( , Thm. 9.1 in Chapter p. and the remark at the end of 
Section 9 of the same chapter, p. 351) that there is a uni que solution () of 
equation (40) with ()E Wi· 1(Q 6 ). 
\V e observe that equation ( 41) is a semilinear parabolic equation with 
smooth coefficients and growth conditions on the non-linear forcing terms to 
apply semigroup results of Henry [4], p. 75. Thus, there is a unique global 
classical solution c. In addition, note that equation ( 41) does not admit 
constant solutions, except c = O and c = L Thus, by using Maximum 
3c6 
Principles together with conditions O < cg < 1 and an = O, we can deduce 
that 
O < c(x, t) < 1, Y (x, t) E Q6 ( 44) 
Therefore, the mapping 1), is well defined from B into B. 
To prove continuity of 1), let (fkq},êk,êk), k E IN be a sequence in B 
such that converges strongly in B to (v, 6. ê, ê) and let ( vk c/Jk, ()k, ck) the 
solution of the problem: 
!!:_(vk,u) + v(\ivk,\iu)+(vk,\ivk,u)=À(:F(êkêk),u) 
dt 
À(k(f:(()k)- ii)fk, u) for all u E V, tE (0, T), (45) 
2A 'k 1(,k ('k)3) E ;_;:,.Q - - (/) - \([! 
' 2 ' ' 
À,3 () + (BB- ()A)c - ()B ( 'k Ak ) ( 46) 
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K A k , 
- 2.::....1C T P6 
ar:} 
--;:--=o. 
on 
m 
[jfjk 
-=0 àn · 
(O) = 6~. 
" k uc 
l- \ . Q' J lll " • 
j 
-=0 àn 
"'05 (O ·y\ on u-.. x , : r 
ekfQ\ - 60 \ I - 0 0· 
show that the sequence . çk. [ik. converges strongly m B to 
o,e,c) = L(i·.o,e.ê). For that purpose, we will obtain estimates to 
(vk, ok gk, ck) independem of k. \Ve denote by Ci any positive constant in-
dependent of k. 
\Ve take u = vk in equation ( 45). Using Hi:ilder's and Young's inequalities 
we obtain 
d f 
dtlu + 
Then. bv the usual method of Gronwall's inequality. we get 
From the equation ( 45) we infer that 
then, using (-51) we obtain 
From estimate (20) we have that 
JjoJiwg'(Q') :S C (JJC>oi!H'(D') + jjêki[L2(Q'J + jjêk]]L'(Q') 
+li<Poii1-'(D') + llêkllh(Q') + Jjêklli'(Q'J + 1) 
dx. 
(51) 
(52) 
where C depends on I!Pa(vk)IIL'(Q')· Therefore, using (.51) we conclude that 
!'ollw~'(Q') :; c]. 
::\ow. multiplying ( 47) by ek one obtains 
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(-53) 
we infer from (53) and Gronwali's Lemma that 
ii()k 
" 
hence, it follows from (54) that 
(56) 
\Ye take scalar product of (47) with r; E H 1 (fJ6 ), integrating by parts and 
using Hiilder's and Young's inequalítíes, we obtain 
"Bkl' <r (l'"()kll , li t IH1 (05)' - '--"-1 i v iL2(rt") +I 
and we infer frorn (51),(53) and (56) that 
{- ,...,..\ 
vJ t; 
I\ext, multiplying ( 48) by ck we conciude by anaiogous reasoning and using 
( 44) that 
r .lckl2dx + f' r. :vckl 2dxdt:::: c]+ c2 r' r .l\79kl2dxdt, k· kk· kk· 
hence, frorn (53) we have, 
IJckiiL'(O,T;H'(l1'))nL=(O,T;L'(f2S)) :S C1. (.58) 
In order to get an estimate for (cn in L2 (0. T; H 1 (fl6 )'). we return to the 
equation ( 48) and use similar techniques, then 
llc;llu(o,T;H'(D')') :S C1. (59) 
\Ve now infer from (51)-(59) that the sequence (vk) is bounded (uniformly 
with respect to k) in 
andin 
W2 = { w E L""'(O, T: H), w, E L 2(0. T: 11')}, 
the sequence (ok) is bounded in T-Vi'1(Q6) and the sequences (Bk) and (ck) 
are bounded in 
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and in 
} 
Since vF1 is compactly embedded in L 2 (Q). H'2 in C( ·T]: 
U(o.T: w·J,p "p E ex:} w3 in L 2 (Q0 ) and in C([O T]: H 1 
([10] Cor4), it fol!ows that there exist 
v E L 2 (0, T: V) n L""(O, T: H) with v, E L2(0, Y'), 
0 E L 2(0, T: H 2(06)) with 9t E P(Q5 ), 
e E L 2(0,T:H1(0f)) nL=(o.T:L2(03)) with e, E f2(0,T:H1(flÓ)'), 
c E L2 (0 T Hl(05 )) n (0, T: L 2 (05 )) with c, E L 2 (0, T: H 1 
and a subsequence of 
) , such that, as k -+ 
( which we still denote 
t/' -+ 
0"k -" 
v 1n 
v m 
L 2(Q) n C([O, T]: Y') strongly, 
U(O, T: 1/) weakly, 
•k 9 -+ 
0k -" 
0 
0 
m 
m 
U(O, T: WLP(fl5)) n C([O, T]; L 2(05)), p E [1, ex;) strongly, 
U(O, T: H2 (015 )) weakly, 
ek -, 
ek -" 
c k -, 
ck __, 
e 
e 
c 
c 
m 
m 
m 
m 
f2(Q 0) n C([O, T]; H 1 (05)') strongly, 
U(O, T: H 1(03 )) weakly, 
L 2 (Q15 ) n C([O, T]; H 1(05)') strongly, 
U(O,T:H1(05)) weakly. 
It now remains to pass to the limit as k tends to +ex; in ( 45)-(50). 
(60) 
We observe that k(f!(-) - 6) is bounded Lipschitz continuous function 
from IR in IR then k(ff(3k)- 6) converges to k(ff(3)- o) in V(Q), for any 
p E [1, ex;)_ We then pass to the limit in standard ways as k tends to +oo in 
(45) and get 
+v(vv, vu) +(v- vv,u) = >.(F(ê,Ô),u) 
-À(k(ff(3)- 6)v, u) for all u E V tE (0, T). 
Since the embedding of Wi,1(Q5 ) into V(Q3 ) for any p E [1, oo) is com-
pact ([7] p.15), and ( Çl) is bounded in wi·1 ( Q6), we infer that ( ç>k) 3 converges 
to çJ3 in JY13(Q0). Also, since vk converges to v in U(Q) we have that p5(vk) 
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converges t.o Ps 
and get 
) . 
l 
2 
then pass to the limit as k tends to +x in 
-di)= 
Since K1 (p,) and Jt are bounded Lípschitz continuous functions and 9k 
converges to o in LP(Q6 ), p E x) we have that K 1(p6 (9k)) converges to 
K 1 (p,( 9)) and f:' ( 9k) converges to fi' (o) in LP( Q6) for any p E [1, oo ). These 
facts and (60) yield the weak convergence of K 1(p0(d}))vek to K1(Ps(9))ve 
and J:'(ok)ó~ to J;'(9)o, in L312 (Q6 ). :'\ow, multiplying (47) by 7) E D(Q6 ), 
integrating over 0 6 x (0, T) and by parts, we obtain 
TJ + K1 (Po )ve1' · v77 dxdt 
= {T {. l_ f1' ( 9k)o;7] dxdt, Jo }no 2 
then we may pass to the limit and find that, 
Cvet + CvPo(v) · ve =v· (Kl(Po(o))ve) + ~J:'(9)9t in D'(Q'), (61) 
and using LP-theory of parabolic equations we conclude that (61) holds al-
most everywhere in Q6 
It r.emains to pass to the limit in (48). \Ve infer from (60) that Vp;((/}) 
converges to v Po(9) in L2(Q6 ) and since llckiiL=(Q') is bounded, it follows 
that é(l- ck) converges to c(1- c) in LP(Q6) for any p E [1, oo). Thus, we 
may pass to the limit in ( 48) to obtain 
c,- K2tlc + p,(v) ·v c= K2Afv · (c(1- c)v Po(9)) 
Therefore T;_ is continuous for all O :S .\ :S 1. 
At the same time, r;_ is bounded in wl X VV22•1(Q6 ) X w3 X w3 but, the 
embedding of this space in B is compact, then we conclude that T;_ is a 
compact operator. 
To prove that for (v. (/J, ê, ê) in a bounded set of B, T;_ is uniformly con-
tinuous in.\, let O :S .>11, .\2 :S 1 and (v1, 61, e,, c1) (i= 1, 2) the corresponding 
solutions of (38)-( 43). \Ve observe that v = v1 - v2 • 9 = 91 - 92, e = e1 - e2 
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and c = c1 - c2 , satisfy the following problem: 
d 
dt 
2 . 
aE Ot 
-'-, v f v 11 \ ~: + ' UI-J ) 
- :A2)(F(ê, -:A:) 
for all u E V tE (O,T), 
2 A · , 2 ( \ n · 1 (1 ( ·2 · • 21) E w.9 -r nE Ps ,ulj · v 9- 2<P - 9 1 + 9192 + 92. 
1 (62) 
- m
2ps(u) · \1&2 + (:A1- À2)(3 (ê+ (BB- BA)ê-BB) in Q6,(63) 
(64) 
c, K2L\.c+ Ps(u:) · Vc = K2i'v!'V · (c:(l- cJ) [Vps(&1)- Vps(&2)]) 
+ Po(u) · Vc2 + Kzl\!1\7 · (c(l- (c1 + cz))vp,(02)) in Q5, (65) 
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an =o, 
a e 
an =o, ac =o an on ar:t
15 X (O, T), (66) 
v(O) =O in r:t, ç:>(O) =O, 8(0) =O, c(O) =O in r:t 6 (67) 
Taking u =v in equation (62), using Holder's, Young's and interpolation 
inequalities we obtain 
Then, integration with respect t and Gronwall's Lemma give us 
(68) 
88 
Applying LP-theory of parabolic equations ([6] p. 341) to equation (63), 
the following estimate holds 
where Cr depends on iiPs 
which are iudependent of 
>O. 
(69) 
Multiplying (64) by O, integrating over \16 using Holder's inequality and 
that K 1 and J;' are bounded Lipschitz continuous functions, we have 
d 1 if1'2d 
- ;Di X + dt n' · · 
Integration with respect to t and the use of Gronwall's Lemma and (68)-(69) 
lead to the estimate 
(70) 
We multiply (65) by c. integrate over \!6 x (0, t) and by parts, and we use 
Holder's and Young's inequalities and (44) to obtain 
Applying Gronwall's Lemma and using (68)-(69) we arrive at 
(71) 
89 
Therefore, it follov.,·s from (71) that 7;._ is uniformly continuous in 
To estimate the set of all fixed points of T;, let . o. e_ c) E B be such a 
' ' ' ' ,. 
fixed poinL Le., it is a solution of the problem 
d 
dt 
Ct-
86 
-,--:-- = Q_ 
dn 
e), 
(0)- for all u E V t E 
0 . 1 . 3 
c6o- -(o-o) 
. 2 . . 
- Ào(e+(es eA)c-es) inQ6 
:- ve =v- rK j \ .i 
a e 
8n -O, 
a c 
-=0 8n 
' l 5 +-f 
' 2 s 
,. - o" )) m , ' 
v(O) = ug in f"L e(o, e" (O' 0 - o" ) = o- c ; = c0 m ·" . 
\:Ve take u =v in equation (72), Then 
1 d 1' ··)d 
-- !Vi- x 
2 dt n' 
(73) 
(75) 
(77) 
(78) 
Multiplying equation (73) by o, integrating over íl6 and by parts, using 
Holder's and Young's inequalities we obtain, 
aE2 d 1 , "2d ·1 ( 2·n "" 1 4) d C C k (leio I .o I '12) d 
-- 19! .x+ Eive>i~+-0 x::; 1+ 1 -+ci-+cp, x. 2 dt ns · · ns · · ' 2 · ns ' · 
(79) 
l 
By multiplying (74) by e= Cve- 2J:(o) and (75) by c, arguments sim-
ilar to the previous ones lead to the following estimates 
(81) 
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where was used to obtain the last inequality. 
:\ow, multiplying (79) by A. and adding result to : grves 
us 
' ·? l, 12 ' 1 10]1 - _;.._ -ie -f--
' 2 ' . 2 
where is independem of À and ó, being A. E IR an arbitrary parameter. 
Taking A. large enough and using Gronwall's Lemma we obtain 
where C1 is independem o f À Since O = ~v (e + ~ J: ( 0)) and fÍ ( 9) is bounded 
in L""(Q8 ). we also have that liOIIL=(O.T:L'(rl'Jl ::; C1. Therefore, ali fixed 
points of 'h in B are bounded independently of À E [0, 1). 
Finally, for À = O. we can reason as in the proof that 'h is well defined 
to conclude that the problem (38)-(43) has a unique solution. Therefore, we 
can apply Leray-Schauder 's Theorem and so there is at least one fixed point 
(v, 9, e, c) E Bn{ U(O,T; V):IL00 (0, T: H)} xW'i 1(Q6) x W:i 1(Q6) x C 21 (Q6 ) 
of the operator 7;, í.e. (t·.o.O.c) = 'Ti(v,o,O,c). These functions are a 
solution of problem (32)-(37) and the proof of Propositíon 1 is complete. 1 
5 Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1, let O < ó ::; ó ( fl) be as in the statement o f Theorem 1 
and take çg E W 2- 2/q,q(fl6)nHl+'t(f26 ), v8 E H, eg E H1+7 (0.), 1/2 < ~~::; 1, 
a : 8 aeo a 6 -
cg E C 1(fl6 ). satisfying ,.,00' = "'o = "'co = o on anó' IIOSI!L'(Q') ::; C, 
un un un 
O < cS < 1 in Ç)ô v8 _., v0 in the norm o f H ( flm1 (O), and such that the , 
restrictions of these functions to 0. (recali that fl C 0.6 ) satisfy as i5 _., 0+ 
the following: oS _., 0 0 in the norm of w 2- 2iq.q(fl) n Hl+-1(0.), eg _., 00 in 
the norm of L2 (fl), cg _., c0 in the norm of L2(0.). 
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\V e then infer from Proposition 1 that there exists (di, v 5 , 85, solution 
the reguiarized problem (32)- We will derive bounds, independent of 
o, for this solution and then use compactness arguments and passage to the 
limit procedure for íi tends to O to establish the desired existence resu!t. They 
are stated in foi!owing in a sequence of lemmas: however, most of them are 
ease consequence o f the previous estimates ( those that are independent o f a) 
and the fact that D c ns begin with the following: 
Lemma 1 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any o E (0, o(D)] 
(83) 
(D)) :S; )) :S Cr. 
(O.T:L2(f2))nL2(0,T:Hl (fl)) :=; liB5 IIL=(01;L2(D") )nL2 (O.T;Hl :S Cr, (85) 
Proof: Observe that it follows from inequality (82). 
Lemma 2 There exísts a constant C1 such that, for any 5 E (O, 5(\1)] 
f1 õ I f o: wg'(q) < C r, for any 2 :S q < 4, 
IIBi !iL'(O THW'l)') < C r. 
li L 2 (0,T;HJ(rl)') < C r, 
(86) 
11 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
Pro o f: I\ o te that ( 87) follows from estimate ( 20) o f Theorem 2 and 
Lemma L 
::\exL we take the scaíar product of (34) with TJ E H; (D), using Holder's 
inequality and (H3) we find 
CvfflitfiHJ(Il)' :S Cr (ifvli5 IIP(Il) + illi6 [[u(n)!lv5 I[L4(DJ + I!<P:IIP(n)) · 
Then, (88) follows from Lemma 1 and (87). 
Using that O< c" < 1 in Q, we infer from (35) that, 
Then, (89) follows from Lemma L 
92 
where O ::; t 1 < t 2 < 
flmi(O) _j ílml 
and iio E (0, such that_, for any 
(90) 
Proof: Let O :'0: t1 < t2 :'0: T U c;; ílmz(t 1) be such that [t1 , t 2] x O c;; 
Qm1Uílmz(O)Uílmz(T). It is verified bymeans of (32) that for a.e. tE (t1, t2), 
In order to estimate liv(G"/c we observe that the sequence is bounded 
in VVi" 1(Q). for 2::; q < 4. in particular, for q > 2 we have that H·'i1(Q) ç;; 
HT.Ti 2 (Q) where ' = 2- 4/q ([6] p.SO). Consequently, because of Arzela-
Ascoli's theorem, there exist o and a subsequence of (06 ) (which we still 
denote by (} ), such that çl converges uniformly to cp in Q. Recall that Qm1 = 
{(x,t) E Q /0 :'0: fs(cp(x, t)) < 1} and ílmz(t) = {x E í2 /0 :'0: fs(cp(x, t)) < 1} . 
.'\ote that for a certain "i E (0, 1) and for (x, t) E [t 1, t 2] x O, 
J,(o(x. t)) < 1- í· 
Due to the uniform convergence of J: towards fs on any compact subset, 
there is an 50 such that for all i5 E (O,i50) and for all (x,t) E [t1,t2] x O, 
By assumption (Hl) we infer that 
Thus, 
llv:llv(U)' < cl (llv6 llv + llv6 L'(íl) + IIFIIL2 (íl) + llc6 IIL'(íl) + I!06 IIL'(íl) 
+ llk(JÍ(96(x, t))- i5)IIL=(u)llv6 IIP(n)) 
Hence, (90) follows from Lemma l. 
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I 
From (83) we conclude that the sequence is bounded in L 2(t1 0 t2 ; )o 
Theno by the compact embedding ([10] Cor. o there exist v and a subse-
quence ( which we still denote by o such that 
strongly. 
Observe that Qml is an open set ~'ld can be covered by a countable number 
o f open sets ) x - such that U1 Ç 11m1 ( t 1) o then means o f a diagonal 
argumento we obtain 
é___, V in LToc(Qml U 11mz(O) Uílmz(T)) stronglyo (91) 
::VIoreoveL from (83) we have that 0 E L2(0, Y) n pc(O, T: H) and 
weakly, 
-" to m Lx(o, T: H) weakly star. 
now infer from Lemma 1 and Lemrna 2 using the compact embedding 
([10] CorA) that there exist 
O E Wi 1(Q) for 2 :'Õ q < 4, 
e E L 2 (0,T:H1(\1))nL00 (0,T:L2 (fl)), 
c E L2(0, T; H 1(íl)) n P(O, T: P(íl)), 
anda subsequence of (çi,eôc6 ) (which we still denote by (d:/,eôé)) such 
thaL as 5-+ O, 
d' o uniformly in Q, 
oó 
-+ 6 in L"(Oo T; WLq(Q)) strongly, 
o? -'- 9t in L"(Q) weakly, f 
eó 
-+ e in L 2 (Q) n C([O, T]: H},(íl):) strongly, (93) 
e& -'- e m L2(0, T: H 1 (fl)) weakly, 
cli 
-+ c in L2 (Q) r: C([O,T]: H;(íl)') strongly, 
c li -'- c in L 2 (0, T: H 1(fl)) weakly 
It now remains pass to the limit as 5 decreases to zero in (32)-(37), 
l\iow, we take u = ry(t) in (32) where 77 E L 2(0, T: V(Slm1(t))) with compact 
support contained in Qml U Dmz(O) U flmz(T) and T/t E L 2 (0, T; V(flmz(t))'); 
after integration o ver (O, t), we find 
r' ((vf,ry) + (vv5, Vry) + (v 5 o 'Vv5,ry) + (k(f:(66)- 5)vôry)) ds lo , (94) 
=h (F(c6 ,e6 ),ry)ds. 
94 
Since supp 7) Ç Qml L flmi(O) L (T) we have that supp 77(t) Ç flmt(t) a.e. 
t E [0, . \IoreoveL we observe that 
f' , TJ)ds = -Jo 
Because of uniform convergence of f: to f, on compact subsets, as well as 
the assumption (Hl), ít follows that k(f%(o5) - 5) converges to k(f5 (!/J)) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Qmz Lrlmz(O) Lflmz(T). These facts together 
with (91)-(93) ensure that we may pass to the limit in (94) and get (12). 
o o 
To check that v= O a.e. in Q" take a compact set K ÇQs . Then there 
is an ÓK E (O~ 1) such that 
hence. k(f:(o5 (x. t)- o)= k(l- 5) in K for ó < 5K From (83) we ínfer 
that 
k(l- o)liv5 lli'(K) :S c] for o< OK 
where C1 is independent of o. As i5 tends to O, by assumption (Hl), k(l- o) 
blows up and consequently l!v5 IIL'(K) converges to O. Therefore v =O a.e. in 
o 
K. Since K is an arbitrary subset, we conclude that v= O a.e. in Q,. 
It follows ftom (92)-(93) that we may pass to the limit in (33), and find 
that (13) holds almost everywhere. 
In order to pass to the limit in (34), we note that given Ç E U(O, T; H 1(fl)) 
with ç, E L2 (0, T: U(r!)) satisfying Ç(T) =O, we can consider an extension 
of Ç such that Ç5 E U(O, T: H 1(fl5 )) with çf E L2 (0, T: L2 (0.5)) satisfying 
ç5(T) =O. "Jmv, we take the scalar product of (34) ''ith ( 5, 
Observe that since p5(v') converges weakly to v in L2(0. T:H1(0.)) and B5 ___, 
e strongly in C([O, T]: H;,(r?.)') we have that p5(v5)e5 converges to vB in D'(Q). 
Observe also that f:' ___, f; in U(JR) for 2 :S q < oc. then from (93) we 
infer that f;'(di)<Pf converges weakly to f;(9)Ót in Lqf2 (Q). Moreover, from 
Lemma 1 the integrais over 0.5\0. are bounded independem of i5 and since 
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~ O as S ~ O, we have these integrais tend to zero as S --+ O, 
Therefore, we may pass to the limit in (95) and obtain 
hT ke(,dxdt-CvhT kvB·v(dxdt+ hr kK1 (p)vB·v(dxdt 
= ~ [ k fs(O)t( dxdt + Cv k Bo((O)dx 
for (E L 2(0,T; H 1 with (E U(O, T: L2 (0.)) and ((T) =O. 
It remains to pass to the limit in (35). We proceed in similar ways as 
before, taking the scalar product of it with ( 6 E Le(o, T; H 1 (0.6 )) with (f E 
L 2 (0, T; L2(0.6)) and Ç6 (T) =O. 
(T 
Jo Po 'v(
6dxdt + K2 {T vc5 vÇ15dxdt lo 
1-c6)vp6 ·v(6dxdt= fcZÇ5(0)dx, }no 
then from (92),(93) and using that the sequence (c6) is bounded in L=(Q) 
we may pass to the limit as o --+ O and obtain 
-lT i c(,dxdt -lT i VC. v( dxdt + K21T i v c. v( dxdt 
Díl O'fl Oíl 
+K2Nf r ~ c(1- c)vcp. v( dxdt = r Co((O)dx lo k lo 
holds for any ( E L 2 (0, T: H 1 (0.)) with ( E L 2 (0, T; U(fl.)) and Ç(T) = O. 
Observe that since O < c6 < 1 and c6 converges to c in L 2 ( Q) we have that 
O:::; c:::; 1 a.e. in Q. 
Finally, it follows from (93) that ~~ =O, p(O) = cp0 , 8(0) = B0 and c( O) = 
c0 . Furthermore, v(O) = v0 in 0.m1(0) because v5 (0) _, v(O) in V'(U) for any 
U such that Ü Ç flmz(O). The proof of Theorem 1 is then complete. 1 
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Capítulo 5 
Um modelo tridimensional do 
tipo campo de fase com 
convecção para a mudança de 
fase de uma liga binária 
Resumo 
?\este trabalho consideramos um modelo tridimensional do tipo campo de 
fase que incorpora propriedades físicas e térmicas de urna liga binária e a mo-
vimentação do fluido nas regiões não-solidificadas o qual ocorre no processo 
de soiídificação. O modelo consiste de um sistema de equações diferenciais 
parciais altamente não linear, composto pela equação do campo de fase. a 
equação do calor, a equação da concentração e uma variante das equações 
de Navier-Stokes modificadas por um termo de penalização do tipo Carman-
Kozeny. para levar em consideração o efeito mushy. É provada a existência 
de soluções fracas para o sistema. O problema é aproximado e uma sequência 
de soluções aproximadas é obtida usando o Teorema de Ponto Fixo de Leray-
Schauder. Uma solução é obtida usando argumentos de compacidade. 
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Tridimensional Phase-Field Model with 
Convection for Change Phase an Alloy 
Abstract 
\V e considera tridimensional phase-field model for a solidification/meíting 
non-stationar:s-· process, \vhich incorporates the physics of binary alloys, ther-
mal properties and fiuid motion of non-soíidified material. The model is a 
free-boundary vaíue problem consisting of a non-linear parabolic system in-
cluding a phase-field equatíon, a heat equation, a concentration equation and 
a variant o f the :\' avier-Stokes equations modified by a penalization term o f 
Carman-Kozeny type to model the flow in mushy regions and a Boussinesq 
ty-pe term to take in account the effects of the differences in temperatura 
and concentration in the flow. A proof of existence of generalized solutions 
for the system is given. For this, the problem is firstly approximated and 
a sequence of approximate solutions is obtained by Leray-Schauder's fixed 
point theorem. A solution of the original problem is then found by using 
compactness arguments. 
'\1SC Mathematics Subject Classification: 35K65, 76D05. 80A22, 35K5.5, 
82B26, 35Ql0, 76R99 
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1 Introduction 
This paper is concerned with a non-isothermal phase-field model that ac-
counts for both solidificatíon/melting of a binary alloy and fiuid motion, 
The present approach is based ou ideas of Blanc et aL[lj Voller et aL 
to model the possibility of fiow and those of Caginalp et aL for 
the phase-field and the thermal properties of the alloy, and simpíer versions 
were also considered in [11] and [12]- It is described as the following coupled 
system, 
K- i o o "B o l F . 1\0)1 \/- -i--j 
o. 2 in Q, 
c,+ v- v c = K2 (L'l.c + Mv- c(l- c)vo) in Q, (3) 
v,- vi'l.v + VaAv + 7J o vv + vp+ k(fs(cP))v =:F( c, e) in Qml- (4) 
div v= O in Qml, (5) 
V= O in Q5 , (6) 
àc/J àe àc - O fJO to T) àn =O, àn =O, fJn - on -- X \ , · · , v= O on 3Qm1, (7) 
9(0) = cpo, B(O) Bo, c( O) =co in 'l, v(O) = Vo in Dmt(O), (8) 
where Q = D x (O, T), O < T < +oo and 'l is an open bounded domain of 
JR3 with smooth boundary f)<;l_ Here, cp is the phase-field which is the state 
variable characterizing the different phases: e denotes the temperature, and 
c E [0, 1] denotes the concentration, which is the fraction of one of the two 
materiais in the mixture; v is the velocity field; p is the associated hydro-
static pressure; v and v0 are positive constants corresponding to viscosities 
associated to the fiuid material; f, E [O- 1] is the solid fraction, 
The operator A is defined by 
The penalization term k(f5 ) is the Carman-Kozeny type term and ac-
counts for mushy effects in the fiow: its usual expression is k(Js) = Cofs 2 /(1-
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f,)a but more general expressions will be a!lowed in this paper. F( c e) is 
the buoyancy force, which by using Boussinesq approximation is given by 
F( c, e) = pg ( Cj (e - O r) + c2( c- ) + where p is the mean value of the 
density: g is the acceleration of gravity: c1 and c2 are two real constants; IJ7 , 
C7 are respeccively the reference temperature and concentration, which for 
simplícity of exposition are assumed to be zero: is an externa] force. The 
following physical parameter are assumed to be constant: o > O the relax-
atíon scalíng; !3 = E[s]/30", where E > O ís a measure of the interface wídth: 
O" ís the surface tension, and [s] is the entropy density difference between 
phases. Cv > o ÍS the specific heat: l > o ís assocíated to the latent heat; eA 
and e3 are the respectivo melting temperatures of two materiais composing 
the alloy: K 2 > O is the solute diffusivity. and VI a constant related to the 
slopes of solidus and liquidus Finally, K 1 > O denotes the thermai 
conductivity, which we wili assume to depend on the phase-fieid. 
vVe observe that equation ( 4) is associated to a modified form of the 
classical form of the :'\avier-Stokes equations as proposed by Ladyzenskaja 
in [6], in which the effective fiuid viscosity depends on the gradient of the 
velocity. 
The domain Q is composed of three regions: Q, Qm and Q1. The first 
region is fully solid; the second is mushy, and the third is fully liquid. They 
are defined by 
Q, - { (x, t) E Q I 
Qm { (x, t) E Q I 
Q1 { (x, t) E Q I 
!s(ó(x, t)) = 1 }, 
O< fs(ó(x, t)) < 1 }, 
f,(ó(x, t)) =O}, 
and Qm1 will refer to the not fully solid region, i.e., 
(9) 
Qml = Qm U Ql = { (x, t) E Q I O ::S f,(rp(x, t)) < 1 }. (10) 
At each time t E [0, T], f2mz(t) is defined by 
f!ml(t) = {X E f2 I O ::S f,(rp(x,t)) < 1}. (ll) 
In view of these regions are a priori unknown, the model is a free boundary 
problem. 
Throughout this paper we assume the conditions, 
(Hl) f, is a Lipschitz continuous function defined on IR and satisfying 
O :::; f, (r) ::S 1 for all r E IR: moreover f~ is measurable, 
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k ís a non decreasing functíon of class C1 1), satísfying =O, 
lim 
x~l-
(H3) K1 ís a Lipschitz contínuous function defined on IR: there exist 
O < a ::; b such that O < a ::; K 1 (r) ::; b for ali r E IR, 
(H4) is a gíven function ín ( Q). 
use standard notation in this paper. just briefiy recai! the follow-
íng functional spaces assocíated to the Navier-Stokes equations. Let G Ç IR3 
be a non-void bounded open set; for T > O, consider also Qc = G x (0, T) 
Then, 
V(G) 
H(G) 
vP(G) 
V(G) 
wTf2(Qcl 
{w E (C0 (G)) 3 , dív w =O}, 
1 .c . ;L') ,3 
C.LOSure 01 1n l - ) ) 
. 3 
- ciosure of V(G) in (vv~ P( G)) , 
closure of V(G) ín (HJ(G))3 , 
Holder contínuous functíons of exponent T in x 
and exponent T /2 in t, 
- {w E U(Qc)/ Dxw,D;,w E Lq(Qc),w, E Lq(Qc)}. 
When G = f2. we denote H= H(f2). V= V(f2), VP = VP(f2). Properties of 
these functional spaces can be found for instance in [7, 9, 14]. We denote by 
(-, ·) the dualíty pairing between H 1(f2) and H 1(f2)'. We also put (-, ·) = (-, ·)n 
the inner product of (L2 (f2)) 3 . 
Our purpose in thís work isto show that problem (1)-(8) is solvable in a 
generalízed sense to be made precise below. 
The main result of thís paper is the following. 
Theorem 1 Let be T > O, p 2: 3, 5/2 < q::; 10/3, f2 Ç IR3 an open bounded 
domain de class C3 . Suppose that Vo E H(f2mz(O)), 9o E H12- 2/q,q(f2) n 
H 1+'Y(f2), 1/2 < í :::: 1, eo E L2 (f2) and Co E L2 (f2), o :::: Co :::: 1 a.e. 
in fi, satisfying the compatibility conditions O:: = O on élf2. Under the 
assumptions (Hl)-(H4), there exist functions (9, e, c, v, x) satisfying 
(i) o E Wi 1(Q), 9(0) = 9o, 
(ii) ()E L2 (0, T; H 1(f2)) n L""(O,T: L2(f2)), 8(0) = Bo.· 
(iii) c E L 2(0, T; H 1(f2)) n L00 (0, T: P(f2)), c( O)= co, O::; c::; 1 a. e. in Q, 
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o 
v E V(O, n Lx(o. T: H), v= O a e_ in Qs, 
where Os is defined by {9) and rlml by (1 
(v) X E V'(O.T 
and sue h that for any ( E L 2 (O, 
((TJ = O in O, we have 
T U(O)) and 
m 2ÇI, + ae2v · V(JJ- e26.c/J = ~(9- 9 3 ) + /3 (e+ (BB- eA)c- eB) a. e. in Q, 
(12) 
36 
-· =O a. e. on EJíl x (0. T), 
3n 
(13) 
T T T 
-Cv [ [ e(,dxdt- Cv f f ve · v(dxdt + r f 1(9)vB ·v( dxdt 
,.,Q ,,f2 Jo Jo lo Jn 
= ~ {r f fs(ó),( dxdt + Cv f B0((0)dx, (14) 2 lo Jn Jn 
-lar k c(1dxdt- for k vc · V(dxdt + K 2 for k v c· V( dxdt (
15
) 
.c.-K2 l\.J {r r c(1- c)vó ·V( dxdt = { co((O)dx. lo Jn Jn 
Also, for any t E (0. T) and 7J E V(O, T; \lP) with compact support contained 
in Oml U ílmi(O) U rlmz(T) and such that 'f!t E V(O, T: (VP)'), where Oml zs 
defined by (10) and Oml(t) by (11), there hold 
(v(t), TJ(t))- [(v, 7J,)ds +v l' (v v, VTJ)ds + V 0 l' (x, ry)ds 
o, o t o 
+lo (v· V v, TJ)ds +lo (k(fs(9))v, TJ)ds (16) 
=lo' (:F(c, e), ry)ds + (v0 , 71(0)). 
Moreover, (9, e, c, v, x) is a generalized solution of (1)-(8), in the sense that 
under the following additional regularity and integrability assumptions: 
" for a. e. tE (0, T), the boundary 3r1m1(t) ofrlmz in fJ has zero Lebesgue 
measure 
• Suppose that either k(f5 (ó)) E [ 514 (0, T; L1517 (rlm1(t))), when p = 3, 
OT k(fs(ó)) E L 5 (0, T;L1(rlmz(t))), with s = pj(p- 2), when p > 3, 
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then X= in the sense o f distribution in Qmz, 
Remark: Interpreting the modified ::\avier-Stokes equations requires some 
topological information about the set occupied by the fluid, In facto one 
should know that such a ser is open to interpret the modified ::\ avier-Stokes 
equations at least in the sense of distributions, This information is in partic-
ular implied by the continuity of phase-field, which in turn depends on the 
degree of smoothness of the other variables. In the two dimensional case, 
that is D ç E 2 , and when Vo = o, an existence theorem for system (1)-(8) 
was obtained in [12]. The main feature of [12] is that the smoothness of v, 
e and c suffice to yield the continuity of 9. In the three dimensional case, 
this does not appear possible, To stress this poinL consider weak solutions 
the classical ::\ avier-Stokes equations v:ith externa! force in L2 JS 
well known that such solution satisfies v E (0, !iP0 (0, T: H) (see e.g, 
[14]). If D Ç E 2 , this regularity implies that E L4 (Q). This fact together 
with (12)-(13) suffices to prove that 9 is continuous, and therefore the set 
Qm1 is open. In the three dimensional case, we just have that v E L1013 (Q), 
This modest degree of integrability of velocity prevents us from proving that 
9 is continuous. \Vhen V 0 > O and p is large enough, as it is the case of 
the present paper, it is possible to get more regularity o f v and then the 
required continuity of 6. In fact, if v E LP(O, T: 1/P) n P 0 (0, T: H), by in-
terpolation ([8] p. 207), we conclude that v E LP513 (Q). Taking p 2: 3 is 
then enough to yield the continuity of 6 (see Thm 2). In fact, the additional 
restriction q > 5/2 ensure the continuity of phase-field because in this case 
Wi,J(Q) ç wcf 2 (Q), with T = 2- -5/q ([7] p. 80), Therefore the set Qml 
is open, giving a meaningful interpretation to the velocity equation. The re-
striction q ::; 10/3 is consequence of the obtained regularity of temperatura, 
This will be clear in the next section. 
The previous existence result will be obtained by using a regularization 
technique similar to the one already used in [1] and [11, 12]. The ideais to use 
a auxiliary parameter to transform the original free-boundary value problem 
in a penalized but more standard problem. This will be called the regularized 
problem and will be studied by using fixed point arguments. Then, by using 
compactness arguments as the auxiliary parameter goes to zero, we obtain a . 
generalized solution of the original problem. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we study an auxiliary 
problem, Then, in Section 3, we study a regularized problem. Section 4 is 
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devoted to the proof of the main existence theorem. 
2 An auxiliary problem 
consider the initial boundary value probiem. 
36 
3n 
o(O) 
1 . 3 
2(o-o)+g inQ, 
- o 
o o 
on 3rt x (O, T), 
in fl, 
(18) 
(19) 
and prove the follo\ving result using a technique similar t.o the one already 
used in to treat a phase-field equation without convective term or in 
to treat the two dimensional problem. 
Theorem 2 Let be T > O, q 2: 2, p 2: 3. Suppose that g E L"(Q), t E 
V(O, T: VP) n L""(O. T: H) and oo E W 2- 21M(D) satisfying the compatibility 
3oo 
condition 3n = O on 3D. Then 
i) Jf 2..::; q < 5, there exista uníque 0 E w,;u(Q) solution o f problem (17)-
( 19) , which satísfies the estimate 
llóllwJ 1 <QJ..::: C (IIOollw'-2/q.,(n) + II9IILq(QJ + II<Poll{vz-2/qq(n) + ll9lliq<QJ) 
. (20) 
where C depends on jivllL'(Q)' on D and T, 
ii) Jj q 2: 5 and p > 3, there exista uníque o E w;n(Q), r= min{q,p5/3} 
solution of problem (17)-(19}, which satisfies the estimate (20) where 
C depends on liviiLP'I'(Q)' on D and T. 
Proof: In order to apply Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem ([3] p. 
189) we consider the operator TÀ, O ..::; À ..::; 1, on the Banach space B 
L6 (Q), which maps ~E B into 9 by solvíng the problern 
À ' C3 
- 2(o-o)+>.g in Q, 
3n o on 3D X (0, T), 
o(O) = oo in D. 
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(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
define C· - ~ A- 2 + ),g and we observe that G), E L 2 ( Q). Since 
v E V(Q), we ínfer from LP-theory of parabolíc equatíons ([7] Thm. 9.1 
in Chapter , p. 341 and the remark at the end of Section 9 of the same 
chapter, p. 3.51) that there ís a unique solution o of problem (21 )-(23) with 
O E Wi 1 (Q). Dueto the embedding of 2 (Q) into Lf0 (Q) ( . p.15), the 
operator T~ is well defined from B into B. 
To prove continuity of TA, let Ôn E B strongly converging to Ô E B: for 
each n, let On = TA( Ôn)· We have that On satisfies the following estimate ([7] 
p, 341) 
I' I' . I ' + ,19 IP(Q) -t- l:oo \ (Q)) 
for some constant C independem of n. Since 2 is compactly embedded 
in U(O, T: H 1 ) ([13] CorA) and in L 9 (Q), it follows that there exist a 
subsequence of 9n (which we still denote by On) strongly converging to o= 
T!. ( Ô) in B. Hence TÀ is contínuous for all O :S ), :S 1. At the same time, T!. 
is bounded in VV;" 1(Q), and the embedding of this space in B is compact. 
Thus, we conclude that E is a compact operator for each ), E [O, 1]. 
To prove that for 9 in a bounded set of B, TÀ is uniformly continuous 
with respect to),, let O :S ), 1, ),2 :S 1 andO; (i= 1, 2) be the corresponding 
solutions of (21)-(23). For 0 = 9 1 - 02 the following estimate holds 
II0II 1,,.,(Q' < Cí),, - ),2':' (IIÓI'IL'(Q' + 11Ôií 3L'IQ' + jlgii,L.zro') ''' -' '}'2 J - ' ~ • ' • ! IF • '' , j ; , \ v) 
where C is independent o f ),i, Therefore, TÀ is uniformly continuous in ),, 
Now we have to estimate the set of all fixed points of TÀ, let o E B be 
such a fixed point, i.e., it is a solution of the problem 
09 
on 
6(0) 
), 
2(o- q?) + ),g in Q, 
- O on orl x (0, T), 
QO in f2. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
We multiply (24) successively by 0, Ot and -6.9, and integrate over O x (0, t). 
After integration by parts and the use the Holder's, Young's and Gagliardo-
l\irenberg's inequalities, we obtain in the usual manner the following estimate 
r ( 2 , 1·"' · 121 d · " ·11 2 < c(~' 11 2 • 11 • 112 ) Jo iJJ T V iJJ, ) X T liQ w;'·'(Q) _ :W L'(Q) T QO IH'(Q) 
., fn' 1'5 i! • ') '! '''2 
+C 
0 
(1-t-j]v:IL5(nJ) (119][i)(nJ + 1iV9IIL2(nJ) dt 
(27) 
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where C is independent o f À. By applying Gronwall's Lemma we get 
'I .. , < 1 O!JL€(01 _ I . " , ., 
where C and C' are constants índependent of Therefore. all fixed poínts 
of TA in B are bounded independently of .\E [0, 1]. 
Finally. for.\= O, it is clear that problem (21)-(23) has a unique solution. 
Therefore, we can apply Leray-Schauder's fixed point theorem, and so there 
ís at least one fixed point 9 E BnH/i.l(Q) ofthe operator T1 , i.e., 9 = Ti(0). 
This corresponds to a solution of probiem (17)-(19). Now we have to examine 
the regularity o f O. To prove i) we discuss the cases 2 :-:; q :-:; 3 and 3 < q < 5 
separately. 
If 2 :-:; q :-:; 3, sínce is embedded ínto L 9 (Q), \Ve have 
1 G =- - o3) + g E L"(Q) and this implies ç E q (Q). If 3 < q < 5. 
2 
we have that G E L3 (Q) andas a consequence 9 E Wi"1 (Q). According to 
embedding ([9] p.l5) we can conclude that ç E L""(Q) and consequently 
o E w~u(Q). To prove estimate (20) v-;e restrict to the case 2 :-:; q :-:; 3. The 
proof for 3 < q < 5 is similar. Observe that from LP-theory of parabolic 
equations we have 
ll9llwt'(Ql 
Dsing estimate (27) we deduce (20). 
If q 2: -5 and p > 3, we have that G E Lq(Q) and since v E LP513 (Q), from 
V-theory of parabolic equations we can conclude that o E Wr2,l(Q) where 
r= min{q,p5/3}. The estimative (20) is proved by analogous reasoning. 
lt remains to show uniqueness of the solution. Let us assume that 91 and 
92 are two solutions of problem (17)-(19). Then the difference 9 = 91 - 92 
satisfies the following initial boundary value problem 
O 2 n OA 
o:COt + O:E 1J • v Ç!- CL>O 
ao 
éJn o 
o(O) - o 
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on éJfl x (0, T), 
in fl. 
in Q, (28) 
(29) 
(30) 
remark that d := 9I + o 1 02 + 9~ 2: O, Multiplying (28) by 9 and using the 
usual method of Gronwall's Lemma give us o = O, Therefore, the solution of 
problem (17)-(19) is unique and the proof of Theorem 2 ís then complete, 1 
3 A regularized problem 
In thís sectíon we turn to the full problem and introduce a regularízed prob-
lem to lead with the modified Navier-Stokes equatíons in the whole domain 
instead of unknown regions, as well as with suitable regularity to the co-
efficients, \Ve prove an existence result usíng Leray-Schauder Fíxed Point 
Theorem ([3] p, 189), 
Before doíng so, \Ve recall certain results that be helpfu! the íntro-
duction of such regularized problem, 
Recall that there is an extension operator Ext(,) taking any function w in 
the space Wi)(Q) and extending ít to a function Ext(w) E "YVi'\1R4 ) with 
compact support satisfying 
with C independent of w (see [10] p,157), 
For i5 E (0, 1), let Po E C0 (1R3 ) be a family of symmetríc positive mol-
lifier functions converging to the Dirac delta function, and denote by * the 
convolution operation, Then, given a function w E Wi' 1 (Q), we define a 
regularization Po ( w) E Cif ( lR3 ) o f w by 
pg(w) = Po * Ext(w), 
This sort of regularization \Víll be used with the phase-field variable, We 
will also need a regularization for the velocity, and for it we proceed as follows, 
Given v E L 2(0, T; 11), first we extend it as zero in lR4\Q. Then, as 
in [10] p, 1.57, by using reflection and cutting-off, we extend the resulting 
function to another one defined on JR4 and with compact supporL Without 
the danger of confusion, we again denote such extension operator by Ext(v), 
Then, beíng i5 > O, Po and * as above, operating on each component, we can 
again define a regularizatíon p8 (v) E C0 ( 1R4 ) o f v by 
Po(v) = Po * Ext(v), 
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Besides having properties of control of Sobolev norms in terms of the corre-
sponding norms o f the original function ( exactly as above ), such extension 
has the propertv described below, 
For O < i5 ::; L define firstly the following family of uniformly bounded 
open sets 
(31) 
\Ve also define the associated space-time cylinder 
(32) 
Obviously, for any O < !51 < !52 , we have D c \161 C \162 , Q c Q31 c Q82 
Also, by using properties of convolutíon, we conclude that Pó ian' = O, 
In particular, for v E Lx(O, T: H) r' L2 (0, T: , we conclude E 
(0, T: H(\16)) n L2 (0, 
MoreoveL sínce n ís o f class C 3 ' there exists i5 ( D) > o such that for 
O< o ::; i5(f2), we conciude that f2 3 is of class C 2 and such that the C 2 norms 
of the maps defining éJf26 are uniformly estimated with respect to 5 in terms 
of the C3 norms of the maps defining 8<:2, 
Since we will be working with the sets f2 3 , the main ob jective o f thís last 
remark isto ensure that the constants associated to Sobolev immersíons and 
interpolatíons ínequalíties, ínvolving just up to second order derívatíves and 
used wíth f26 are uniformly bounded for O < o :::; 5(D), Thís will be very 
important to guarantee that certain estimates will be independent of !5, 
Fínally, let Jf be any regularizatíon of fs, 
Now, we are in position to define the regularízed problem, For i5 E 
(O, S ( D)), we consider the system 
(vf, u) + v(Vv0 , vu) + v0 (Av6, u) + (v6 , v é, u) + (k(f:(di)- 5)u3, u) 
= (:F(c3 ,B5),u) \lu E FP, a,e, tE (O,T), (33) 
aE2 9~ + m 2 Po ( 1i) , v r;i E2 6.96 
= ~(93 - (<tln + !3 (e6 + (Bs- e A) é- Bs) in Q5, (34) 
CvB~ + CvPo(u6 ), vli =v, (K1(p0(ç,Õ))vB15 ) + ~J:(q}), in Q0 , (35) 
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acl. 
3n -O. 
m 
ae5 
3n =O, 
cl (o) = ctJg, e'ro\ _e' \ J - 0: 
then have the following existence resu!t. 
ó(O') o · no c =c0 In:;"· (38) . . 
Proposition 1 Let be > O, p ?: 3. For each r5 E (O, 6 let vg E H 93 E 
(í15), Bg E H1~·1 l/2 < '!::; 1 and c3 E C 1 ,O< c3 < 1 in 05 , 
o 5 5 
. f . . 'b'l' d' . 09o 30o OCo o aoo 4 satis ymg tne compatl I rty con rtwns -
0 
= -
0 
= -
0 
= on __ .. ssume 
n n n 
that (Hl)-(H4) hold. Then there exist functions (v 6 ci. 1)6 é) which satisfy 
(33).{38) and 
i) E E 
0.5 E L2íO, u2(0ó)' 9 s c: [2!()5\ \ Ll,-~), t'--\'..,)1 
Remark: It is possible to obtain more regularity for q} when the initial data 
are more regular. This will be done in the last section. 
Proof: For simplicity we shall omit the superscript 5 at v5, 9s es é. 
First of all, we consider the following family of operators, indexed by the 
parameter O ::; À ::; L 
~: B __, B, 
where B is the Banach space 
B = LP(O,T: H) X L2 (Q 5 ) X L2 (Q 5 ) X L2 (Q6 ), 
and defined as follows: given (v, J,, ê, ê) E B. let ~(v,(;,, ê, ê) = (v, dJ, 8, c), 
where (v, ó. e, c) is obtained by solving the problem 
(v,, u) + v(\ív, vu) + v0 (Av, u) +(v· v v, u) 
= >.(:F(ê, Ô), u)- À(kU:(9)- o)v, u) Vu E 1/P, tE (0, T), (39) 
( 40) 
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-vB= 
c,- K2!::.c + p6 (v) ·V c= K 
ao ae 
c;- = O. c;- = O, 
un vn 
c(O) = in \1. o(O) = oÕ 
· (c(1- c)\lps 
àc -O ""s ~o 
-;:- - Oll U:OL X \ : ân 
o Qõ lll ) 
. Qo 
lll ' 
tl(O) = eg, c(O) =c~ in \15 
( 41) 
( 42) 
( 43\ 
' ( 
( 44) 
Clearly (c,çJ,O,c) is a solutíon of (33)-(38) if and only if it is a fixed point 
o f the operator 'h. In the following, we prove tha~ 'h h as at least one fixed 
point by using the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem ([3] p, 189). 
To verify that ~ is well defined, observe that equation (39) is a variant of 
'\avier-Stokes equation and since k(f: -5)0 E L2(Q), there exista unique 
solution v E LP(O, n (0. H) n LP5í 3 (Q) p. 207). 
Since ê, ê E U(Q0 ) and Ps E L5(Q 5 ), we infer from Theorem 2 that 
there is a unique solution o of equation with o E 2 (Q6 ). 
Since K 1 is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function and Po(9) E C 00 (Q6 ), 
we have that Kl(Pa(Ó)) E W,l,l(Q 5 ), 1 :S r :'S oc, and since Ps('ê') E L5 (Q5 ) 
and f}(ó), = Ji'(cp)6, E U(Q5 ), we infer from LP-theory of parabolic equa-
tions ([7] Thm. 9.1 in Chapter IV, p. 341 and the remark at the end of 
Section 9 of the same chapter, p, 3.51) that there is a unique solution e of 
equation (41) with 0 E Wi· 1(Q5 ). 
We observe that equation ( 42) is a semilinear parabolic equation with 
smooth coefficients and growth conditions on the non-linear forcing terms to 
apply semigroup results of Henry [4] p.75. Thus, there is a unique global 
classical solution c. 
In addition, note that equation ( 42) does not admit constant solutions, 
except c = O and c = L Thus, by using Maximum Principies together with 
- àc8 
conditions O < CÕ < 1 and on = O, we can deduce that 
O < c(x, t) < L ( 45) 
Therefore, the mapping ~ is well defined from B into B. 
To prove continuity o f ~ let ( vk, ~k, iJk, êk), k E J!'.i be a sequence in B 
such that converges strongly in B to (i·, 6, ê, ê) and let (vk. <Pk, ek, ck) be the 
solution of the problem: 
(v;, v)+ v(\lvk \lu)+ V0 (Avku) + (vk- V1/,u) 
= >-(F(êk {l), u) - >-(kU:Wl- o)vk u) \f u E VP, tE (0, T), ( 46) 
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. Vók- t: 2 t::..c/~ 
~ (fl~(Os-OA)êk-es) inQ5 , 
í . k . o' +::.f'(oí m-. 2 s \' Jt . 
3ck - 30' I ) 
-3 -Oon ~- x,O,T_, n 
( 48í 
' I 
( 49) 
' ' 
(50) 
1./(0) = v6 in fl, Ç/(0) =o~, Ok(O) = eg, ck(O) = c3 in f26 (51) 
sho\v that the sequence . (Jk. converges strongly in B to 8. c) 
= 7;, . 6. ê. . For that purpose. we will obtain estimates to . r!l. (!k 
independem of k. denote by C, any positive constant independent of k. 
vVe take u ='./in equation ( 46). Using Holder's and Young's inequalities 
we obtain 
Then, by the usual method of Gronwall's inequality, we get 
(52) 
Observe that operator A satisfies IIAvll ::; Cllvi!F;;1 :\ow, from the equation 
( 46) we infer that 
then, using (52) and since 2p' ::; p5/3, we obtain 
llv;lb' (O.T:(VP)') ::; C r. (53) 
From estimate (20) we have that 
II<PIIw;'1 (Q'J ::; C (llooiiH1 1rl'J + liiJkiiL21Q'J + llêkiiL21Q'J + llóollt'lrl'J 
, l'e'kl'3 , ll-kl'3 , 1) i,i _iL2(Q5) T C :r.2(Q5) T 
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whPTP C depends on I' li . Therefore. using (52) we conclude that 
[i 
.'\ow. multiplying by (!k one obtains 
and we infer from (.54) and Gronwall's Lemma that 
hence. it fo!lows from (55) that 
!I I i!L 2 (0-T:H 1 
+ 
1;4\ \'J J 
dxdt (55\ 
• ! 
(56) 
\Ve take scalar product of (48) with TJ E H 1(ft), integrating by parts and 
using Hi:ilder's and Young's inequalities. we obtain 
and we infer from (52),(54) and (57) that 
IIO:IiL2(0.T;Hl(Oó) 1 ) ::; Cl. (58) 
Next, multiplying ( 49) by ck we conclude by analogous reasoning and using 
(45) that 
r lckj2dx + f' r .lvcki2dxdt:::; cl + c2 r' r .lvalj2dxdt, k· h J~ h k· 
hence, from (54) we have, 
(59) 
In order to get an estimate for (c~) in L2 (0, T; H 1 (fl5 )'), we return to the 
equation ( 49) and use similar techniques, then 
(60) 
We now infer from (52)-(60) that the sequence (é) is uniformly bounded 
with respect to k in 
H''1 = {v.: E P(O, T; VV), w, E p' (0, T: (VP)')} 
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and in 
T ' p'' 
-. HJ .. ,. ' L ' O 
..<. ' ' '--'"t c: \ . }. 
the sequence is bounded in W:f-1 ( Q6) and the sequences ( ek) and 
are bounded in 
I u• c: 12 (0_.1~-_H1 ; : t "- L; . • } 
and ín 
VV4 = { u: E r=(o, T: L2(D8)), u:, E L2(0, T: H 1(D15 )')} _ 
Sínce W 1 ís compactly embedded ín LP(O, T: H), W 2 ín C([O, T]: (vP)'). Wi· 1 (Q 5 ) 
'n L 2 10 H 1I081 ) ' T 210 51 d j·j·' ' erro T'· H 11 0 5 ) 1 ' ('131 c "4' 1...1 \ • \,. _ ; : 1n ...._, \ .., ; an , 4 1n - , L : j, \.,.. ) L 1 O ..c. ) ; 
it follo'.-';S that there exíst 
t E LP(O, :! Loc(O, H) with -c1 E If 
X E V' (0 T: (VP)') 
9 E U(O. T: H 2 (D6)) with o1 E L 2(Q5), 
e E L2(0. T: H 1 (06 )) n L=(o. T: L 2(D5)) with e, E U(O, T; H 1 (D5Y). 
c E L 2 (0. T: H 1(D5)) r: L=(o, T: U(\15)) with c1 E L 2 (0, T; H 1 (0.5 YJ, 
anda subsequence of (-ck, dl. ek, ck) (which we still denote by (vk. Çi, ek, ck)), 
such that. as k _, +x. 
vk _, l' m V(O, T; H) r, C([O, T]: (VP)') strongly, 
vk ~ v m V(O,T: VP) weakly, 
Avk ~ X m VI (0, T; (VPY) weakly, 
o k _, o m L2(0, T: H 1(0.8)) n C([O, T]; L2 (0.6 )) strongly, 
ok ~ o m L2(0, T: H 2(0.8)) weakly, (61) 
ek e m L 2(Q5 ) n C([O. Tj; H 1(0.5)') strongly, 
ek ~ e 111 L2(0. T: Hl(f!ó)) weakly, 
ck _, c m L 2 (Q6 ) n C([O, T1: H 1(0.6YJ strongly, 
ck ~ c m L2(0, T: H 1(0.5 )) weakly. 
It now remains to pass to the limit as k tends to +oo in ( 46)-(51). 
We observe that k(f:(-) - 15) is bounded Lipschitz continuous function 
from IR in IR then k(jf(di)- 15) converges to k(jf(Ó)- 15) in V(Q), for any 
p E [L oo ). We then pass to the limit in the usual formas k tends to +oo in 
( 46) and get 
! (c. u)+vo(X u)+v('Vc. \lu)+( v 'V v, u) = J..(F(c, Ô), u)-J..(k(f;(ó)-15)0, u) 
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for all u E VP t E (0, T)_ using that the operator A is monotone we can 
conclude that x = Av_ 
Since the embedding of Hii 1(Q 5 ) into L9 (Q 5 ) is compact ([9] p,l5), and 
(ci) is bounded in Wi,l(Q6 ), we infer that (c})3 converges to 93 in L2(Q")-
since vk converges to v in LP(O, T: H) we have that p5(vk) converges to 
p5 (v) in LP(O, T: H(f/6))- We then pass to the limitas k tends to +x in (47) 
and get 
2 ' , 2 ( ) r7 2 A ' 1 ( ' 3) \(3 (3 , (/l /l ) ' fl ') ' QO o e if!t -r OE Ps v - v 9- E u0- 2 0- 9 = "' u -r u B - uA c - u B m ," _ 
Since Kl(Po) and f:' are bounded Lipschitz continuous functions and qi 
converges to o in L9 (Q5 ) we have that K1(ps(0k)) converges to K 1(p5(o)) and 
Jt converges to !;'(0) in LP for anv p E , These facts and (61) 
yield the weak convergence of K(Ps(0k))vfJk to K 1(Ps(9))vfJ and Jt(0k)9~ 
to j:'(o)if!t in L 3i2 (Q6), "\ow, multiplying (48) by TJ E v(Q5 ), integrating 
over f/ 5 x (0, T) and by parts, we obtain 
foT fn, Cv (e;+ Ps(vk) 'vek) TI+ K(Po(ok))vek' vrydxdt 
, =f L ~J%'(9k)o~T/dxdt, 
then we may pass to the limit and find that, 
and using LP-theory of parabolic equations we have that (62) holds almost 
everywhere in Qo_ 
It remains to pass to the limit in (49). We infer from (61) that v p8(ok) 
converges to v Pó( 9) in U( Q8) and since /lck!ILoo(Q'l is bounded, it follows 
that ck(l- ck) converges to c(l- c) in LP(Q5) for any p E [1, oo). Similarly, 
we may pass to the limit in ( 49) to obtain 
' Qó m , . 
Therefore 7), is continuous for all O ::; À ::; L At the same time, 7), is 
bounded in W1 X Wi- 1(Q 15 ) X W3 X Vl/3 and the embedding of this space in, 
B is compact; then we conclude that 7), is a compact operator. 
To prove that for (i:, Ó, ê. ê) in a bounded set of B, 7), is uniformly contin-
nous in À, let O::; À 1, À2::; 1 and (vi, ?i, ei, ci) (i= 1, 2) be the corresponding 
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solutions of (39)-( 44). We observe that t· = v1 - v2 , 9 = 01- 02. e= e1 - e2 
and c = c1 - c2 satísfy the follovving problern: 
. vv, vu) + Vo(Av! -
' \I:F" e-· 
- A2;\ (c ), + - Àt)(k(f: 
tE T), for all u E 
0 ·)A O 1) . 1 ( •? .. 2\ 
O.C9t- C'->Ç! + O.CPa\Vt · VO-? 1- (9] + 0102 + 9 2 )) 
= CtE
2Po(v) · V92 + (.\1- À2)6 (é: (eB- eA)ê- eB) in Qô 
Cve,- v· Kl(Ps(9J))v0- v· [KJ(Po(ó1))- Kl(Pó(92))] vlh 
+CvPo(vt) · vO = CvPo(v) · v02 
l r , ,i/ '"'I . . 6 
_._ ""' - ) - f s 
1 
92t lD Q -2 L s J 
c,- Kzi5.c + Po ) ·v c= K2ivfv · (c1(l- c:) [v Pii(9t)- v Po(92)]) 
+po(v)·vc2+K2l1Jv·(c(l- +c2))v1J6(o2)) inQô 
!Jó 
3n =O, 
00 _ 0C _ Oó I . on- O, on- O on !J_" x \O,T). 
v(O) =O in 0, o(O) =O, O( O) =O, c(O) =O in ns 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
Taking u =L' in equation (63), using Hi:ilder's, Young's and interpolation 
inequalities and the monotonicity of operator A we obtain 
where 2/ s+3/r = 1 and r> 3. Observe that dueto assumptionp?: 3 we have 
that v E U(O, T: U(fl)). Then, integration with respect t and Gronwall's 
Lemma give us 
(69) 
Applying L?-theory of parabolic equations ([7] p. 341) to equation (64), 
the following estimate holds 
llóllw,''(Q'J :S C1 (IIPs(v) · vçzllu(Q'J + l.\1 .\zl (l!êllu(Q'J + llêllu(Q'J + 1)) 
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' C d d ,, dI' 2 ' .. • · 21 ' ·h· h wnere 1 epen s on llPó an ,jo1 ,- 0 102 -r o2 :1Lsf'(Q')· \\r!C are 
independent o f À;. Therefore, using we arrive at 
[I 
i,l (70) 
Multiplying (65) (), integrating over f26 using Hi:ilder's inequality and 
that K 1 and f:' are bounded Lipschitz continuous functions, we have 
Integration with respect to t and the use of Gronwall's Lemma and (69)-(70) 
lead to the estimate 
(71) 
We multiply (66) by c, integrate over <:16 x (0, t) and by parts, and we use 
Hi:ilder's and Young's inequalities and ( 45) to obtain 
Applying Gronwall's Lemma and using (69)-(70) we arrive at 
(72) 
Therefore. it follows from (69)-(72) that T;,_ is uniformly continuous in À. 
To estimate the set o f ali fixed points o f TÀ let (v, 9, (),c) E B be such a 
fixed point, L e., it is a solution of the problem 
(v,, u) + v(\iv, \iu) + v0 (Av, u) +(v· V v, u) 
= À(F(c, 9), u)- :\(k(f%(9)- 5)v, u) 'c/u E V, tE (0, T), (73) 
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09 =o 
on ' 
v( O) = vg in íl, 
·Vf:J=V· (p· 
' o 
, , I i\Jf:J;· +-; ' 2 
K 'i" ' ( , I' . Os = '2"' V· \Pb 9) 1! m ·,, 
of:J 8c . 
on =O, on =o on 81JO X (O T). 
<7'(0) = ÇJg, f:J(O) = eg, c(O) = cg in íl6 
\Ve take u =v in equation (73). Then 
1 d 
2 dt 
-511-vi 
I i i dx 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
Multiplying equation (74) by <JJ. integrating over íl6 and by parts, using 
Holder's and Young's inequalities we obtain, 
l 
By multiplying (75) by e= CvB- ~J:(<i') and (76) by c, arguments sim-
ilar to the previous ones lead to the following estímates 
~!!:_ f ',cl 2dx .;- K 2 f lvcl 2dx < C2 f lvd>i 2dx. (82) 2 dt )"' i 2 )[]6 ' - )[]6 ' . ' . 
where ( 45) was used to obtain the last inequality. 
Now, multiplying (80) by A and adding the result to (79),(81)-(82), gives 
us 
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+~[c?) dx 2 . 
- 6) dx 
where C 1 is independent of À and S, being A E lR an arbitrary parameter. 
Taking large enough and using Gronwall's Lemma to obtain 
where C1 is independent o f À. Since e = ~'" (e + ~fi ( 9)) and I: (o) is bounded 
in L""0 (Q6). we also have that [[eiiL=(o,T;L'(rl'll ::S C1. Therefore, all fixed 
points of 'h in B are bounded independently of À E [0, 1]. 
Finally, for À = O, we can reason as in the proof that 'h is well defined 
to conclude that the problem (39)-(44) has a unique solution. Therefore, we 
can apply Leray-Schauder's Theorem and so there is at least one fixed point 
(v, 6, e, c) E Bn{ LP(O. T: VP)nVX'(O, T: H)} xWi 1(Q8 ) xW':? 1(Q 6) xC2,1(Q0) 
of the operator 1í, i.e. (v, o, e, c) = 1í(v,Ç;,e,c). These functions are a 
solution of problem (33)-(38) and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 11 
4 The proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1, we start by taking the initial condition in the previous 
regularized problem as follows. For O < i5 ::S S(fl) as in the statement of 
Theorem 1, we choose &g E W 2- 2fq.q(fl 8) nHF~(fl8 ), v8 E H, eg E Hl+-1(0.), 
- 393 ae3 OC0 . 
1/2 < "f ::S 1, cg E C 1(0."), satisfying on = a: = 0: = O on [)[ló and 
O < cg < 1 in fl 6 , vg --+ v0 in the norm of H(0.m1(0)), and such that the 
restrictions of these functions to fl (recall that 0. C 0.8) satisfy as o --+ 0+ 
the following: aig __., óo in the norm of W 2- 2fq.q(D) n Hl+~(rt.), eg __., (}0 in 
the norm of L2(fl), cg--+ c0 in the norm of U(fl). 
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then infer from Proposition 1 that there exists ( ci , 85 , c3 ) solution 
the regularized problem (33)-(38). 
the following, we will derive bounds, independent of S, for such solu-
tions and then use compactness arguments to pass to the limít as ií approach 
O to establish the desired existence result. Such estímates will stated in fol-
lowing in a sequence of lemmas: however most of them are ease consequence 
o f the estimates obtained in the last section ( those that are independent o f 
6) and the fact that ri C Ç?ô \Ve begin with the following: 
Lemma 1 There exists a constant C 1 such that, for any 3 E (0, 3(0)) 
[I L= (O.T:L2(D))t'L2(0.T:H~ (D)) :::; 
Proof: The result follows from inequality (83). 
::; CL 
:S Cr-
Lemma 2 There exists a constant C1 such that, for any 5 E (0, 5(0)) 
(87) 
" ó I' iic> .hvJ·1 (Q) < C r, for any 2::; q::; 10/3, (88) 
!18~ l!u(o T;HJ(rl)') < 
li o" < . ct !iL2ro T-Hlrf?.)'\ 
' , \ • ' o\ • ) 
Cr, 
Cr-
(89) 
(90) 
Proof: :\ote that (88) follows from estímate (20) of Theorem 2 and 
Lemma L 
:\ext, we take the scalar product of (35) with T) E H};(Q), using Holder's 
inequalíty and (H3) we find 
CviiB~!IHJ(rl)'::; Cr (11'Ve3 i[L'(rll + IIB3 IIL!OI3(Q)IIv3 IIP(rl) + !I<P~IIP(rl)) · 
Then, (89) follows from Lemma 1 and (88). 
C síng that O < c15 < 1 ín Q, we infer from ( 36) that, 
'I 6 1' c ('I"' OI' . 'I "I' - .,, ''" ) 1 ct IHJ(rl)' :S -1 1 v c i!L2(D) + 1 v !L2 (0) -r li v cp IIL2(Q) . 
Then. (90) follows from Lemma L 
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Lem1:na 3 There exist a constant C1 and 50 E (0, such that, for any 
IILP1 (t1_tz;\/P(U/} ::; cl (91) 
where O :S t1 < t2 < T U Ç f!m1(t1) and such that [tL t2] x tJ C Qml U 
\!m/ (O) lJ f!ml 
Let O :S t1 < t2 :S U Ç f!ml (t1) be such that [t1, t2] X [I Ç 
Qml U Slmt(O) Ur!mi(T). It is verified by means of (33) that for a. e. tE (t1, t2), 
('L' o u \) -\ 't: - - -V0 r_ A.u6 udx- V r_ VU 0 · VudX- r U0 · '\lu5udx lu k lu 
+ r :F(c5 JJ")udx, u E k 
In order to estimate , we observ-e that the sequence ( ci) is bounded 
in Wt1 (Q). for 2::; q < 5, in particular, for q > 5/2 we have that w,;2.l(Q) ç 
H 7 · 7 Í 2 (Q) where x = 2- 5/q ([7] p.80). Consequently, because of _Anela-
Ascoli's theorem. there exist 9 and a subsequence of (93 ) (which we still 
denote by d ), such that cj} converges uniformly to dJ in Q. Recall that Qmz = 
{ (x, t) E Q I O :S fs( o(x, t)) < 1} and Dml( t) = { x E DI O :S fs ( 9(x. t)) < 1}. 
:'Jote that for a certain "7 E (0, 1) and for (x,t) E [t 1,t2] x tJ, 
fs(9(x,t)) < 1-"j 
Due to the uniform convergence of fÍ towards fs on any compact subset, 
there is an 50 such that for all c5 E (0, o0 ) and for all (x, t) E [t1 , t 2] x tJ, 
By assumption (H2) we infer that 
k(ff(o8(x. t))- o)< k(1- "7/2) for (x, t) E [t1, t2] x tJ ando < 5o. 
Thus, 
where 2ls + 1/p = 1. Hence, (91) follows from Lemma 1. I 
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, the sequence is also bounded in LP(tL : then, 
by compact embedding ([13] Cor, 4). there exist v anda subsequence of ) 
(which \Ve still denote t'6 ), such that 
---1- t' strongly in LP 
Obsene that Qml is an open set and can be covered by a countable number 
o f open sets ) x Ui such that Ui Ç ílm1 (ti). then by means o f a diagonal 
argument: \Ve obtain 
Moreover, from we have that v E L2 (0, 
~ v weakly in 
~ v weakly * in 
n L=(oJ H) and 
T: 
L00 (0, T; H). 
Since Av3 is bounded in If (0, (VP)') there exists X E V' (0, T: (VP)') such 
that 
Av6 ~ X E LP' (0, T; (VP)') weakly. (94) 
We now infer from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, using compact embedding ([13] 
CorA), that there exist 
o E W,i' 1 (Q) for 2::; q ::=; 10/3, 
e E L 2(0, T; H 1(íl)) n Lx(o, T; U(íl)), 
c E U(O. T; H 1(íl)) n L00 (0, T; L2 (íl)), 
anda subsequence of (di, 815 , c0 ) (which we still denote by (c//'. 86 c15 ) ) such 
that, as 6 ___.O, 
di -c, 9 uniformly in Q, 
9 ó ---+ 9 strongly in U(O, T; W 1·q(fl)), 
'Ó o, ~ o, weakly in Lq( Q), 
e' ---+ e strongly in L2 (Q) n C([O, T]: H},(íl)'), (95) 
li ~ () weakly in L2 (0, T; H 1(íl)), 
é ---+ c strongly in L2(Q) n C([O, T]; H},(íl)'), 
é ~ c weakly in U(O, T: H 1(íl)). 
It now remains pass to the limit as 6 decreases to zero in (33)-(38). vVe 
start with the velocity equation. 
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We take u = TJ(t) in (33) where TJ E V(O, 
contained in Qml U fLmz(O) U fLmz(T) and T/t E 
1/P) ;,vith compact support 
'P' ·T Up!O 't' ft L : v \ ~ ~ml\ ) ; a e r 
integration o ver t), we fLnd 
(96) 
Moreover. we observe that 
because of uniform convergence of ff to fs on compact subsets, as 
as the assumption (H2), it follows that k(ff(c:l)- b) converges to k(f5 (ó)) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Qm1Uf2m1(0)Uf2m1(T). These facts, together 
with (92)-(95), ensure that we can pass to the limit in (96) and get 
t t t 
(v(t), TJ(t))- lo (v, TJ,)ds +v lo (v v, VTJ)ds + V 0 lo (x, ry)ds (97) 
+ l (v- V' v, TJ)ds + l (k(fs(9))v, TJ)ds = l (F(c, e), TJ)ds + (v0 , 7J(O)), 
Since v5 (0) _, v(O) in (VP(U))', for any U such that [!c:;: Dm1(0), by usíng 
(97) it is easy to see that v(O) = vo in Dm1(0). 
Now, we check that v= O a.e. in Q,. For this, take a compact set K ÇQ5 • 
Then there is an bK E (O, 5(fl)) such that 
f;(çl(x, t)) = 1 in K for 5 < iiK 
Hence, k(ff(cji(x, t)- 5) = k(l- o) in K for li < 5K- From (84) we infer 
that 
k(l- o)liv6 ili'(K) ::; Cr for o< OK, 
where C1 is independent of 5. Thus, as 5 tends to O, by assumption (H2), 
k(l- o) blows up and, consequently, llv6 IIP(K) converges to O. Therefore 
v = O a.e. in K, and since K is an arbitrary compact subset, we conclude 
that 
o 
v= O a.e. ín Q, 
Now, we proceed wíth the other equatíons. 
It follows from (93)-(95) that we may pass to the limit in (34), and find 
that ( holds almost everywhere. 
In order to pass to the limit in (35), we note that given Ç E L2 (0, H 1(Q)) 
with ç, E (0. U(Q)) satisfying Ç(T) =O. we can consider an extension 
of Ç such that E U(OJ: IJl(Q6 )) with çf E (0, ) satisfying 
(T) =O. '\'ow, \ve take the scalar product of (35) with Ç'-
Observe that since Põ converges to t in L2 (0, T: ) and -+ 
(} strongly in :H~ we have that Pé converges to in V'(Q). 
Observe that s -+f~ in Lª(IR) for 2 ::; q < x, then from (95) we infer that 
ff'(rji)ot converges weakly to f~(ó)ç;, in Ui 2(Q). Moreover, from Lemrna 1 
the integrais over ".1 6\Q are bounded independem of o and since jí:'t6 \í:'tl -+O 
as o -+ O, we have that these integrais tend to zero as o -+ O. Therefore, we 
may pass to the limit in (98) and obtain 
-C,fnT ~(JÇ,dxdt-C, {T f v{}-\iÇdxdt+ (T jKl(o)\i{}-\iÇdxdt 
o k lo ln l loT r lo n j 
=- f f~(rjJ)rjJ,Ç dxdt + Cv (}oÇ(O)dx 
2 o }[l fl 
for all Ç E L2(0, T: H 1 (Q)) with (,E U(O. T; L 2(Q)) and Ç(T) =O. 
It remains to pass to the limit in (36). We proceed in similar ways as 
before, takíng the scalar product of ít with ço E L2 (0, T; H 1(Q6)) with (f E 
L2 (0, T: U(í:'t0)) and ( 0 (T) =O, 
then from (93),(95) and using that the sequence (é) is bounded in L""(Q) 
we may pass to the limit as o -+ O and obtain 
- fT ~ cÇ,dxdt -loT l te· \iÇdxdt + K2 fT 1 V c· vÇ dxdt lo k o t" lo rJ 
+K2 l'vl l { c(l- c)vo- \iÇdxdt = 1 c0 Ç(O)dx 
, vO vD r2 
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holds for any ( E L 2 H 1 (iJ)) with ( 1 E L2 (0, T: L2 (iJ)) and ((T) = O. 
Observe that since O < c5 < 1 and converges to c in U( Q) we have that 
O:=; c:=; 1 a.e. in Q. 
:\ow, it follows from (95) that ~o =O, o( O) = 60 , ii(O) = i!0 and c( O) = c0 , an · · · 
and the first part of the proof of Theorem l is complete. 
Under the additional regularity and integrability hypotheses stated in the 
second part o f the statement o f Theorem 1, in the following we will show that 
x = A1.:. \Ve will use the monotonicity and the hemicontinuity o f operator 
A. ([9], Chap. 2.) by adapting an argument that is usual in the theory of 
monotone operators. For this, we take any v E V(O, T: VP) such that supp"l'; 
is contained in the closure of Dmz(O) U Qm L D,c1(TJ and define 
(99) 
Since A is monotone and Dmz(t) Ç iJ, 
(100) 
Observe that é(t) ~ v(t) weakly in H, v8 ~v weakly in V(Q): thus, thanks 
to (92), v6 ___,v a.e. in Qml· Note also that k112(Jf(q})- 5) ___, k1i 2 (J,(<jy)) 
a.e. in Qmz: hence 
k 1i 2(J:(6°)- o)v5 ____, k 112(J,(ó))v a.e. in Qml 
From (84) we have that lo' \\k112(J:(65)- o)\v0 \lli'c"m'C')lds is bounded. 
Therefore ([8] Lema1.3), 
k1/ 2U:(9°)- 5)v5 ~ k112(Js(ó))v weakly in L2 (Qmz). 
Thus, we conclude from (100) that 
~llv(t)\\i,z(flm 1 (t)) +v fo'nvv\\i,z(flm 1(s))ds 
... t o 
+la \\k112 (f,( Ó)) \vi ilh(flm1(s))ds 
\im
0 
inf XJ 2: 
ó- (101) 
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On the other hand, bY using (33) with u = , after integrating in [0, t], we 
rt 
obtain an expression for v0 I , v5)ds that substituted into (99), giYes Jo 
1 ' 1' ( "(cii es: T \J\ . /' 
o 
-
- 2 
By letting o _, O in this last expression, we conclude that 
c 
:\ow, from the fact that v= O a.e. in Q, and our additional hypothesis that 
the measure of 3f!ml is zero for a.e. t E (O. t), we can write as 
This and ( 101) imply that 
Now, we recall that (97) holds for a.e. t E (0, T) and any 1) E V'(O, T; l/P) 
with compact support contained in Qm1 Uf.lm1(0) Uflml(T) and such that 1Jt E 
V' (0, T: (1P)'). Thus, our previous estimates and our additional hypothesis 
on the integrability of k(f,( cf;)) allow us to use density argnments to conclude 
that (97) holds for any 1) E V(O, T: l/P) with support contained in the closure 
of Qml U ftm1(0) U rlm1(T) and such that 1Jt E LP'(o, T; (VP)'). In particular, 
v has this properties, and we can take 1) = v in (97) and integrate in time on 
the interval [0, t] to find an energy identity that used with the last inequality 
furnishes 
V o l (X - A1!J. v - v )ds ~ O a. e. t. 
Therefore, by standard arguments using the hemicontinuity of operator A 
([8] Chp.2), we can conclude that x = Av, and the proof of Theorem 1 is 
complete. I 
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Capítulo 6 
Conclusões Gerais 
:\este trabalho apresentamos resultados de existência de soluções para alguns 
modelos matemáticos do tipo campo de fase que tratam de problemas de 
solidificação de ligas binárias. 
Observemos que no primeiro modelo (que não inclui convecção) a condu-
tívidade térmica, que depende do campo de fase, podia se anular. Ao intro-
duzir os termos convectivos tivemos que fortalecer essa hipótese para obter 
um resultado de exitência global no tempo. Em particular. no segundo mo-
delo, a dificuldade técnica surge quando precisamos obter mais regularidade 
do campo de fase para que as regiões estejam bem definidas. Tal regularidade 
depende do termo fonte da equação, que por sua vez depende da regulari-
dade da temperatura e da concentração. Como a concentração pertence a 
Loc(Q). a temperatura é a que controla a regularidade do campo de fase. A 
informação que se consegue obter sobre a temperatura (L"'(O, T; U(\1))) não 
é suficiente para garantir a continuidade do campo de fase. Torna-se então 
necessário aumentar tal regularidade para IP( Q) com p > N + 2/2. Uma al-
ternativa possível seria a de tentar melhorar a regularidade da temperatura, 
tal vez apenas num intervalo de tempo pequeno, obtendo assim uma solução 
locaL Esta análise está na fase iniciaL Também poderia ser analizado a 
possibilidade de existência de soluções locais nos outros modelos estudados. 
1_; ma outra proposta interessante seria a de fazer a análise matemática 
de um modelo de solidificação para ligas que usa a metodologia de campo 
de fase. inclui convecção, diferente dos modelos estudados e que foi proposto 
por Beckermann et aL [3] e Diepers [15]. Eles propoêm uma equação para a 
velocidade válida no domínio todo: o fato da velocidade ter que ser zero na 
região sólida está embutido na propria equação. 
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